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Introduction
The Cultural Resource Survey of Unincorporated Jefferson County was initiated by
the Jefferson County Historical Commission (JCHC) in November 1999. The project was
undertaken to create an inventory of historic (pre-1951) properties, evaluating each in the
field to determine its architectural integrity and its potential historic or architectural
significance.
The multi-phase project was motivated by concern for preserving historic properties
in the county’s unincorporated areas. These once rural places now experience ongoing urban
development. Residential subdivisions are being built on agricultural lands, and commercial
centers constructed along historic roadways. Summer cabins are being expanded for yearround living. Transportation improvement projects may remove some historic properties.
The 1999 – 2002 Cultural Resource Survey is intended to lay a foundation for a pro-active
program to preserve the last physical links to the county’s past.

Project Purpose
The Cultural Resource Survey was undertaken to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identify and document the county’s most significant historic properties.
Provide a means for historic properties to be monitored by the JCHC.
Create an inventory of pre-1951 properties and cultural features, including an
evaluation of their integrity.
Produce a priority list of around 500 intact, potentially significant properties to
assist in implementing a local historic preservation program in Jefferson County.
Encourage owner nomination of potentially eligible properties to the National or
State Register.
Raise the awareness of citizens and decision makers regarding Jefferson County’s
history and historic places.

Jefferson County’s location
west of the Denver
metropolitan area has made
it a natural gateway to the
central Colorado mountains.
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Jefferson County Background
Situated in the north-central part of Colorado, Jefferson County is one of the original
17 territorial counties. Its location along the Front Range made it a gateway to the mountains
for indigenous peoples and for Euro-American gold seekers who arrived in this remote
western territory beginning in late 1858. Prospectors had discovered a small amount of gold
in 1850 at Ralston Creek in present-day Jefferson County. During the gold rush of the late
1850s and early 1860s, some placer mining occurred in Clear Creek east of present-day
Golden, but little gold was discovered in what would become Jefferson County. Instead, the
county prospered by providing transportation, food, timber, coal, bricks, and supplies to
Denver and to mining districts in Gilpin and Clear Creek counties. Abundant natural
resources contributed to this early growth, such as, fertile farmland, vast timber stands, and
deposits of stone, clay, and coal supported early industries.
In the twentieth century, the county’s scenic beauty and the availability of the
automobile encouraged tourism and outdoor recreation as important industries in the western
mountains. Development of the Denver Mountain Parks and the Pike, Arapahoe, and
Roosevelt National Forests encouraged outdoor activity and stimulated construction of
summer dwellings in west Jefferson County, ranging from elaborate stone lodges to small
woodframe cottages.
Agriculture continued into the mid-century, in particular on mountain ranches and on
the farms and ranches on the northern plains. The World War II development of the Denver
Ordnance munitions plant at Kipling Street and West Sixth Avenue was a precursor to the
dominant role that the defense industry would play in eastern unincorporated Jefferson
County in the last half of the twentieth century. Growth accelerated in the county’s western
mountains as wagon roads were improved and roads paved and, finally, expanded into multilane highways.
The Historic Contexts Report prepared in conjunction with the reconnaissance survey
provides a description of historic influences in unincorporated Jefferson County.

State of Colorado,
showing Jefferson
County.
From Historical Atlas of
Colorado, reprinted with
permission.
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Survey Funding Sources and Participants
Phases I and II were funded by two State Historical Fund grants, a Scientific and
Cultural Facilities District (SCFD) grant, and a cash match provided by Jefferson County.
Phase I took place from November 1999 through November 2000. Phase II was carried out
from August 2001 through December 2002.
The project was conducted by Preservation Publishing, Cathleen M. Norman, M. A.,
principal. The project was overseen by a project committee composed of JCHC members
Deborah Andrews, Milly Roeder, and Joyce Weedon. Work was aided by subcontractor
April Bernard and volunteer assistance provided by Carole Lomond, Norm Meyer, Kim
Grant, Sally Thompson, Bette Taggart, Laveta Bermudez, and Lynn Yehle. The grant was
administered by Duncan McCullom, Director of Jefferson County Archives and Records
Management. Jefferson County Division of Planning and Zoning staff members Stephanie
O’Hara and Lor Pellegrino furnished additional project guidance and input.

Survey Products
Phases I and II of the survey accomplished the following:
•

•
•
•
•
•

Researched and established historic contexts ⎯ influences on the county’s
historic development, such as transportation, agriculture, mining, logging, and
tourism.
Visually examined and evaluated historic properties.
Created a list of intact, historic, potentially significant properties.
Produced the Historic Contexts Report, Reconnaissance Survey Report, and
Survey Database.
Prioritized and initiated intensive survey work.
Conducted intensive survey of 53 properties (see Intensive Survey Report).
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Survey Area
Jefferson County is approximately 777 square miles in area. The county is 54 miles
long and 20 miles wide. It is wedged shaped — long and narrow and tapering to a narrow
point at its southern end. The county is composed of 72% mountain area, (557 square miles)
and 28% plains area (220 square miles). The county’s southern end is comprised of 172
square miles of Pike National Forest, about 22% of the county’s area. Jefferson County is
bounded by the following entities, (see map on the following page:
•
•
•
•
•

Boulder and Adams counties on the north
City and County of Denver, Adams County, and Arapahoe County on the east
Douglas County on the southeast, along the South Platte River
Gilpin, Clear Creek, and Park County counties on the west
Park County on the south.

The survey area consisted of 276,480 acres. It excluded lands under government
jurisdiction,⎯ such as National Forests, State Parks, Jefferson County Open Space lands,
Denver Mountain Parks, and the Rocky Flats Plant. However, these areas were considered
for their historic impact on adjacent areas.
The foothills run north-south along the county’s length, dividing the mountains from
the plains. Characterized by gently rolling hills and crossed by various creeks, the foothills
provided natural resources that sustained historic agriculture, mining, and quarrying. The
striking foothills landscape is intrinsically connected to the county’s identity and its role as
the gateway to the mountains.
Eastern Jefferson County consists of rolling terrain watered by several streams
flowing from the mountains and eastward. Fertile land and availability of water promoted
agriculture and community development. Along the western edge of the eastern plains and
creek valleys lies the Dakota Hogback, running north-south through most of the county.
Three prominent flat-topped landforms also characterize the area ⎯ the Rocky Flats plains
that lie at the base of the northern mountains and North Table Mountain and South Table
Mountain on either side of Clear Creek at Golden.
West Jefferson County is composed of forested mountains, creek canyons, and high
country meadows. The mountainous topography initially hampered early settlement. From
the 1860s on, the western mountains sustained ranching, farming and logging. The
mountains proved to be a tremendous asset in attracting visitors in the first decades of the
twentieth century. A large portion of the western county consists of public lands ⎯ the
Denver Mountain Parks, Jefferson County Open Space, Golden Gate State Park, and
Arapahoe, Roosevelt and Pike National Forests. Pike National Forest occupies the
southernmost end of the county and extends south along the Front Range into Douglas,
Teller, and El Paso counties, and to Park County on the west.
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Map of Jefferson County and surrounding counties.
Courtesy Pierson Graphics, Co. (MAPSCO)
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Survey Methodology
Survey methodology consisted of conducting a reconnaissance survey, followed by
an intensive survey of 53 properties and described in the Intensive Survey Report.

Scope of Work
Phases I and II took place November 1999 through December 2002. Phase I produced
a Historic Contexts Report, Reconnaissance Survey Report, and Survey Database. These
products provide a framework for documenting and evaluating significant Jefferson County
properties for landmark designation. The Survey Database also assists the Board of County
Commissioners, County Planning Commissioners, and Planning and Zoning staff in making
land use decisions.
The Historic Contexts Report describes influences on the County’s origins, early
settlement, and subsequent growth. The information is organized by themes, such as
transportation, agriculture, tourism, and community development. Historic contexts will be
applied when evaluating the historic significance of buildings, structures, sites, and districts.
The Reconnaissance Survey Report contains the results of fieldwork that visually
inspected and evaluated over 4,000 historic (pre-1951) properties throughout unincorporated
Jefferson County. Evaluation identified: 1) whether a property was architecturally intact; and
2) if it possessed potential for historic or architectural significance. Results of the fieldwork
are organized geographically into ten survey areas.
The Survey Database contains the inventory of pre-1951 properties and results of
survey evaluation. Reconnaissance survey work concluded that around 500 properties are
architecturally intact and potentially significant. Integrated into the County’s planning
database and mapping system, this property list will notify P&Z staff when proposed land
uses will impact historic properties. The property list will also facilitate designation of an
eligible property when the owner wishes to do so.
The survey project committee prioritized these properties for intensive survey work.
Eventually, each will be documented and further evaluated for eligibility as a county
landmark or listing in the State Register of Historic Properties or the National Register of
Historic Places.
Phase II also conducted an intensive survey of 53 scattered properties,
photographing, researching, and describing each property, and preparing a Colorado
Historical Society Inventory Form for each. The intensive survey will also produce a Survey
Map and Intensive Survey Report. Intensive survey work will continue in subsequent project
phases.

Expected Results
It was expected that around 30% of the County’s rural historic sites remain relatively
unaltered. It was expected that resource types would reflect the County’s varied historic
influences of agriculture, transportation, tourism, mining and quarrying, and logging. It was
expected that these properties would include farmsteads, barns, ranch complexes, grain silos,
granges, tourist cabins, resort lodges, commercial buildings, schoolhouses, filling stations,
single and multiple dwellings, residential neighborhoods, and commercial districts. Cultural
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features would also be noted, including irrigation ditches and canals, wagon roads, railroad
beds, quarries, mine sites, mining and quarry structures, and bridges.

Survey Process
The project goals shaped the survey process, along with the available budget and
schedule for Phase I of the project. Both a contextual and geographic approach were
employed to locate, examine, and evaluate historic properties within selected proposed
survey areas. The project consisted of five components:
•
•
•
•
•

identifying proposed survey areas
creating historic contexts
conducting reconnaissance fieldwork
producing the Historic Context Report, Reconnaissance Survey Report, and
survey maps
prioritizing and beginning intensive survey work.

Identifying Proposed Survey Areas
The project began by dividing the county into areas that reflect topography, natural
features, historic influences, and contemporary growth. This approach divided the survey
field work in manageable segments. This division considered mountain ranges, creek
canyons, creek drainages, historic transportation corridors, cultural landscapes, and
communities. This division also reflected the historic background of a particular area.
The proposed survey areas were identified and then prioritized for reconnaissance
survey work. Reconnaissance fieldwork was conducted in the Northern Plains and the Lower
Bear Creek Corridor in Phase I (November 1999 – November 2000). Phase II concluded
fieldwork for the rest of the survey areas (August 2001 – May 2002).
Survey Area 1 - Northern Mountains
Survey Area 2 - Northern Plains
Survey Area 3 - Golden Vicinity
Survey Area 4 – Mount Vernon Canoyn/I-70 Corridor
Survey Area 5 - Lower Bear Creek Corridor
Survey Area 6 - Evergreen Area
Survey Area 7 - U.S. 285 Corridor
Survey Area 8 - Deer Creek and South Turkey Creek
Survey Area 9 - Southern Plains
Survey Area 10 - North Fork of the South Platte River
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Developing Historic Contexts
The Historic Contexts Report was prepared concurrently with the reconnaissance
survey. Several sources provided initial information for developing the historic contexts.
These included Colorado Historic Plains Context and Colorado Historic Mountains Context
developed by the Colorado Historical Society, National Register Nominations, and From
Scratch, A History of Jefferson County, published in 1985 by the lay historians of the
Jefferson County Historical Commission.
Initial research identified seven themes: agriculture, transportation, extractive
industries (mining, quarrying, logging, oil), tourism, outdoor recreation, settlement and town
building, and defense industries. Historic research and field work also identified several subthemes.
Various primary and secondary sources provided information for developing the
contexts. Research relied upon several county history books and booklets published on the
history of specific geographic areas, communities, and places within the county. Secondary
sources on general and specific topics were also consulted, as shown in the bibliography.
Historic pamphlets, brochures, newspaper articles, and photographs were researched at the
Denver Public Library Western History Collection, Colorado Historical Society Stephen Hart
Library, Jefferson County Historical Society library at Hiwan Homestead, and Evergreen
Library. National Register nomination forms were consulted for specific properties. A
number of individuals were interviewed as well.

Conducting the Reconnaissance Survey
Phase I of the Reconnaissance Survey focused on the Northern Plains and the Lower
Bear Creek Corridor survey areas. The methodology was refined during Phase II, which
surveyed properties in the rest of the unincorporated county.
Given the survey goals and the finite budget and schedule, the survey focused
primarily on historic buildings, using addresses and construction dates from property records
provided by the Jefferson County Assessor’s office.
Cultural landscape features, such as corrals, solitary barns or silos, mines, irrigation
ditches, and others, were encountered in the field. Some of these were noted in the survey
report narrative. It is anticipated that these resources may be documented and inventoried in
a future project phase if financial resources are available.
Paleontological and archaeological sites were excluded. The Jefferson County Open
Space department has inventoried some sites located on its properties. It is hoped that
archaeological survey could be done on private properties in a future project phase if
financial resources are available.

Evaluation
Reconnaissance fieldwork focused on properties older than fifty years based upon
construction dates provided by the County Assessor’s records. Each was evaluated visually
for: 1) architectural integrity; 2) architectural style/building type, if applicable; and 3) historic
significance, if known. This reconnaissance evaluation was supplemented by field notes that
recorded the character and features of various neighborhoods within the survey area.
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Preparatory Work
The OAHP staff conducted a file search of Jefferson County properties previously
recorded by the Colorado Historical Society. Results were provided as an electronic file that
contained records for the following:
Incorporated cities:
Unincorporated county:
Total properties:

895
828
1723

Unincorporated county
Archaeological
Historical archaeology
Paleontological
Unknown
Historic Districts
Historic
Total properties:

251
314
15
10
10
228
828

The previously recorded historic properties in unincorporated Jeffco are listed in
Appendix B of the Intensive Survey Report.
A field log was created for approximately 4,000 pre-1951 properties using property
addresses and other property data acquired from the County Assessor’s office in electronic
format. Each record contained the physical address, subdivision name (if applicable),
construction date, and square footage. A Survey Area code was added to each record along
with the following updatable items: property name (if any), style (if applicable), history (if
known), description, alterations, and level of integrity (intact, somewhat intact, altered). The
properties were prioritized for intensive survey as follows:
Code

Status

5

intact, possibly significant

4

relatively intact, possibly significant

3

intact but no apparent significance

2

somewhat altered/possibly reversible

1

substantially altered

0

could not be evaluated, ie could not access,
incomplete address information, demolished.

Logs and reports sorted by survey area, subdivisions, physical addresses, or other criteria
were produced as necessary. A copy of the log is available at the Jefferson County Archives
Department.
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Field Work
Reconnaissance work for each survey area began with preliminary historic research,
typically reading available local history book(s) and an examination of the field log and
maps. Usually the consultant took an initial trip to orient herself, to shoot photographs of
visually prominent properties or natural features, and to record general observations.
Subsequent field trips found and evaluated each property within a Survey Area, updating the
field log, and shooting representative photographs. Field notes, the field log, and a photo log
were manually updated in the field, then used to prepare typed field notes, to update the
survey database, and to manually label photographs. Some of the fieldwork was assisted by
project volunteers who helped locate properties and who maintained the field log and photo
log. Field work was sometimes supplemented with additional research from local history
books and/or by contacting “local experts,” including members of the JCHC, who were
knowledgeable about the specific Survey Area.
More than 600 colored photographs were taken in the field, to provide examples of
architectural styles, property types, architectural features, and to illustrate cultural features,
prominent natural features, cultural landscapes, and perspective views. These were manually
labeled with address or description from the photo log and organized according to Survey
Area. Many of these photographs were scanned and imported into the project reports.
Results
The Reconnaissance Survey identified around 500 priority properties (level 5). These
unaltered, potentially significant properties are listed in Appendix A. It is anticipated that
the survey database will be further updated and expanded in subsequent survey phases. For
example, nearly 300 properties were not evaluated in Phases I and II because they lacked
physical addresses, could not be physically accessed (such as gated driveways), or could not
be physically found in the field. In addition, an unknown number of properties has not been
evaluated because they are not associated with a County Assessor’s record. The results of
the reconnaissance provide a reasonably thorough coverage, rather than comprehensive.

Producing Survey Products
A preliminary version of the Historic Contexts Report and the Reconnaissance
Survey Report for the Lower Bear Creek Corridor and the Northern Plains were prepared
during Phase I. The reports were expanded and updated in Phase II with information and
photographs from field work and from additional research. Successive drafts of both reports
were reviewed by project committee members Deborah Andrews and Milly Roeder. The
Priority Property list is being provided electronically to the Jefferson County P&Z
Department for integration into the planning database and mapping system. The entire
property database is also being delivered to the County.

Prioritizing and Conducting Intensive Survey Work
Around 500 properties are recommended as priorities for intensive survey. During
Phase II, 53 priority (level 5) properties were intensively surveyed with preparation of
Architectural Inventory Forms for each. Several of these contain multiple buildings; most
have a single primary building and perhaps an outbuilding. Selection of these properties took
into consideration representation of different historic contexts and coverage of each Survey
Area. The North Fork Survey Area was excluded from intensive survey in Phase II, because
it was anticipated that the entire area would be intensively surveyed in a future project phase.
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Survey Results
The reconnaissance survey identified around 500 intact, potentially significant
historic properties and sites. Consideration was also given to altered properties with
significant historic associations. Over 4,000 historic properties were examined in the
reconnaissance survey, a majority of which were residential. A few were commercial or
related to agricultural activity, such as barns or stables. In addition, the survey reports note
historic railroad beds, road bridges, stone quarries, mining sites, and irrigation ditches.
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Survey Areas
This section contains a map, physical description, and brief historic description of each
survey area. The physical characteristics and history are briefly summarized for subdivisions,
communities, and settlements along with descriptions of the most intact, historic properties.
Survey Area 1 - Northern Mountains
Survey Area 2 - Northern Plains
Survey Area 3 - Golden Vicinity
Survey Area 4 – Mount Vernon Canyon/I-70 Corridor
Survey Area 5 - Lower Bear Creek Corridor
Survey Area 6 - Evergreen Area
Survey Area 7 - U.S. 285 Corridor
Survey Area 8 - Deer Creek and South Turkey Creek
Survey Area 9 - Southern Plains
Survey Area 10 - North Fork of the South Platte River

Survey Area 1

Northern Mountains

Boundaries
North

Jefferson-Boulder County line (West 120th Avenue and
State Highway 128)

South

Clear Creek Canyon/U.S. 6

East

State Highway 93

West

Jefferson-Gilpin County line/Golden Gate Canyon State
Park

The Front Range forms a dense mass in the northwestern portion of Jefferson County,
with a topography distinguished by steep mountains. Several wagon toll roads were built up
the northern mountain canyons to access mining camps in Gilpin and Clear Creek counties.
These included the Golden Gate & Gregory Road in 1860, Clear Creek Wagon Road in 1862,
Ralston Creek Wagon Road in 1865, and Blackhawk & Central City Wagon Road through Coal
Creek Canyon in 1866 (see Transportation in Historic Contexts for more information on wagon
roads).
Homesteaders farmed and ranched the steep, rugged terrain beginning in 1859. They
raised beef and dairy cattle and cultivated root vegetables, peas, lettuce, and hay; some farmers
sold produce at Central City and Black Hawk markets. Ranching was difficult as it took a
minimum of 40 acres to sustain one head of livestock. Many ranches were a minimum of 640
acres, and the most successful ranches expanded their operations by acquiring neighboring
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land. As elsewhere in the mountains of Jefferson County, many homesteaders were immigrants
from Germany, Sweden, and England.
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Northern Mountains
Few buildings remain from this early agricultural period. Often, homestead structures
consisted of mere shacks, so-called “claim shanties” that served as temporary residences. The
more stable ranchers built log dwellings and barns from timber felled on their property. Nearly
all the log ranch buildings in Golden Gate Canyon have been moved, burned down, or
deteriorated. Of the few ranches that have endured, the ranch houses typically have been
expanded and modernized to meet the family’s needs. When Golden Gate Canyon State Park
began acquiring homesteads and ranch
properties in 1960, the Park removed
nearly all houses and outbuildings. The
Kriley Ranch on State Highway (SH) 72
in Gilpin County is the most intact historic
ranch house within the park. A few other
decaying buildings and barns remain in
remote locations within the park, accessed
only by hikers and horse-back riders. In
Golden Gate Canyon, weathered livestock
corrals and aging barns along SH 72 are
the most obvious remnants of the area’s
ranching history.
Ranching families constructed
This roadside barn on the Golden Gate
one-room schoolhouses that often also
Canyon Road is an example of the remaining
served as community halls. None of the
buildings associated with agricultural
northern mountains schoolhouses remains
activities in the northern Mountains.
intact on its original site. The Guy Hill
School has been relocated from its original location Golden Gate Canyon to the Clear Creek
history park in Golden. The others have been torn down or lost to fire.
The steep terrain and rough roads discouraged settlement in the northern mountains,
other than ranching, until after World War II. A few summer cabins were built from the early
1900s to mid 1900s. These were scattered in Coal Creek Canyon and concentrated in the
summer Twin Spruce Park subdivision. Year-round residential growth increased in both
Golden Gate and Coal Creek canyons in the 1940s, stimulating construction of community
halls and motivating organization of volunteer fire departments. Today, Coal Creek Canyon
has grown to a bedroom community of around 1,500 people. Golden Canyon consists of large
ranch holdings and a few late-twentieth-century subdivisions.
SH 93 marks the east edge of the northern mountains survey area. Little settlement
occurred in the stony, wind-swept area between SH 72 and the Jefferson-Boulder county line.
The Rocky Flats Plant, located along the east side of SH 93, northeast of Coal Creek Canyon,
curbed development from the late 1940s on. Located between SH 93 and the foothills are the
remains of an historic orchard (5JF483); a stone fire break (5JF474); the non-historic Rocky
Flats Lounge; and a Centennial Farm, the Hogan Farm (5JF2113), at 11919 SH 93. Deposits of
gravel and clay have sustained various quarries along the foothills and Dakota Hogback
formations. During the 1990s, the City of Arvada annexed land up to the mouth of Coal Creek
Canyon, as well as acreage in the Rocky Flats vicinity. A recent proposal to develop the Coal
Creek Center commercial complex near the canyon entrance failed to materialize.
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The survey area contains a considerable amount of open space acreage. The City of
Boulder’s Open Space department acquired 1,500 acres on the west side of SH 93 from SH 72
north to the Jefferson-Boulder county line. Jefferson County Open Space (JCOS) holdings
include: the former Edwards Ranch at the base of Coal Creek Peak; Asel Open Space Park on
the west side of Crescent Peak; North Jefferson Mountain Park composed of Blue Mountain, a
parcel adjoining the northern edge of Golden Gate Canyon State Park; and acreage just inside
the entrance of Golden Gate Canyon.
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Coal Creek Canyon, extract from USGS Map of Jefferson County, 1976.

Twin
Spruce/Gap
Road

Twin Spruce
Subdivision

Skankee
Ranch

Hilltop and Ranch
Elsie Subdivisions

State Highway 72

State Highway 93

N

Northern Mountains

Coal Creek Canyon: north view with Coal
Creek Peak above, canyon entrance with
Crescent Mountain beyond at right, and
south view with Ralston Buttes, below.

Coal Creek Canyon
Consisting of hills framed by tall peaks, the Coal Creek Canyon entrance is
distinguished by its lack of development. It forms an integral part of the Front Range natural
and cultural landscape. Coal Creek Peak (8,484) stands on the north side of the canyon, while
the Ralston Buttes (7,788) rise to the south. Further up the canyon rise Blue Mountain (9,322)
on the south and Crescent Mountain (8,945) and Scar Top Mountain (8,790) on the north. The
steep elevation and rough terrain hindered homesteading and discouraged tourism
development, so that the area remained relatively undeveloped until after World War II.
Today, several land parcels are held by JCOS or contained within Golden Gate Canyon State
Park. A corner of Roosevelt National Forest extends into the county’s northwest corner.
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Blue Mountain (the North Jefferson Mountain Park) from the north and clearing containing
Ranch Elsie and Hilltop subdivisions from the east (right).

Coal Creek pours from the canyon to flow north-northeast into Boulder County and
through the historic coal fields at Marshall, Louisville and Lafayette. The creek provides water
for a number of Jefferson County irrigation resources, including: Kinnear Reservoir, Upper
Church Ditch, Upper Church Lake, McKay Ditch, and Little Church Ditch, and combines with
waters from Clear Creek, Ralston, and Leyden creeks to feed Standley Lake.1
Coal Creek Canyon ascends west-northwest into Boulder County. The canyon road,
SH 72, extends about ten miles from the intersection with SH 93 west to the Jefferson-Boulder
county line; it extends east to Indiana Street. The 1866 Central & Black Hawk toll road
became a Jefferson County road in the 1880s and was rebuilt in 1894 after a flood washed it
out. It remained unpaved until the 1950s, and during that decade was paved in segments
between SH 93 and SH 119 in Gilpin County. The road travels beyond the head of Coal Creek
Canyon at the Jefferson-Boulder county line, then climbs Wondervu Pass to proceed on
through Pinecliff to State Highway 119 in Gilpin County.
The Denver Northwest & Pacific Railroad (DNW&P) created a few jobs and provided
alternative transportation to the Coal Creek Canyon vicinity. David Moffatt, a well-known
Colorado mining and railroad investor initiated construction of the standard-gauge line in 1902.
The railroad scaled the Continental Divide in 1904, to reach Grand County and continue
westward. Moffatt scaled back his initial intentions of a railroad to the Pacific Coast and
renamed the line the Denver & Salt Lake. However, the railroad never extended past Craig on
Colorado’s western slope, although the nine-mile-long Moffatt Tunnel constructed in the 1920s
facilitated the year-round operation of the railroad.
The DNW&P ascended from the Arvada vicinity on a southeast to northwest grade,
crossed the canyon on a 265’ long, 60’ high trestle, and entered the Front Range at Plainview
northwest of Coal Creek Canyon. Railroad construction consumed local lumber cut as railroad
ties and later provided transportation of local livestock. At one time, a post office and store
operated at Crescent Station just north of the Jefferson-Boulder county line north of the small
commercial district on SH 72. Later, the DNW&P was absorbed into the Denver & Rio
Grande (D&RG) system that extended throughout Colorado. The railroad trestle marks the

1

Jefferson County Place Names Directory: Standley Lake, Kinnear Reservoir, Upper Church
Ditch, McKay Ditch, Upper Church Lake, and Little Church Ditch.
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entrance to the canyon; the 40’-wide structure replaced the 1902 trestle, which was washed out
by a flood in 1938.
Until the 1900s, settlement in Coal Creek Canyon remained sparse, not exceeding 100
people. Early residents consisted of teamsters, ranchers, farmers, sawmill workers, laborers,
and their families. The Coal Creek Canyon vicinity experienced some popularity as a summer
retreat. People built a few cabins in scattered locations in the forested foothills. The only
summer subdivision was Twin Spruce Park developed in 1927 by Carrie E. Hanna and Emily
A. Emery of Adams County. The large dwelling at 30620 SH 72 may have operated as a small
lodge; its location near Crescent Road suggests it may have accommodated railroad travelers.
The Coal Creek Canyon area remained relatively undeveloped until after World War II
— fewer than 70 properties date to prior to 1946 with a total of 90 pre-1951 properties in the
canyon and vicinity.2 The first postwar developments were the Hilltop and Ranch Elsie
subdivisions, platted by Emrich Rudolph Kuhlman southwest of the SH 72, and Twin Spruce
junction in a gently sloping mountain clearing. Kuhlman family members platted other
subdivisions in the vicinity: Kuhlman, his wife, Elsie, and their son-in-law, Lionel Brook,
platted Georgian Woods and Sylvan Heights in 1952; Blue Mountain View, Lillis Lane, and
Vonnie Claire Heights in 1953; and Coal Creek Heights in 1961.3
Urban conveniences came late to Coal Creek Canyon. Electricity was installed by the
Rural Electrification Association (REA) in 1947, and telephone service became available in
1950. The Coal Creek Canyon Improvement Association (CCCIA) was organized in 1946 to
help provide community services to the growing year-round population. The CCCIA building
was completed in 1947, a hollow clay block and glass block building on SH 72, just north of
the Jefferson-Boulder county line. A section was added two years later, built with money
raised by the Coal Creek Women’s Club. A volunteer fire department was organized in 1948,
which constructed a firehouse at the SH 72 and Crescent Road intersection. The roof of this
building collapsed under a 5-foot accumulation of snow in 1957. In 1959, local residents
created a fire protection tax district that included the three counties of the canyon — Jefferson,
Boulder, and Gilpin— and built a new firehouse on the same site.
Population in the canyon increased to around 500 during the 1950s. This postwar
growth was boosted by the 1951 opening of the nuclear weapon manufacturing plant at Rocky
Flats, several miles northeast of the Coal Creek Canyon entrance. Road improvements
encouraged residential expansion, allowing Coal Creek to serve as a bedroom community.
Construction of Gross Dam and Reservoir by the Denver Water Board in the early 1950s, ten
miles north of the Jefferson-Boulder county line, created a few jobs. Today, Coal Creek
Canyon still serves primarily as a bedroom community, with around 1,500 residents. Much of
the land remains undeveloped, consisting of large private holdings and properties held by
Jefferson County Open Space, Golden Gate Canyon State Park, or Roosevelt National Forest.
Plainview Plainview Road extends north from SH 72 toward the Jefferson-Boulder
county line. Just north of SH 72, the Edwards/Ranson Ranch at 11127, 10207, and 10177
Plainview Road was homesteaded in the 1880s by the Edwards family and grew into a 900-acre
cattle ranch. Today, it consists of post-1950 residences, an old log cabin built on another part
of the ranch and later moved to this location, and several pre-1950 barns and corrals. Family
Analysis of property records from the County Tax Assessor’s office.
Jan Brescia, “Community History,” North Mountains Community Plan, Golden: Jefferson
County Planning & Zoning Division, 1991.

2
3
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members have retained 115 acres as a horse boarding stable and sold the rest of the ranch to
Jefferson County Open Space. The passive open space property extends north to near the
Jefferson-Boulder county line.4 About three miles northwest of SH 72 at the end of Plainview
Road is the Plainview railroad crossing. Two early 1900s properties, considerably altered, are
located near the railroad grade.
Coal Creek Canyon The canyon zigzags in a
west-northwest direction, crossing the Jefferson-Boulder
county line. Just below the canyon entrance, the
property at 24230 SH 72 consists of an architecturally
intact, circa 1935 residence and several agricultural
outbuildings. Presently within Arvada city limits, it was
excluded from the survey but is likely of historic
significance in canyon development due to its longevity
and prominent location. The post-1950 development,
the Blue Mountain Subdivision, lies a half-mile south of
the canyon entrance.
Dwellings of various design and construction
dates are located in Coal Creek Canyon along SH 72.
The most intact residences along the canyon road
include: the front-gabled stone dwelling at 27589
SH 72, located at the bridge; the 1935 stucco and
varnished-wood dwelling at 29070 SH 72; the 1929
flat-roof, stuccoed dwelling at 29310 SH 72; and
the 1925 Copperdale Ranch house, clad in stucco
and wood siding, at 30410 SH 72. Now the Frank
Terrel residence, it was once used as a stage stop,
dance hall and gathering place, but has been
modified by additions and newer siding. The two
tiny cabins at 31280 SH 72 and 31250 SH 72 are
the best candidates for intensive survey as
excellent examples of summer dwellings.

The canyon opening is marked
by the railroad trestle.

Cabin at 29310 SH 72

A few small businesses are located along SH 72 between Twin Spruce and Ranch Elsie
roads, including a few woodframe stores with
gabled roofs and manufactured log siding and a
post-1950 concrete block gas station. Scotty’s
Liquors at 30550 SH 72 is the most intact, a 1948
gabled woodframe building with a few shedroofed additions and exterior of manufactured
log.

Commercial building at 30550 SH 72
4

Telephone interview with Al Ranson, 01/03/01.
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Ranch Elsie Road branches southwest from SH 72 past the small commercial district
and curves east through the Ranch Elsie and Hill Top subdivisions in the “Y” formed by SH 72
and Twin Spruce Road. This gently sloping, elevated area contains a combination of post-1950
dwellings, mostly year-round with a few summer homes. Ranch Elsie Road is paved while the
rest of the roads are gravel. The subdivision contains few pre-1951 properties. The most intact
property is the summer residence at 11734 Ranch Elsie Road, a 1950 cabin clad in
manufactured log with a stone chimney, functional shutters, and an outhouse.
Several one-room schoolhouses were built in the Coal Creek Canyon vicinity to
educate the children of ranching families, but none remains intact today. The first was a oneroom log cabin erected by ranchers about 1890 at 10607 Twin Spruce Road. Another small
school was built in 1916, the Columbine School at 29280 SH 72; today it has been expanded
into a private home. A one-room schoolhouse was also built near Plainview in 1935. In 1960,
the Coal Creek Elementary School was built on the south side of Ranch Elsie Road in response
to the postwar growth.
Two circa-1950 church buildings
reflect the ongoing, postwar expansion of
the year-round residential community. The
Chapel in the Hills at 29579 SH 72 is a
gabled, 1.5-story building clad in
manufactured log. The Baptist Church at
11243 Twin Spruce Road, just south of the
SH 72 intersection, is a one-story building
clad in manufactured log with two gambrelroofed sections joined by a lower sidegabled section. The Lutheran and Catholic
congregations presently hold services in the
Coal Creek Canyon Improvement Center.

Summer cabin at 11734 Ranch Elsie Road

Twin Spruce Road and Gap Road Twin Spruce Road exits SH 72 just below the
Coal Creek business district community and extends southwest for about eight miles towards
the Gilpin-Jefferson county line. Twin Spruce Road becomes Gap Road about two miles from
the county line and enters Golden Gate Canyon State Park from the north. Around 25 summer
homes from the 1920s and 1930s are
concentrated in the 10600 and 10700 blocks of
Twin Spruce Road, many within the Twin
Spruce Park subdivision. These are small,
gabled cabins, some of chinked log, but most
woodframe clad in log slab, board and batten,
or manufactured log. Most have porches.
Because of the dense concentration and lack of
posted house numbers, it was difficult to assess
each Twin Spruce Park property individually.
It appears that a majority are intact; and the
area has experienced little new construction.
Cabin at 33697 Gap Road
Twin Spruce Park may deserve further
investigation through intensive survey, as a
potential historic district. Some dwellings lack water and septic tanks. Scattered elsewhere
along Twin Spruce Road and Gap Road are a few small, 1920s-1950s dwellings, nearly all
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enlarged and otherwise altered. The most notable summer residential property is a cluster of
four tiny cabins clad in log slab dating to the 1920s at 33697 Gap Road. Gap Road is
developed with several low-density, mid- to late-twentieth-century subdivisions.
The Skankee Ranch (5JF2775) located at 34787 Gap Road is the most intact ranch
property in the northern mountains. It was homesteaded around 1875 by the Skankee family.
The Nelson family acquired the property in 1943 and owns it today. The property contains an
1890 homestead house with historic additions and covered in asphalt shingles. It includes a
range of outbuildings, including a large gabled horse barn, calving barn with attached chicken
barn, blacksmith shop, carpenter shop, spring house, and a roadside, pre-1950 woodframe auto
garage. It was operated as a cattle ranch into the late 1990s. The property warrants intensive
survey and the owners have expressed interest in more information on nominating it to the
National Register.

Skankee Ranch, viewed
south on Gap Road
(above), and view east of
meadow (right).
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SKANKEE RANCH BUILDINGS

1890 ranch house, built to replace the log
homestead cabin after it burned.

Horse barn

Spring house and calving barn /chicken coop
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Golden Gate Canyon
The canyon entrance is marked by Galbraith Mountain (7,169) and Crawford Hill
(7,708) on the south and Belcher Hill (7,510) to the north. Further west, the most prominent
peaks are Guy Hill (8,104) and Douglas Mountain (9,653), which rise on the south side of the
canyon and Mount Tom (9,735) and Centralia Mountain (9,795). Golden Gate State Park
occupies the northwest part of this area, extending west into Gilpin County. Golden Gate
Canyon was also known as Eight-Mile Canyon on account of its length. The lower part of the
canyon is exceptionally dry and the hills are nearly bare except for coniferous forests on lower,
north-facing slopes. Through lower Golden Gate Canyon and Tucker Gulch flows small Eight
Mile Creek, a tributary to Clear Creek.

The foothills were traveled by Arapaho tribes, who followed a travois trail that
ascended Indian Gulch just north of the Clear Creek Canyon entrance and continued along on
the mountain tops. (Indian Gulch is now Jefferson County Open Space.)

N

Golden Gate Canyon
Extracted from USGS Map of Jefferson County, 1976.
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In May 1859, John Gregory found gold in the north fork of Clear Creek at what was to
become Central City and Black Hawk. The discovery attracted hordes of prospectors into the
mountains, many of whom traveled on the toll road built up Golden Gate Canyon. The Golden
Gate & Gregory toll road was the first transportation route to the Central City mining district.
Alfred Tucker operated the toll gate from 1860 to 1871, charging 50 cents per wagon, while
those going to church or a funeral traveled free. Traffic on the road declined considerably with
the mid-1870s construction of the Colorado Central Railroad up Clear Creek Canyon.
At the mouth of the canyon, Golden Gate City settlement was platted and grew to 20 or
so log cabins and a few woodframe business buildings. It was abandoned as wagon traffic
increased through Clear Creek and Mount Vernon canyons. A short-lived settlement, Rocky
Mountain City, was platted on the south side of the creek, reportedly a ghost town by 1860.5
The area was primarily agricultural, especially after wagon traffic declined in Golden
Gate Canyon. The arid, mountainous area remained
in agricultural use or unsettled through most of the
twentieth century. Little remains of this agricultural
activity, and only two or three cattle ranches still
operate in Golden Gate Canyon.6 Golden Gate
Grange, organized in 1940 with George Koch as
master, met monthly at the Belcher Hill School (an
earlier grange, the Guy Hill Grange, had folded
during the Depression). With some postwar growth
occurring in the canyon, the grange focused upon
community services. The grange built a concreteblock hall and road maintenance shop building in
Golden Gate Grange at 25201
1955 at 25201 Golden Gate Canyon Road on land
Golden Gate Canyon Road.
donated by ranchwoman, Bessie Nare.
The canyon experienced devastating periodic flooding, especially in Tucker Gulch at
the base of the canyon. The road has undergone numerous improvements, beginning around
1907 when a convict-labor project relocated the road bed from beside the creek bed to above
the creek on the north side of Tucker Gulch. The road was elevated further above the creek in
1937 as an extensive Works Progress Administration (WPA) road improvement project. The
Daughters of Colorado erected a marker the following year to commemorate an original
segment of the Tucker Gulch Road.
West of the canyon, Golden Gate Canyon State Park straddles the Jefferson-Gilpin
county line, developed by the Colorado State and Recreation Department beginning in 1960.
The park has expanded to 14,000 acres assembled from nearly sixty homesteads.
Few intact historic properties remain in Golden Gate Canyon. They include the twostory, stone Centennial House (5JF2777) that Daniel Booten built in 1876 along Golden Gate
Canyon Road as a stage inn. Purchased by Ernest S. Koch in 1895 and owned for several
decades by the Koch family, it is the most intact structure associated with canyon

Mary Ramstetter, John Gregory County – Place Names and History of Ralston Buttes
Quadrangle, Jefferson County, Colorado, Golden: C Lazy 3 Press, 1999, 47.
6
Interview with Louise Ramstetter, Golden Gate Grange, 01/03/02.
5
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transportation. Jeanette Koch, a founder of the Columbine Ladies’ Club used the Centennial
bunk house as a club house.7
Other properties associated with homesteading and early ranching include: the barn
from Crowell Homestead/Horn Ranch/Douglas Mountain Ranch near 32509 Robinson Hill
Road the 1.5 story, square-log Kolin homestead cabin (5JF2778) west of 33729 Robinson Hill
Road, Green Ranch at the end of Perdido Road on Robinson Hill, and the Baughman Ranch at
29487 Golden Gate Canyon Road, a Centennial Farm.

Charlie Kolin
House

Centennial House/Ranch and Baughman Ranch.

Crowell Homestead/Horn Ranch/Douglas Mountain Ranch
7

Ramstetter, 187.
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Outbuildings and dwelling at Pearce Ranch, 26883 Belcher Hill Road.

Log buildings and barns at Little Red Schoolhouse subdivision.

Wood-shingled ranch house at 5226 Crawford
Gulch Road.
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Several structures remain from the circa 1950
uranium mining activity that occurred midway up the
canyon. These include a small shed on the south side of
the road and the headframe from the Ohman uranium
mine on the canyon wall on the north side of the road at
Mile Marker 3.8
Two residential properties at the mouth of the
canyon, accessed from SH 93, date to the late 1800s and
early 1900s. The Brunnel Ranch at 4129 SH 93 (5JF595,
NR eligible) consists of a two-story brick Foursquare
residence, recently expanded, and several outbuildings.

Views from the Golden Gate Canyon
entrance: west view, farmhouse in center
among trees (right); southeast view, Brunnell
Ranch in center (below); east view, masonry
structure beside Golden Gate Canyon Road
(below right).

8

Ramstetter, 257, 258.
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Structure at Queen Anne
uranium mine at Mile
Marker 4.
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State Highway 93
Built in the 1860s as the Boulder-Golden Wagon Road, SH 93 runs north-south,
connecting Boulder and Golden. Along it are located several historic ranch properties. These
include the Ramstetter Ranch at 5399 SH 93, ranch properties at 6809 SH 93 and 8189 SH 93,
and the George W. Lindsay farmhouse at 8018 SH 93 where the road branches to Leyden. The
Hogan Ranch at 11919 Hogan Road is a Centennial Farm, but the farmhouse is not visible from
the highway. Rocky Flats Lounge at 11229 SH 93, a circa 1955 tavern, is the only commercial
building. Sand and gravel operations are located just south of the Jefferson-Boulder county
line in the deep gulch through which Coal Creek flows.

8189 SH 93 (left), 8018 SH 93 (right)

Ralston Reservoir (left), wagon road bed above Ralston Creek (right)

6809 SH 93
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Beaver Brook Open Space

Clear Creek Canyon, extract from USGS Map of Jefferson County, 1976.

Clear Creek Canyon
Clear Creek was key to discovery of gold in what became the state of Colorado. Gold
flake panned at its confluence with Ralston Creek in 1850 generated interest in the area,
eventually leading to the 1859 - 1860s gold rush. Two prospectors followed the north and
south fork of Clear Creek, their discoveries creating two mining districts — George A. Jackson
at Idaho Springs and John H. Gregory at Black Hawk and Central City.

Clear Creek Canyon developed as a transportation route to the mining districts in Gilpin
and Clear Creek counties. The Clear Creek Wagon Road built in 1861 - 62 by Edward
Berthoud was developed as the Colorado
Central Railroad in the 1870s. The line became
part of the C&S line and operated through the
canyon until 1941. Early prospectors called the
canyon “Tough Cuss Canyon” and its narrow
granite walls discouraged residential or
commercial construction. There were seven
rail depots between the canyon entrance and
Forks Junction: Toughcuss Pass, Chimney
Gulch, Guy Gulch, Elk Creek, Beaver Brook,
Roscoe, and Big Hill depots. At Beaver Brook,
a picturesque pavilion attracted excursionists.
Travel writer George Crofutt described it as “a
great resort in summer for picnic parties; the
scenery is very grand and beautiful,” in his
Placer mining in Clear Creek circa
1881 Crofutt’s Gripsack Guide of Colorado.
1890, photo courtesy of DPL - WHC.
The canyon corridor was developed as
the U.S. 6 transcontinental highway in the 1940s after closure of the railroad line. Eleven miles
from the canyon entrance is Forks, where North Clear Creek and South Clear Creek flow
together and Jefferson, Clear Creek, and Gilpin counties converge. Here the railroad line
branched north to reach the Central City mining district and west to travel onto the Georgetown
district in west Clear Creek County. Five miles west of the Jefferson-Clear Creek county line
U.S. 6 joins I-70.
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The few man-made features in the canyon are associated with water, extractive
industries, and transportation. A flume in the lower canyon originates just west of Tunnel 1 on
the south canyon wall and flows into Golden. Three gravel quarries have operated in the
canyon. One is now closed, on the north side of the canyon two miles west of the canyon
entrance. Another large, recently active quarry is located on the north side of the canyon near
mile marker 263. A third quarry is located west of Tunnel 3, also on the north side. Although
traces of 1800s prospecting and placer mining have disappeared long ago, the remains from
twentieth-century dredging consists of large gravel heaps along the river where the canyon
widens and approaches the county line.
The most intact features are associated with transportation. Remnants of the canyon
railroad are still visible. Although the highway is built over the railbed in much of the canyon,
segments of the original, dry masonry railroad bed are visible near Tunnels 2 and 3. U.S. 6 is
one of the few intact pre-1950 highways along the Front Range. Highway features include the
barrel-vaulted stone tunnels. Of the six tunnels, three are located in Jefferson County, one in
Gilpin County (now closed) and two in Clear Creek County. A concrete bridge just west of
Tunnel 3 appears to be from 1940s highway construction. Several other metal bridges appear
to be circa 1960. Because it serves as the primary route to Central City and Black Hawk, the
two-lane highway has reached maximum capacity with the tremendous increase in auto traffic
since the 1991 legalization of limited stakes gambling and subsequent development of casinos
in the two historic mining towns.

Segment of original Colorado Central railbed (left), Tunnel 3 on U.S. 6 (right).

Permits for gravel quarries have been protested by adjacent property owners and
Golden residents. Jefferson County Open Space holds land consisting of the Beaver Brook
watershed and acreage on the north side of the canyon above the entrance. The Mountain Area
Land Trust (MALT) recently acquired additional acreage surrounding the Beaver Brook
watershed.
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Survey Area 2

Northern Plains

Boundaries
North

Jefferson-Boulder county line (West 120th Avenue and
Jefferson County Road 14)

South

West 60th Avenue

East

Irregular, reflecting the western edges of Broomfield,
Westminster and Arvada

West

Foothills west of Rocky Flats

Note: Locations of survey areas are shown on the map on page 8.

The Northern Plains Area is comprised of the following:
Historic Broomfield and Church Ranch
The 9200 to 12000 blocks of Old Wadsworth and environs; bordered by the south
edge of Broomfield, west edge of Westminster, and north edge of Arvada. It contains
remnants of the historic Church Ranch, several vacated early 1900s farmsteads, a few 1920s
–1930s residences, and mid to late twentieth century neighborhoods. The area occupied by
Jefferson County Airport and Interlochen Business Park contains no known historic sites. In
2000, historic Broomfield became part of the new City and County of Broomfield.
West Church Ranch and Rocky Flats Plain
Area between Standley Lake and State Highway 93 (SH93). The basin-shaped area
contains large ranching properties, small farm clusters, creek drainages, reservoirs, and
irrigation ditches, with the Rocky Flats Plain to the west.
Ralston Valley
Lying between West 82nd and West 60th avenues, this area is characterized by hilly
terrain, creek bottoms, gulches, and irrigation ditches. It contains scattered historic farms,
small circa 1925 residences and several mid-century subdivisions edging the City of Arvada.
Leyden Creek Valley
This area lies along West 82nd Avenue and Leyden Creek. It is the site of the 1860s
– 1930s coal mining activity, the circa 1900 company town of Leyden, Leyden Hogback
formation mined for clay in the 1900s, and cattle pasture.
This varied topography and geological features of the Northern Plains influenced
industry, settlement and growth. Fertile soil and irrigable land encouraged farming in the
Ralston Valley, as discussed in the Agriculture section of the Historic Contexts Report.
Cattle ranching occupied the area between present-day Standley Lake and the western
foothills. Principle north-south roadways are Wadsworth Boulevard (7600), Kipling Street
(10000), Simms Street (11600), Alkire Street (13200), and Indiana Street (14800). Principle
east-west roadways are West 120th Avenue (County Road 128) and Jefferson County Road
14 (Jefferson-Boulder county line), West 96th Avenue, West 82nd Avenue (Leyden Road),
and West 60th Avenue. State Highway 93 runs north-south along Rocky Flats east of the
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Dakota Hogback. It originated as the Boulder-Golden Wagon Road to connect Boulder, Coal
Creek Canyon, Leyden, and Golden.
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Two rail lines run through the Northern Plains. The Union Pacific (UP) angles
northwest through the City of Arvada and the Ralston Creek Valley. This railroad line
crosses State Highway 93 north of Leyden, climbs the mountains north of the Coal Creek
Canyon entrance to penetrate the Continental Divide through the Moffatt Tunnel. The
historic Colorado & Southern (C&S) railroad runs roughly north-south through the
northeastern corner, crossing Old Wadsworth Boulevard and entering southern Boulder
County at the historic Broomfield townsite.

Historic Broomfield and Church Ranch
This area, lying along 9200 to 12000 Old Wadsworth, is bordered by Broomfield on
the north and by Westminster and Arvada on the south. It consists of gently rolling terrain,
creeks and creek bottoms, historic ditches, unimproved farm land with several early-to-late
1900s neighborhoods. Remnants of several historic vacated farm sites remain ⎯
deteriorating sheds and outbuildings, tree clusters, brush, fences, and fence lines. The C&S
runs approximately north-south and State Highway 36 (Boulder Turnpike) angles from southsoutheast to north-northwest.
The intersection of 120th and Old Wadsworth forms Broomfield’s historic
commercial district. Grain cultivated by Adolf Zang on his 4,000-acre farm was brought here
for shipment to the Hungarian Flour Mill in Denver. Originally known as Zang’s Spur, it still
retains several features of its origins as an early 1900s agricultural crossroads. The historic
townsite of Broomfield consists of the cluster of cylindrical, metal grain elevators built by the
Colorado Milling & Elevator Co. in 1916 (5JF969) alongside the railroad tracks, another silo
on the north side of the tracks, a 1924 brick commercial building, several altered circa 1920
commercial buildings, several 1920s and 1930s residences, and the Crescent Grange Hall
(5BL781.1) at 7901 West 120th
Avenue in Boulder County. The
Denver & Interurban railroad line
began operation in 1908, serving
Boulder, Broomfield, and other
nearby towns. The 1909 passenger
depot was moved to Zang’s Spur Park
in 1983, where it serves as the
Broomfield Depot Museum.9 Several
other commercial buildings,
apparently built in the 1920s, have
been substantially altered. The
Colorado & Southern railroad, now
the Burlington Northern line, crosses
the intersection of West 120th Avenue
The Colorado Milling & Elevator Co. in
and Old Wadsworth Boulevard
historic Broomfield.
diagonally, southeast to northwest.
The area bounded by West 119th Avenue, West 120th Avenue, Teller Street and
Allison Street is a historic neighborhood. Two dwellings appear potentially eligible as
individual landmarks. The tiny front-gabled, woodframe residence (1901) at 7450 West
9

Thomas J. Noel and Dan W. Corson, Boulder County – An Illustrated History, Carlsbad,
California: Heritage Press, 1999, 128 – 129.
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120th Avenue retains the small size and sparse ornamentation typical of this type of
vernacular dwelling. The large, front-gabled dwelling (1929) at 7970 West 120th Avenue is
an excellent example of the Craftsman Style. It retains many features of this style, including
triangular knee braces, pointed rafter ends, and multi-paned windows. The dwelling occupies
a large corner lot with mature trees around the perimeter. There are several outbuildings of
the same vintage: an historic stuccoed gabled garage, chicken coop with clerestories, gabled
woodframe pump house, and miniature children’s playhouse with pointed rafter ends and
other Craftsman details.
There are several intact Bungalow, Craftsman, and Tudor style dwellings from the
1920s, and early 1930s located in the neighborhood east of Old Wadsworth Boulevard. Of
these, 7285 West 119th Avenue and 11920 Upham Street appear to be the best examples.
Several industrial operations lie in close proximity to the railroad, such as an auto junkyard
and storage rental facilities. The Veterans of Foreign Wars – Broomfield Post is located at
11700 Old Wadsworth Boulevard. Imminent development is indicated by prominent real
estate signs and by evidence of land scraping, especially around the 105th and Old
Wadsworth intersection. There are several 1990s commercial buildings and residential
neighborhoods southeast of this intersection.
The Mandalay School (1925) at
10290 Old Wadsworth Boulevard
(5JF465) was built by local residents
with donated building materials on
donated land. The small, front-gabled,
woodframe schoolhouse was named for
the nearby Mandalay rail station.10
Today it is owned by the Mandalay
Historical Society and leased as a
private school.
The Mandalay Subdivision was
developed by Frank and Katherine
Church. This triangular-shaped
Mandalay School at 10290 Old Wadsworth.
neighborhood is bounded by Old
Wadsworth Boulevard on the west, West
105th Avenue on south and State Highway 36, which angles southeast to northwest. This
neighborhood contains small vernacular dwellings from the 1920s and 1930s, built on large
lots. Most dwellings have been substantially
altered by unsympathetic additions, synthetic
siding, and new windows. The neighborhood
retains its rural character, with gravel roads,
low density, and various outbuildings. The
hipped-roof box at 10573 Reed Street (1936)
is the most intact historic dwelling, although
clad in newer siding. The most notable
architectural example is a woodframe circa
1925 Bungalow, approximately 7453 West
105th Avenue (no address or assessor’s
10

Historic residence at 10573 Reed
Jefferson County Place Names Database, MandalayStreet
Elementary
in theSchool.
Mandalay Subdivision.
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information) behind a tall fence that has a commercially zoned real estate sign. It is likely
that this area will be impacted by construction of the northern portion of Highway C-470.
Two historic agriculture properties remain along Old Wadsworth Boulevard. The
entire east end of the vast historic Church Ranch was developed by the late 1900s with both
commercial and residential construction. The Tucker Home/Farm at 10850 Old Wadsworth
Boulevard (5JF520) is an agricultural complex located at the north edge of Lower Church
Lake. Structures include a circa 1920 vernacular dwelling, chicken coop, stable, barn, and
terra cotta block silo. At 10500 Old Wadsworth Boulevard lies the ranch complex of this
large Church Ranch (5JF971) that occupied nearly the entire northeastern corner of the
county. It consists of a gabled 1900 farmhouse, circa 1925 barn, and mid-century ranch
house that serves as the business office for the Church Ranch Commercial Center. The
history of the Church Ranch is provided in the Agriculture section of the Historic Contexts
Report.

Tucker Home and Farm, 10850 Old Wadsworth Boulevard.

The neighborhood west of 108th and Old Wadsworth has several circa 1925
dwellings, interspersed with mid to late twentieth century residential subdivisions. The 1960
Jefferson County Airport and the late 1990s Interlochen Business Park occupy the
northwestern section of this sub-area.

Left: Church Ranch, 10500 Old Wadsworth Boulevard. 1900 farmhouse in
left background, circa 1960 ranch house and farm implements.
Right: Circa 1920 barn and driveway, Church Ranch.
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West Church Ranch and Rocky Flats Plain
This area has been historically occupied by large agricultural holdings. Standley
Lake was built in the early 1900s by the Farmers Reservoir and Irrigation Company. The
gently sloping basin contains several small water bodies in addition to Standley Lake. These
are Lower Church Lake, Woman Creek Reservoir, Mower Reservoir, Twin Lake, and the
Standley Lake Protection reservoir. The basin is characterized by a network of ditches and
canals, some lined with cottonwoods. Most prominent are Upper Church Ditch, South
Boulder Diversion Canal, and Church Ditch. The Irrigation context discusses Jefferson
County reservoirs and ditches in more detail.
Between 1940 and 2000, the proximity to the Rocky Flats nuclear weapons
manufacturing plant prevented development in this area. The area around the north, east, and
south edges of Standley Lake has been developed in the late 1900s as residential
neighborhoods, by Westminster and Broomfield (northeast) and Arvada (east and south).
Westminster Open Space lies along West 100th Avenue. Standley Lake and the area
surrounding it is Jefferson County Open Space (JCOS).
The landscape remains agricultural in nature, with farm and ranch complexes
clustered on expansive, fenced properties. A prominent feature is the terra cotta block grain
silo, seen elsewhere in northeast Jefferson County. The remaining ranches and farms today
face potential development as residential suburbs.
Rocky Flats was named for its level topography and the stony material scattered on
its surface. The great number of stones and frequency of high winds hampered farming, thus
cattle ranching was important. The few ranching and farming structures built here were
removed when the Rocky Flats nuclear facility was developed in the late 1940s and early
1950s. Previously recorded historic sites include an apple orchard at the former Antelope
Springs ranch (5JF483), a stone fire break site (5JF474), and the Lindsay Ranch property
(5JF485).
The U.S. Atomic Energy Commission selected this remote property as the site of a
manufacturing plant for nuclear warhead triggers because of its location outside a
metropolitan area that provided a work force. The federal government acquired, condemned,
and consolidated ranch property primarily owned by the Church family in the late 1940s and
early 1950s. The Dow Chemical Company began construction of the nine-square-mile
facility in 1951. A brief history of the Rocky Flats Plant is contained in the Defense
Industry in the Historic Contexts Report. The complex has been surveyed and a National
Register Historic District (5JF1014) established with nearly sixty contributing buildings.
The small farm complex on the northeast corner of West 96th Avenue and Indiana
Street is the most intact historic agricultural property. It consists of a 1921 residence, circa
1920 barn, and terra cotta grain silo. Another property, at 13900 West 96th Avenue is from
the same period but somewhat altered. The historic farmstead at 8807 Alkire Street features
a front-gabled 1890 farmhouse, which has been updated with metal siding, new windows,
and recently added window pediments.
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Farmhouse, silo, and
outbuildings at 9600
Indiana Street.

The 1890 farmhouse at 8807
Alkire Street retains its
original form but has been
updated with new siding, new
windows, and new porch
woodworking.

Arvada has annexed land along SH 72 to the entrance of Coal Creek Canyon. This
annexation contains several small farm complexes northeast and northwest of the intersection
of SH 72 (West 82nd Avenue) and Indiana Street. The nuclear plant operations and the
1990s environmental reclamation have prevented development during the past half century.
Commercial stone quarries, clay pits, gravel pits, and coal mines lie south and north of the
Rocky Flats Plant. Part of the surrounding buffer land is now on the market for commercial
development, however, surrounding cities are urging that the land be preserved as open
space. The Fortune Reservoir is under construction to the southeast
The Lindsay Ranch property (5JF485) on the northern part of the Rocky Flats facility
(5JF1014) is presently under the jurisdiction of the Department of Energy. Historic buildings
include a 1900s farmhouse and a barn. It is included in a triangular-shaped, 800-acre parcel
dedicated in 1999 as the Rock Creek Reserve wildlife preserve.11. It is being transferred to
the jurisdiction of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Department.

11

Mark Eddy, “Habitat Saved at Flats,” Denver Post, 05/18/99, 1A – 13A.
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Ralston Valley
This area is characterized by Ralston Creek and its various tributaries, such as Van
Bibber and Leyden creeks. Ralston Creek is historically significant as the site of the first
documented gold discovery in the Rocky Mountain region. Gold was found in the creek at a
site near present-day West 56th Avenue and Fenton Street (5JF419) by the Lewis Ralston
party in June, 1850. Although this prospect site yielded only minor amounts of gold, it is the
earliest-recorded gold discovery in the Rocky Mountain region. In 1937, Ralston Creek was
dammed in the foothills west of SH 93 to create a reservoir for the Denver water system.
Another dam was built about 1980 on the east side of SH 93 at about West 68th Avenue, to
create Arvada Reservoir.
The Ralston Creek, its tributaries, and irrigation ditches sustained the farming and
ranching that contributed to the founding and development of Arvada described in
Agriculture in the Historic Context Reports. Ralston Valley consists of ridges, bluffs, creek
bottoms, and gently rolling plains crossed by irrigation ditches and canals. Along the west
edge of Arvada lie numerous horse properties, clusters of low-density mid-century
residences, and several suburban neighborhoods. It also contains numerous commercial
stables, pastures, and riding facilities. Jefferson County Open Space operates the Jefferson
County Equestrian Center near 7200 Indiana Street. The proposed widening of Indiana to a
four-lane thoroughfare would impact several of the historic properties.

The 1898 feed store at 7851
Indiana Street (5JF994), also
known as Pearce’s Grocery, is the
only historic commercial building
in the rural Ralston Valley area.

The vernacular woodframe dwelling
at 6988 Indiana Street (1886) is one
of the oldest remaining farmhouses
in the rural Ralston Valley.
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Westridge Christian Church, moved to its present
site at 7400 Indiana Street, now serves as a
photography studio.

Crowder Stables at 7345 Indiana Street.

The Colonial Revival style residence at 6660
Simms Street was built in 1865, according to
county assessor’s records.
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Leyden Creek Valley
Leyden Creek Valley lies east-west, parallel to Leyden Road (West 82nd Avenue),
between SH 93 and Indiana Street. This was the site of considerable coal mining activity
from the 1860s through 1950. Michael, Martin, and Patrick Leyden discovered coal in this
area in the late 1860s. The Leyden brothers developed a coal mine and delivered coal by
oxen to Golden and Denver, selling it at three dollars a ton. In 1902, the Leyden Coal
Mining Company was formed by Charles J. Hughes, Jr., Albert Smith, and Clyde Turnbull.
The Denver & Northwestern (DN&W) railroad, headed by David H. Moffat, built tracks to
Leyden via Arvada to ship coal to Denver to power the Denver Tramway Company.12
This railroad provided inter-urban passenger service, which allowed coal miners to
work outside the company town of Leyden. The line was the northern branch of the twopronged Wishbone Route, operated by the Denver Tramway & Interurban Company. With a
southern branch that followed Clear Creek into Golden, the Wishbone Route advertised
views of mountains, Jefferson County orchards, coal mines near Leyden, and a dredge east of
Golden on Clear Creek.13

Leyden Creek Valley view
to east. Town of Leyden at
left, newer houses on valley
rim at right.

The company town of Leyden was developed as a residence for coal miners. Several
dozen small, woodframe dwellings were built. The town also had a saloon and a grocery
store. Today, Leyden consists of 24 historic dwellings on platted streets at the east end of the
Leyden Creek gulch. All but three were built by the Leyden Coal Company in 1902. A
majority are hipped-roof boxes; others are small, one-story front-gabled and gabled-L
structures; all are woodframe. Supposedly, they were painted red and trimmed in white when
used as company housing. Over half are less than 900 square feet in size. All are occupied
by residents.
All the dwellings have been substantially altered by additions, siding application, or
window replacements. The most intact building, a front-gabled wood-frame community hall,
stands at 8123 First Street. The town’s grocery store and saloon no longer remain or are

12

Jefferson County Place Names Database, Leyden. Ellen Schoening Aiken, “The Leyden Mine
Fire: Prelude, Disaster and Aftermath,” Historically Jeffco, Winter 1994, Vol. 7, No.2, 12-19.
13
“The Wishbone Route,” Denver: The Denver Lithograph Company, circa 1910.
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altered so they can no longer be recognized. The 1910 census records identify a grocer and
saloonkeeper as residents, indicating these businesses.

Leyden Community Center (above) and
residences along Second Street (right).

The Denver Tramway Company closed the Leyden Coal Mine and the rail line in
1950. The only physical remains from the Leyden coal mining activity are ground
disturbance visible on either side of the road between the townsite and the hogback. Several
vacant, deteriorating, concrete structures and concrete footings remain from mid-century
mining activity. The Public Service Natural Gas facility overlays the Leyden Creek mines,
which the Public Service Company used to store natural gas through the 1990s.
The Leyden Hogback formation lies parallel to SH 93 and intersects with the west
terminus of Leyden Road. Clay was mined on this ridge in the early 1900s. Two
deteriorated structures associated with this activity remain.
The Leyden Creek valley sustained cattle grazing as part of the Pattridge Ranch, as
evidenced by the deteriorated wood stock corrals on the north side of Leyden Road.
Pattridge Park, which lies between SH 93 and the Leyden townsite was dedicated in 2002 by
the City of Arvada and acquired with JCOS funds. Leyden Lake and the larger Leyden
Reservoir were built by the Farmers High Line Canal & Reservoir Company between 1905
and 1909 and are fed by waters from Leyden Creek, and from Ralston Creek and Clear Creek
via Church Ditch (by written agreement).14 Although presently undeveloped, Leyden Creek
valley is hemmed in by expanding residential subdivisions to the east and southeast.

14

Jefferson County Place Names Database. Leyden Lake, Leyden Reservoir.
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Survey Area 3

Golden Vicinity

Boundaries
North

West 60th Avenue

South

U.S. 6

East

Arvada, Wheat Ridge, Lakewood, Denver

West

North Table Mountain, Golden

Note: Locations of survey areas are shown on the map on page 8.

The Golden Vicinity survey area consists of the patchwork of unincorporated
portions of east central Jefferson County located between U.S. 6 and West 60th Avenue and
surrounded by the incorporated cities of Golden, Arvada, Wheat Ridge, Lakewood, and
Denver. Settlement patterns reflect how the 1800s towns of Golden and Arvada and mid1900s cities of Wheat Ridge and Lakewood expanded after World War II until, today, their
borders are nearly contiguous. The communities of Fairmount, Pleasant View, Applewood,
and Wide Acres encircle the east end of Golden, but have actively resisted annexation for
decades. Several small, pre-1951 subdivisions are also scattered between the Wheat RidgeArvada and Arvada-Denver edges. These contain a few former farmsteads and several
private dwellings.
Most properties in the survey area have Golden mailing addresses and several have
historic associations with Golden. Golden was one of Colorado’s earliest settlements,
founded in 1859 as a supply center for prospectors departing for the gold mining districts.
Located strategically at the mouth of Clear Creek Canyon, it was founded by W. A. H.
Loveland, Charles C. Welch, and other entrepreneurs who took leading roles in Colorado
transportation, mining, and town building. Golden is the seat of Jefferson County
government and temporarily served as the territorial capital until Denver finally won that
permanent honor. By the 1870s, Golden was known as the “Lowell of Colorado,” because of
its manufacturing. Ore smelters, brickyards, a paper mill, and Coors brewery took advantage
of the city’s railroads, water resources, coal mines, and deposits of sand, clay, and gravel.
Irrigation, proximity to city markets, and access to rail transportation to mountain
markets encouraged agriculture east of Golden. Fruit orchards, hay fields, and grain fields
grew, watered by canals and ditches that diverted water from Clear Creek. The Fairmount
farming community developed east of North Table Mountain and remains semi-rural today.
Meanwhile, south of South Table Mountain, agricultural lands were platted in the early 1900s
with the semi-rural subdivisions of Pleasant View, Mount Vernon, and Wide Acres. After
World War II, residential growth continued in these neighborhoods. After 1950, subdivisions
of Ranch style houses boomed in Applewood and the north side of Pleasant View.
Note: The term “Ranch style” is used through the report to denote one-story, mid-to-latetwentieth century dwellings with a hipped roof or low-pitched, side-gabled roof, and
typically possessing minimal ornamentation.
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Fairmount, enlarged extract of USGS Map of Jefferson County, 1976

Fairmount
Fairmount lies east of North Table Mountain, between Ward Road and Easley Road
from West 44th Avenue to West 60th Avenue. Approximately seven square miles in size, it
is bounded by Arvada and Wheat Ridge on the north, east, and south, and by Golden to the
west. Through it flow the Church, Croke, and Farmers Highline canals from which branch
many irrigation ditches. At Fairmount’s southern edge is Clear Creek, site of gold
prospecting and early agricultural activity. Today, the former valley contains: four-lane State
Highway 58 and an access road; the Coors industrial complex that extends along Clear Creek
between Golden and Fairmount; and railtracks and the railroad spur that serve Coors’
manufacturing and brewing facilities.
East of McIntyre Street, Clear Creek
flows through large reservoirs,
former gravel pits, now filled with
water.
Fairmount and the Clear
Creek Valley were settled with
homestead claims in the early 1860s.
To aid farming and ranching, settlers
organized irrigation companies to
build canals and ditches. Parts of
Fairmount were platted as
agricultural subdivisions in the late

Fairmount viewed from the northeast corner, at
54th Avenue and Coors Place.
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1800s and early 1900s. Arvada Fruit Gardens, Wheat Ridge Gardens, Fairview Fruit
Gardens, and New Hampshire Gardens originated as five- to ten-acre parcels intended for
farm use. Despite access to water, cultivation was difficult because of the clay soil and stony
terrain in much of Fairmount. For example, the Rockdale Fruit Farm on the south side of
West 44th acquired the name
because the acreage was so rocky.
One of the largest farms
was Elwood Easley’s Orchard
Home farm near West 44th
Avenue and Easley Road, which
had an apple orchard and also
produced grapes, pears,
raspberries, strawberries, peaches,
and plums.15
During the 1900s,
agricultural activity consisted of
nurseries, greenhouses, and horse
stables, uses that continue to
predominate today, though they
Fruit Orchard Home, Elwood Easley’s farm
are threatened by ongoing
encroachment of new residential subdivisions. By the 1920s, properties were subdivided into
smaller residential parcels on which small vernacular dwellings and Craftsman style houses
were built. New Hampshire Garden Subdivision, platted in 1904 by James M. McKeen
between Indiana and McIntyre from West 48th to West 52nd, appears to be the most intact
agricultural subdivision. Originally platted as fifteen ten-acre lots, today the former
subdivision contains several, unaltered circa 1925 agricultural properties along with scattered
infill of single dwellings. In 1892, Mount Olivet Cemetery was developed by the Catholic
Archdiocese between Youngfield and Indiana streets, from West 44th to West 50th avenues.
Almost daily, a “funeral car” came out from Denver on the Colorado & Southern (C&S)
railroad track bringing a coffin for burial at the cemetery. In the early 1900s, the Wishbone
Route street car line began operating along West 44th Avenue between Denver and Golden.
Today, the community of Fairmount
possesses a semi-rural character with lowerdensity residential development interspersed
with agricultural uses. It retains remnants
from early agriculture, including irrigation
ditches, fence lines, tree rows, and a few
farmsteads, barns, and grain silos. The
country feeling is accentuated by large
properties with deep setbacks, the absence
of sidewalks, curbs and gutters, and the
scattered horse pastures and other
undeveloped land parcels.

One of several irrigation canals in Fairmount.

15

Joyce A. Manley, Arapahoe City to Fairmount – From a Ghost Town to a Community, Boulder:
Johnson Publishing, 1989, 46 – 49.
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Fairmount contains a range of agricultural, residential, and industrial properties.
Subdivisions and individual dwellings are scattered between tree nurseries, fruit orchards,
greenhouses, and horse pastures. Commercial buildings and industrial plants are
concentrated along West 44th Avenue and on the west side of McIntyre Street between West
44th and West 50th.
Farm dwellings consist of three types. Circa 1900 farmhouses are front gabled with
porches and several rear, shed-roofed additions. Circa 1910 farmhouses are 1.5-story hippedroof boxes with multiple dormers. Circa 1920 farmhouses have Craftsman style features.
Most are frame, although a few Craftsman dwellings are built of stone or brick or have stone
features, such as porch posts, chimneys, and foundations. All have porches. Many are
altered by siding, porch enclosures, additions, and/or replaced windows. A few still have
extant, historic outbuildings including barns, stables, sheds, garages, and secondary
dwellings.
The primary north-south arteries are Ward Road, Eldridge Street, Indiana Street,
McIntyre Street, and Easley Road. Roads were named for early settlers, including John
McIntyre, one of the incorporators of the St. Vrain, Golden City & Colorado Wagon Road,
Elwood Easley, first president of the local grange, and Stephen Eldridge, a gardener from
Vermont who homesteaded in Fairmount. Main east-west roadways are West 58th, 54th,
50th, 48th, and 44th avenues. Located along these main roads are dwellings associated with
large farming operations, nearly all of which are now subdivided and many built up with
individual houses. Several streets are truncated by agricultural acreage, Mount Olivet
Cemetery, or industrial operations.
West 58th Avenue runs north of Van Bibber Creek Valley and contains several small,
vernacular dwellings along the south side. Most of the creek valley is undeveloped, although
subdivisions of large homes are beginning to encroach. The City of Arvada and Jefferson
County maintain open space and a pedestrian/horse trail along Van Bibber Creek. The creek
valley is notable as a cultural landscape. West 52nd Avenue is marked by the cottonwoodlined irrigation ditches that flow on either side. Along it are several farmhouses, few of
which remain intact.

Van Bibber Creek valley, viewed from 58th Avenue (left) and view west on 52nd Avenue (right).
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Along Eldridge Street, tree nurseries and Olivet Cemetery curb development on the
east side, while the west side is built up with a mixture of farmhouses and twentieth-century
individual residences. A spur of the former Colorado & Southern Railroad runs east-west in
the vicinity of West 48th Avenue, serving the various industrial facilities.

Vernacular dwellings at West 52nd
and West 54th avenues.

Barn at 4985 Eldridge Street (left) and roadside stone
structure (right) at 4985 Eldridge Street.
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McIntyre Street consists of agricultural properties on the east and industrial use on the west,
including Coors container manufacturing facility and the aerospace plant on the west side
between West 44th and West 52nd avenues. A few laboratory facilities are scattered on
McIntyre Street and concentrated near West 64th Avenue. The most intact farm properties
are shown below.

Clockwise from upper right: Craftsman style dwelling at
5440 McIntyre Street, hipped-roof box at 4998 McIntyre
Street, vernacular dwelling at 5213 McIntyre Street, and
Craftsman style dwellings at 5675 McIntyre Street
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Indiana Street consists of former agricultural properties with 1920s dwellings. Between
McIntyre and Indiana streets are various tree nurseries and greenhouses.

Vernacular farmhouses, clockwise from upper right: 5550
Indiana, 5455 Indiana (front and rear), and 5465 Indiana

Dutch Colonial Revival style residences at 5205 and 5005 Indiana
Street, reflected by gambrel roof form.
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Easley Road curves along the east base of North Table Mountain and features
trailheads for several hiking and horseback riding trails that scale the mesa. The Church
Canal flows along the east side of the roadbed. Elwood Easley, for whom the road was
named, cultivated his Orchard Home fruit gardens near West 44th Avenue. Three 1920s
residences along Easley Road between West 44th Avenue and West 50th Avenue possess a
distinctive design of beige brick with brown brick trim and are examples of Tudor Revival
and Craftsman. They occupy large, landscaped grounds and possess entrance gates of beige
and brown brick.

Top to bottom:
Craftsman Bungalow at 4350 Easley,
Tudor Revival dwelling of beige and
brown brick on large grounds at 17655
W. 44th Avenue, and former dance hall,
Elks Lodge in 2006 at 16795 West 50th
Avenue.
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Several properties serve as good examples of intact agricultural or former agriculture
properties. At 14784 West 52nd Avenue (5JF2783), a 1.5-story, hipped-roof box with four
dormers built in 1909 now contains the offices for Takawa Nurseries. It has been updated
with several small additions, but retains its wood siding and provides a good example of the
farmhouses built in the vicinity. Its design is typical of early 1900s farmhouses in Fairmount,
however, most have been altered by aluminum siding, asbestos shingles, or various additions
and wings. The farmhouse at 4801 Indiana Street (5JF2782) retains several outbuildings on a
large property. The farmhouse at 5075 McIntyre Street (5JF2781) remains on a large
property and has a historic garage at the rear.

Former chicken farm at 4801 Indiana
Street, farmhouse and outbuildings

5075 McIntyre Street

14784 West 52nd Avenue
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West 44th Avenue, which originated as North Golden Road, now contains a
concentration of industrial properties between Eldridge and McIntyre, including supply and
service businesses, such as auto body painting, emissions testing, trucking, and casino
transportation. The farmhouses built along West 44th Avenue have disappeared, with the
exception of the property at 16480 West 44th, a 1912 gabled farmhouse clad in aluminum
siding with a small intact barn. The stone building at 15000 West 44th Avenue is the only
remnant from the townsite of Arapahoe City, built in 1868 by George T. Allen (5JF422) as
the residence for his 99-acre fruit farm. The two-story, eight room dwelling has a hipped
roof and entrance facing West 44th Avenue; the cupola used as an Indian lookout has been
removed.16 Today it contains a commercial business.

Former George T. Allen
residence at 15000 West 44th
Avenue.

The Post War II subdivision of Schreiners Replat lies along West 44th and West 43rd
avenues, surrounded by industrial activity on all sides. Platted by Ed C. Schreiner in 1946, it
consists of small Ranch Style houses, nearly all altered by stucco or siding.

Two of the least altered properties in Schreiner’s Replat, 15205 and 15295 Arapahoe Drive.
On the southwest corner of West 44th Avenue and McIntyre Street remains a pre1950 wood building that appears to date from the early 1900s. It is now empty but may have
served a commercial purpose. The Colorado Railroad Museum at 17155 West 44th Avenue
contains a collection of vintage rail cars and two buildings constructed in the 1980s and
1990s to house railroad artifacts and a research library. West of Easley Road, West 44th

16

Georgina Brown, The Shining Mountains, Gunnison: B&B Printers, 1976, 150 - 151.
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Avenue is edged by stone retaining walls on the north side, possibly remaining from the
dance pavilion built at the west edge of Golden, now gone.
Arapahoe City was an 1859-1860s
settlement developed by prospectors along the
banks of Clear Creek. Abandoned by 1870,
the area was dredged around 1900 to retrieve
any remaining gold. It now forms the eastern
end of Coors brewery’s large industrial
complex. Just west of West 44th Avenue and
McIntyre Street, a roadside marker erected in
1946 by the Colorado Historical Society
depicts the settlement’s history.
Dredging in Clear Creek Valley east of
Golden circa 1890. Photo courtesy DPL.

Public buildings are few in Fairmount. Schoolchildren were taught in a series of oneroom schools, including a “grout” school (mud brick), log cabin, and frame schoolhouse. In
1905, a school was built near McIntyre Street and West 48th Avenue. When the building
burned in 1934, it was rebuilt in beige and brown brick. In 1961, the schoolhouse was
replaced by a large, red-brick school at 15979 West 50th Avenue and the building became the
Lochmond Grange Hall. In 1976, the Grange Hall was moved to 16600 West 50th Avenue to
allow development of the Coors industrial property. The Lochmond Grange remains
architecturally intact and now serves as the Hope Lutheran Church. The original Lochmond
Grange Hall was constructed in 1912 on the James H. Tegarden farm, which also served as a
community social center. When the building burned in 1926, it was rebuilt and later moved
to the vicinity of West 50th Avenue and Easley Road. At the northeast corner of 50th and
Easley, a large masonry building with a Mission Revival façade supposedly contained a
dance hall in the 1920s and 1930s. It occupies a large, wood-fenced property with small
outbuildings at the rear.17
Today, Fairmount’s rural character is rapidly disappearing, as subdivisions are being
developed on former agricultural land. In
some cases, a small complex of luxury
homes on curvilinear streets replaces a
scraped-off farmstead. The increase in new
residents has created a corresponding
increase in auto traffic. Meanwhile, the
proposed widening of Indiana Street to
four-lanes could severely impact historic
properties along the roadway.

Former Fairmount Grade School/
Lochmond Grange at 16600 West 50th Avenue.
17

Manley; interview with Chuck Hearn, Golden Planning Department, 02/21/02.
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Applewood
West 32nd Avenue originated as a territorial road between Golden and Denver.
Originally called Middle Golden Road, it
was once cultivated with farms and
orchards that reached north to the banks of
Clear Creek. A few farmhouses remain
along West 32nd Avenue, the most intact
is at 14040 West 32nd Avenue. Little
residential development occurred until
after World War II, when several
subdivisions were platted as Applewood,
between West 32nd Avenue and the base
of South Table Mountain. Today, the east
end of South Table Mountain, south of
Applewood, is occupied by Camp
Orchard Gardens: Craftsman influence farmhouse
George West, while its east face is
on tree nursery at 14040 W 32nd Avenue
preserved as Jefferson County Open
Space.
Applewood contains several schools, churches, parks, Rolling Hills Country Club and
golf course, and Applewood Golf Course. Applewood also possesses several residences that
provide good examples of modern design, such as 14596 Foothills Road and others on
Foothills Road. The Tudor Revival property at 3475 Youngfield Street is a strong candidate
for landmark designation as an excellent example of this style. Another interesting property
is the grouping of beige and brown brick buildings, Applewood Garden subdivision at 13291
West 32nd Avenue, including a 1940 Ranch-style house, two-unit apartment, three-car
garage, and gabled building that appears to be a woodframe dwelling covered in brick.

Tudor Revival style dwelling at 3475
Youngfield Street
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Pleasant View extracted from 1994 Colorado map, reprinted with permission of Mapsco.

Pleasant View
Pleasant View is sandwiched between Golden and Lakewood and crossed by three
highways. U.S. 6 forms the southern border, West Colfax Avenue/U.S. 40 runs through the
center, and I-70 cuts diagonally from northeast to southwest. Commerce is concentrated
along West Colfax Avenue, while industrial activity is located north of the U.S. 6 and I-70
intersection. In the late 1990s, Lakewood expanded west via flagpole annexation down
South Golden Road to include auto dealerships at Indiana Street and West Colfax Avenue,
the Denver West commercial center built in the mid 1990s, and the Colorado Mills retail
complex developed in 2001 – 2002 on the former site of the Westernaires stables and riding
arena. The Golden city limits extend east to Ulysses Street on the south side of South Golden
Road, and east to Salvia Street to the north of South Golden Road. Pleasant View has
traditionally fought annexation to Golden.
Like Fairmount, Pleasant View was originally agricultural with irrigation ditches
providing water for hay pastures, crops, and fruit trees. However, its proximity to Golden
and its location along South Golden Road and the Denver & Intermountain streetcar line
accelerated growth, as did the development of Camp George West (NR, 5J145) that began in
1903 at 15000 South Golden Road. Built as a military training camp by the Colorado
National Guard and named for a pioneer Golden citizen, the large property extended north
from West 10th Avenue to include the east end of South Table Mountain. (The rest of South
Table Mountain has several private owners, including Coors Brewery). Buildings at Camp
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George West were designed by Albert Bryan and George H. Merchant, and several reflect the
Rustic Style and Craftsman Style. The camp expanded during the 1930s and now contains
the largest collection of Works Progress Administration (WPA) sponsored buildings in
Colorado.18
Today, Pleasant View is composed of the Pleasant View and Vernon Gardens
subdivisions platted in the 1920s, as well as various 1900s subdivisions on the north side of
South Golden Road. Pleasant View contains a broad range of twentieth century residential
properties, interspersed with a few remaining farmhouses. Most agricultural outbuildings
have vanished, although there are a few horse corrals, such as stables in the 900 blocks of
Orchard and Orion near the Pleasant View arena and, across the road, Jefferson County
Fairgrounds on U.S. 6. Pleasant View’s agricultural origins are evidenced by canals, ditches,
and scattered farmhouses, although most of these are altered by siding, sliding glass doors,
newer windows, and multiple additions. Several farmhouses have been removed leaving
only shrubs, trees, fence lines, and outbuildings. The presence of horse corrals and pastures,
cottonwoods growing along ditches and canals, and the few scattered parcels of undeveloped
land contribute to a slightly rural atmosphere. In south Pleasant View, a few houses have
been scraped off and replaced by single dwelling infill. Some houses are deteriorating, and
some properties have an accumulation of trash and junked vehicles.

South view of Pleasant View,
from Golden Hills Road and
Quaker Street. In the
distance are Green
Mountain on the left and
Mt. Morrison and hogback
on the right.

18

R. Laurie Simmons and Tom Simmons, National Register Nomination of Historic Places
Registration Form – Camp George West, Denver: Front Range Research Associates, Inc.,
1992.
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Pleasant View has several
community buildings. The circa 1960
Pleasant View School is located between
West 9th and West 10th avenues from
Orchard to Nile streets. The large, metal
shed at 955 Moss Street contains the
Pleasant View Community Center and
Fire Station. Across the street at 952
Moss Street stands the 1947 firehouse,
now stuccoed over and converted into
Hatzis Hall, an adjunct community center
building. Nearby is the Veterans of
Foreign Wars (VFW) Hall, Post #4171, a
post-1950 building at 15625 West 10th
Avenue.

Former Pleasant View 1947 firehouse, now
Hatzis Hall.

Most pre-1951 houses are vernacular frame dwellings, most substantially altered by
siding, window replacements, and additions. A few houses have Craftsman features. Post
World War II dwellings, typically Ranch-style houses, are scattered throughout Pleasant
View and concentrated in subdivisions north of South Golden Road. South Pleasant View
has several postwar duplexes, including three of concrete block with flat roofs.

Examples of most intact Pleasant View
dwellings, clockwise from top left: 675 Juniper
Street, 680 Joyce Street, 15365 West 10th
Avenue, and 970 and 990 McIntyre Street
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The most notable residential properties are eight stone dwellings, which reflect the
abundance of field stone in the vicinity. Dating from 1910 through 1943, these are
constructed of randomly coursed split field stone and possess low-pitched front-gabled roofs,
multi-paned windows, and full front porches (the term split field stone is used in the NR
Nomination for Camp George West.) This extensive use of stone points to an abundant local
source, such as the surface soil throughout Pleasant View. Several frame houses also have
stone porch posts, stone fireplace chimneys, or raised stone foundations. The most notable
stone houses of these are 14700 West 7th Avenue, 13200 and 13400 West 10th Avenue,
16300 South Golden Road (5JF2784), 16905 South Golden Road, 16985 South Golden Road,
915 Salvia Street, 936 Loveland Street, 16805 West 15th Avenue, and 895 Nile Street. The
largest stone building is the Rock Rest Lounge, located at the intersection of South Golden
and Mount Vernon roads.

Stone dwellings in Pleasant View
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Mount Vernon Road (County Road 13) originated as a territorial wagon road in 1859. The
road has a range of intact historic houses from various decades, as well as the Rock Rest
Lounge at the intersection with South Golden Road.

Mt. Vernon Road, clockwise from upper right:
Dwelling at 16308; former residence at 17195 with stone porch columns; the Rock
Rest Lounge at 16005, with tall signpost displaying distances from the Rock Rest
“Center of the World” to various cities on the planet; and view west of Mount
Vernon Road from the Rock Rest Lounge.
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Commercial buildings are concentrated on West Colfax Avenue and South Golden
Road. The few pre-1951 buildings on West Colfax Avenue are substantially altered, but
South Golden Road retains several intact pre-1951 properties, including the 1932 beige- and
brown-brick storefront at 16350 South Golden Road, the 1907 – 1910 Rock Rest Lounge at
16005 Mount Vernon Road, and a strip of rental units surrounded by mobile homes at 16100
South Golden Road.
South Golden Road is a historic transportation route, like Mount Vernon Road it
dates to the 1859 territorial gold rush. The road divides Pleasant View into north and south
sections, and possesses a combination of agricultural, commercial, industrial, and residential
properties. These include several intact houses from the 1920s, including two stone houses
and several frame dwellings with Craftsman features. The most notable commercial property
is the Rock Rest Lounge built 1907 – 1910 (see pictures on previous page). Others are
shown below. The Camp George West military base occupies both sides of the roadway in
the 15200 and 15300 blocks. East of Camp George West are a trailer court and the raised
roadbed of I-70. Several post-1951 strip malls have also been built.

South Golden Road, clockwise from top right: stone house at 16095, beige and brown
brick storefront at 16350, recently restored Craftsman bungalow at 16725, and beige
and brown brick Ranch-style house at 16415 South Golden Road
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In north Pleasant View, Quaker Street serves as a north-south artery connecting the
north and south parts of Pleasant View. North Pleasant View experienced early agricultural
use, and the Denver & Intermountain (D&IM) streetcar line was built in the vicinity of West
16th Avenue. This area contains a patchwork of twentieth century subdivisions, including
Mountain View Acres, Mary B, Mary Lin Heights, Elmer Heights, Elmer Gui Gardens, and
Dickson. Most pre-1951 dwellings are concentrated along Quaker Street and consist of
altered vernacular dwellings. Notable properties include a Craftsman style house at 1480
Nile Street – a large property with intact outbuildings, and the stucco dwelling with stone
trim at 15th and Quaker Street. Supposedly, one of the older residences in this vicinity
hosted meetings of the Ku Klux Klan during the 1920s, which met en masse on South Table
Mountain. Quaker Road provided access to the mesa top for these nocturnal cross burning
gatherings.

Craftsman-style house at 1480 Nile Street; stucco dwelling at 15th and Quaker.

Richard Heights, platted in 1909 by James M. Johnson, Jr. east of Camp George
West, has houses of varied construction dates including recently installed modular homes.
According to a long-time local resident, the area east of Isabel Street was a mushroom farm,
then a trailer park, from which the cement pads still remain. Two farmhouses remain
relatively intact. It appears that some of the older houses were moved into the subdivision, as
their construction dates appear to be earlier than the 1940s reflected on the County Assessor’s
records. This area has experienced a few scrape-offs and new infill residential construction.

Richard Heights residences: West 13th Avenue (left) and 1423 Isabel Street (right)
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Camp George West, although outside the survey area, exerted an influence on the Pleasant
View vicinity. The stone dwellings scattered through Pleasant View seem to reflect usage
and some design features from those at Camp George West. It is likely that some dwellings
near the camp housed residents directly or indirectly associated with the military camp.

Stone buildings at Camp
George West

Wide Acres
Wide Acres was platted by Charles E. Enos in 1921. One of Jefferson County’s first
planned subdivisions, the 40-acre subdivision required easements, setbacks, and review of
architectural design. Wide Acres Orchard Addition was platted around the same time by
William A. J. Bell, Jr., son of the British railroad investor who had been involved in the
development of Manitou Springs, Durango, and the Scottish Highlands neighborhood in
North Denver. Enos incorporated the Wide Acres Land Company and developed Wide Acres
Orchard Addition #2 in 1927.
The first dwelling constructed was at 1250 Orchard Road, a Dutch Colonial residence
with a columned entrance. The most notable properties include the Tudor Revival dwelling
built by the Palmer family in the 1920s at 1200 Orchard Road (5JF2785). The expansive
corner property is enclosed in a stone and iron fence and elaborate entrance gate posts.
Others include the Colonial Revival-style dwelling at 1235 Orchard Road, the Craftsmanstyle house at 1375 Orchard Road with a rear carriage house/garage, and the Craftsman-style
house at 13690 Wide Acres Road, which occupies an expansive lot edged by a stone wall.
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Orchard Road continues north of West Colfax, which was constructed through the Wide
Acres subdivision around the 1920s. The Dutch Colonial Revival dwelling at 1497 Orchard
Drive was the residence of Governor John Vivian, who served in office in the late 1940s.
The property owner’s attempts at nominating it to the State Register of Historic Places were
unsuccessful due to prominent additions. They have expressed interest in a local designation,
should Jefferson County adopt a Historic Preservation resolution.

1250 Orchard (above) and
1235 Orchard (right)

Wide Acres is characterized by tree-lined streets, deep setbacks, and large lot sizes.
The original intentions of the early developers are reflected in the pastoral street names and
large properties edged in trees and stone features. Properties from the 1920s and 1930s are
large dwellings designed in Revival styles on expansive grounds, as well as a few Craftsmanstyle houses. Landscape features include fences of stone and wrought iron and also stone
gates. Beginning in the 1940s, the neighborhood expanded west with Hawthorne Street and
east with Normandy and Kingsbury streets. Infill has consisted of expansive, Post War II
Ranch-style houses, some of beige brick with red, Roman-style brick trim. The property at
1435 Kingsbury Court is notable for its butterfly roof. The character of the neighborhood
was somewhat diminished with construction of West Colfax Avenue, and further degraded
by its widening to four lanes and development of nearby commercial properties and office
complexes.

1200 Orchard Road, 13690
Wide Acres Road.
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West 7th and West 8th avenues southwest of Wide Acres still retain farmhouses and
small dwellings from the 1920s – 1940s, as well as some infill of brick ranch and brick ranch
duplex subdivisions east of Coors Street. North of West 10th Avenue, the former location of
the Westernaire Stables has been annexed by the City of Lakewood and is undergoing
extensive development as the Colorado Mills shopping center. The irrigation ditch flowing
on the north side of West 8th Avenue encouraged agricultural settlement. It appears that two
or three farmsteads were removed, indicated by remaining fencing, trees and shrubs, and
outbuildings.

147801 West 8th and 14140 West 8th

Vernacular dwelling at 14698 West 7th Avenue and stone house at 14700 West 7th Avenue

Stone houses in process of vacancy and demolition: on Indiana Street
(left), and 13380 West 10th Avenue (right).
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Daniels Gardens, a subdivision platted in the 1930s south of West Colfax Avenue and
west of Simms Street, developed during the Great Depression and World War II. The
subdivision contains small vernacular dwellings, reflecting the inexpensive housing built in
the 1930s and 1940s. Nearly all of them have been altered. The D&IM streetcar line ran
down West 14th Avenue, which accounts for the width of the street. Today, a portion of
Daniels Gardens has been annexed to Lakewood and the former Daniels Gardens
schoolhouse is now a Lakewood Parks and Recreation facility.

Wheat Ridge – Arvada Borders
Small unincorporated pockets remain at the edges of Wheat Ridge, Arvada, and
Denver. Two rural subdivisions were platted in the early 1900s between Wheat Ridge and
Arvada. They are bounded by irrigation ditches that remain from early agriculture use.
William H. Smith of Fremont County platted Warner & Arnetts Gardens in 1907 in the 4900
and 5000 blocks of Carr and Dover
streets. It consisted of 14, 2.5-acre lots.
Early construction resulted in 4950 Dover
Street (1910) and 5009 Carr Street
(1912), with several more houses added
from the 1920s through the 1940s. A few
houses appear to have been moved into
the subdivision, as they appear to be older
than the 1940s construction dates on the
County Assessor’s records.
One of the more intact dwellings in Daniels
Gardens

Former farmstead on West 8th
Avenue; dwelling has been
removed, outbuildings and
vegetation remain.
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Warner & Arnetts Gardens farm
properties at 4950 Dover Street
(above), residence at 5035 Carr
Street (left), and view north from
West 49th Avenue and Carr Street
(below).
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Graves Addition, 6302 and 6061 West 52nd Avenue

Rhodes Subdivision, platted as eight large lots by R. H. Rhodes in 1891, is bounded
on the east and west by today’s Dover and Allison streets and on the north and south by West
50th and 51st avenues. It contains mainly vernacular dwellings with several hipped-roof
boxes and a few houses with Craftsman features. The best examples are at 5050 Carr Street,
8189 West 50th Avenue, and 5001, 5083, 5101 and 5905 Allison Street.
Graves Addition, an agricultural subdivision built in the 5100 and 5200 blocks east of
Marshall Street, was platted by Oliver Graves in 1890. It contains several scattered, pre-1951
dwellings, included a few Craftsman Bungalows. Most notable is the farmhouse at 6061
West 52nd Avenue, standing in the shadow of the I-76 overpass. Pockets of residential
blocks remain, surrounded by commercial businesses, greenhouses, and nurseries.

Rhodes Subdivision, 5083 and 5095 Allison Street
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The vicinity at the Jefferson County – Denver line, where Clear Creek and Ralston
Creek converge, is the site of industrial activity, such as gravel quarrying beside the
creekbeds. Both sides of I-76 between Sheridan Boulevard and West 52nd Avenue remain
unincorporated. This area surrounds the southeast tip of Arvada, which contains the
confluence of Ralston and Clear Creeks with its new creek-spanning bridge, the new Gold
Strike Park, and a bike path, as well as the Arvada wastewater treatment office building and a
municipal facility storing sand, gravel, and recycled asphalt paving. The area is fragmented
by I-76 and commercial/industrial uses. Notable properties include a commercial building
clad in corrugated metal, apparently a commercial/agricultural structure

Agricultural shed built in 1926 at
Landsdale Gardens subdivision
at 5201 W 56th Avenue
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Survey Area 4 I-70 Corridor
Boundaries
North
South
East
West

Ridge above Clear Creek Canyon
Lininger Mountain, Genessee Mountain, and Bergen Park
Dakota Hogback, North and South Table Mountains
Clear Creek County Line

Note: Locations of survey areas are shown on the map on page 8.

The I-70 Corridor encompasses the transportation route that originated as the
historic Mount Vernon Canyon wagon road and evolved into present-day Interstate 70.
The survey area includes Mount Zion, Lookout Mountain, and the Mount Vernon Canyon
entrance on the east, extending west to the Jefferson-Clear Creek county line. It includes
the mountains that form the canyon wall, Lininger Mountain (7,743) and Genesee
Mountain (8,240) on the south, and Lookout Mountain (7,600 at Mount Vernon Country
Club) and Mount Zion (6,476) to the north.
The Mount Vernon Canyon road was one of four initial toll roads granted charters
by the territorial legislature during the 1859 - 1861 Colorado gold rush. However, the
steep, narrow nature of the canyon discouraged freighters, prospectors, and other
travelers, who chose alternate routes to the mountain mining districts. In the 1870s, the
completion of the Denver, South Park & Pacific (DSP&P) and Colorado Central railroads
further diminished travel on the Mount Vernon Canyon Road. Jefferson County
purchased it in 1880 as a county road.
The Mount Vernon Canyon area slowly underwent agricultural development.
Land was settled by homesteading, and subsequent farming and ranching. Crops
included potatoes, lettuce, cereal grains, and hay. Ranchers also raised beef cattle.
Ranch families organized and built the Rockland School in 1874, now gone, and the
Rockland Church, extant, in 1879.
Logging took place on east Genesee Mountain in the late 1890s and early 1900s,
including a sawmill operating on the northwest slope near the Patrick toll house and
another mill on Shingle Creek. Several ranchers also operated portable sawmills on their
property, hauling logs by wagon to Idaho Springs and other markets.

Remnant of historic road bed in
Mount Vernon Canyon
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By the 1910s, the area offered a few recreational opportunities. The Colorado
Mountain Club taught skiing lessons atop Lookout Mountain and helped develop the
Beaver Brook Trail from Mount Zion west to near Chief Hosa. Later, a ski jump at
Genesee would attract crowds of onlookers. Mount Vernon Country Club developed in
the 1920s to offer golf, tennis, and other pastimes.
Lariat Trail Road (5JF446, NR)
south from Golden over Mount Zion and
Lookout Mountain was completed by
1914. The road gave automobile
travelers access to the Denver Mountain
Parks in the Jefferson County mountains,
as well as points west. The picnic
shelter at Genesee Park and Chief Hosa
Lodge, both designed by J. J. B.
Benedict, attracted visitors to the
mountain parks and introduced the stone,
Rustic style that would be used elsewhere
in the park system.

Chief Hosa Lodge

Improved road travel and the Denver Mountain Park system encouraged growth
of summer cabin communities in the 1920s on Lookout Mountain, Genesee Ridge, and at
Cold Spring Gulch. Creation of Mount Vernon Country Club further stimulated sale of
summer homes on Lookout Mountain. This mountain real estate boom ended with the
collapse of the national economy in 1929. During the 1930s, several ranchers turned to
raising foxes and minks. There were over a dozen fur farms at Lookout Mountain,
Genessee, El Rancho, Bergen Park, Beaver Brook, and several others elsewhere in west
Jefferson County.
Transportation improvements affected growth in the Mount Vernon Canyon area.
U.S. 40 was built by Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) workers in 1937, substantially
increasing auto travel through the canyon. Several businesses sprang up along the
roadway to meet travelers’ needs. During the early 1940s, a few workers at the Denver
Ordnance Plant (Federal Center) acquired year-round homes on Lookout Mountain by
winterizing summer cabins. However, little permanent growth occurred until after the
war, when post war prosperity created a huge demand for housing in the Denver metro
area.
U.S. 40 allowed people living in rural areas to commute to jobs in the city. The
steady population increase necessitated construction of the Ralston Elementary School in
1955, on land donated by the Mount Vernon Country Club southwest of the clubhouse.
Construction of I-70 in 1969 further accelerated mountain development and resulted in
demolition of a number of historic buildings in Mount Vernon Canyon. Growth
pressures encouraged the Mount Vernon Country Club homeowners association to create
a building moratorium in 1956, limiting the Country Club subdivision to 100 homes.
Meanwhile, Save Our Mountain Environment organized to protest the proposal to hold
the 1976 Winter Olympics in Colorado, which would have built facilities for winter
sports at Genesee and Evergreen. During the late 1980s and 1990s, extensive residential,
commercial, and business development has occurred at Genesee.
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Today, the Lookout Mountain-Genesee area has a population of 9,000 people.
Growth and development have spurred several efforts to preserve and conserve historic
properties and open space. The Canyon Area Residents for the Environment (CARE)
formed in 1987 to provide input to planning and land use decisions and Jefferson County
Open Space acquisitions. In 1999, residents spearheaded creation of the Lariat Loop
Heritage Area to preserve, promote, and explain the history of this area.
Mount Vernon Canyon
I-70 enters the Jefferson County foothills through Mount Vernon Canyon,
approximately following a territorial wagon road. Settlers platted the Mount Vernon
townsite in 1859, at the canyon mouth between the northeast base of Mount Morrison and
the Dakota hogback to the east. It was one of several short-lived settlements that sprang
up in the Jefferson County foothills; others included Apex, Golden Gate, and Bradford.
The Mount Vernon Canyon toll road took travelers to Evergreen via Bergen Park, to
Idaho Springs via Big Hill (now called Floyd Hill), and to points west. The town of
Mount Vernon flourished briefly at the canyon entrance as a supply center for wagon
freighters, prospectors, and other travelers.
The settlement soon waned with the early 1860s decline of the gold rush and with
development of more accessible routes at Apex and at Chimney Gulch, further north near
Golden. The historic Mount Vernon townsite is now contained within Jefferson County
Open Space Matthews-Winters Park on the south side of I-70. The only extant feature is
a small, fenced cemetery. Outside the park’s northwest corner is located the Mount
Vernon House/Robert W. Steele residence (5JF185, NR), built by George Morrison in the
1860s. It is believed to have been the residence of Robert W. Steele, who served as
territorial governor from October 1859 until June 1861. The William Matthews family
acquired the property in 1870. At various times, the dwelling served as a stage station,
saloon, general store and post office. On the property stands a filling station built by
John Matthews in the 1920s.

Mount Vernon House residence (left) and
circa 1925 filling station (below).
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Rockland Church on Rockland Road (left) and
Rockland School at 24100 U.S. 40 (right).

Just east of the canyon entrance, the Dakota Hogback runs north-south, once
stretching from Lyons south to Roxborough. Sandstone and limestone deposits on the
hogback were quarried between Golden and US 40, from the late 1800s into the 1940s.
To accommodate construction of I-70, a cut was blasted through the 700’-wide hogback.
The cut has become a geological marker, interpreted with signs describing Paleozoic
history. Parking lots lie on the west edge of the hogback.
The 900-acre Mother Cabrini property preserves open space north and south of
the canyon entrance. Mother Frances Xavier Cabrini and the Missionary Sisters acquired
the land in 1912. The Missionary Sisters, who had founded the Mount Carmel School
and Queen of Heaven Orphanage at Federal Boulevard and 48th Avenue in 1905,
purchased the mountain property for use as a summer camp for Denver orphans. The
Mother Cabrini property at 20189 Cabrini Boulevard (5JF439, SR) contains the two-story
stone building that housed the nuns and the children and two large stone stable-barns.
The property also includes, to the west, a small stone chapel, a large church built in the
mid-1900s and the 22-foot-high statue of the Sacred Heart of Jesus built by the
Missionary Sisters in the 1950s and erected at the highest point on the property. The
shrine has become a pilgrimage site for Catholics and attracts hundreds of thousands of
visitors each year from around the world.
The canyon remained primarily agricultural prior to construction of U.S. 40. The
most prominent rancher was Lucian M. Ralston, whose father, Captain Lucian Hunter
Ralston, established a ranch and general store in 1887 in the upper canyon where I-70
now runs between Exits 256 and 254. During the 1890s, Captain Ralston raised hay,
ranched cattle, and ran the general store. He also freighted lumber and railroad ties to
Idaho Springs, Georgetown and Central City. When Captain Ralston died in 1894, his
son, Lucian Ralston, managed the family ranch and store, freighted lumber to Idaho
Springs, raised potatoes, and harvested hay. He also served on the Rockland School
Board for 35 years, most often as president, and helped convince county officials to
construct the 1939 Rockland School. Lucian was a founding member of the Genesee
Grange in 1913. He filed a plat for summer cabins in 1912, donated adjacent land for
Genesee Park, and worked for 14 years for Denver Mountain Parks. Lucian also leased
land to the Denver Ski Club, who built a ski jump on the north down-slope of Genesee
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Ridge. Members of the Ralston family operated a fur farm at Genesee, later selling the
land to Al Cohen and Saul Davidson in 1964 as part of the Genesee Associate’s planned
community. Construction of I-70 and the Genesee subdivision removed all historic ranch
structures. The only remaining buildings associated with the Ralston pioneer family are
the second Ralston Pioneer Store at 24969 U.S. 40 and the Rockland School that Lucian
Ralston helped construct.19
Today, the narrow hay meadows along Mount Vernon Creek are remnants of past
agricultural activity. Two buildings associated with the ranch community of Rockland
also remain. The original 1873 Rockland School is now gone, but its replacement, a
small, buff-brick building constructed in 1939, still stands at 24100 U.S. 40. The intact
schoolhouse has been leased to the Rockland Grange since the 1950s and is also used as a
reception hall for weddings at the nearby Rockland Church. The historic Rockland
Church (5JF395), located on Rockland Road below U.S. 40, is a frame building funded
by local settlers and built by Mr. Turner of Golden.20 It was dedicated January 18, 1879
as the Mt. Zion Church of the Rocky Mountain Mission of the United Brethren of Christ.
About 100 residents have been buried in the Rockland Cemetery (5JF396) beside the
church, including members of the Ralston family. A portion of the graveyard was moved
to make way for U.S. 40 in 1937. Construction of the nearby highway motivated local
residents to organize and preserve the historic building.
Along U.S. 40 are a few historic commercial buildings. The 1920 filling station
at 18561 U.S. 40 near the canyon entrance has been modernized beyond recognition. The
Pueblo Revival style building at
24059 U.S. 40, the junction with
Lookout Mountain Road, was the
Chuck Wagon Café. It is one of the
more intact commercial buildings
associated with automobile travel on
U.S. 40. The second Ralston Store at
24969 U.S. 40 was built in 1936 to
replace an earlier store removed by I70 construction; it has been altered by
application of stained, wood lapped
siding.
Former Chuck Wagon Café, 24059 U.S. 40.
Lookout Mountain
Development on Lookout Mountain was limited to agricultural and minor mining
activity prior to the 1920s. Two earlier resort development plans failed to materialize. In
the 1890s, H. A. W. Tabor and other investors proposed the 2,390-acre Lookout
Mountain Resort, and hired renowned landscape architect Frederick Law Olmsted, Sr. to
prepare a plan for a residential community. Today’s Colorow and Lookout Mountain
roads were laid out as part of the original Olmsted plan. The Silver Panic of 1893 stalled
this development, and British real estate developer Rees Vidler acquired the “City on the
19
20

Brown, 153 - 160.
Brown, 169.
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Hill” property, filing some 2,000 cabin lots between 1904 and 1912. Vidler also built the
Lookout Mountain Scenic Railway in 1909 as a marketing device, to bring potential land
buyers from Golden to the Lookout Mountain summit. This development also failed to
thrive.
The 1914 completion of the Lariat Trail road up Mount Zion and Lookout
Mountain invited middle-class automobile travelers into the Jefferson County foothills to
visit the Denver Mountain Parks. The road was built by William “Cement Bill” Williams
with $15,000 from both Jefferson County and the City of Denver. Golden businesses
donated funds, including $1,000 from Adolph Coors, and Charles Boettcher donated a
train-car full of cement. Containing 56 curves and numerous viewpoints, it passed by the
Lookout Mountain Park (5JF648, NR), which includes the gravesite of Buffalo Bill and
the circa 1921 Pahaska Teepee building (5JF440), as well as extensive picnic grounds,
and picnic shelters.
In 1917, Charles Boettcher, a Denver businessman who prospered in sugar beet
cultivation and cement sales, built his large summer residence, Loraine Lodge (5JF446,
NR), atop Lookout Mountain. Located on 110 acres at 900 Colorow Road, the 13-room
stone lodge was designed in Tudor Revival style with architectural features influenced by
the Arts and Crafts movement. The lodge property included a caretaker’s residence,
Rustic stone gazebo, well house, and entrance gate. It was a counterpart to stone lodges
being built during the same period in Bear Creek Canyon below and above Evergreen.
Boettcher’s grand-daughter, Charlene Breeden, donated the property to Jefferson County
in 1968. Today, Loraine Lodge is preserved and is leased out for private functions;
integrated into the site is the recently constructed Jefferson County Open Space (JCOS)
Nature Center. Nearby, the .45-acre Colorow Point (5JF644, NR) provides a view of
Clear Creek Canyon to the north.
The Lariat Trail auto road stimulated construction of cabins ⎯ less grandiose than
envisioned by earlier developers ⎯ in the summer subdivisions of Cody Park, Rilliet
Park, and Mount Vernon Country Club Place. Cody Park was platted in 1921 by O. Ben
Haley. Two stone pillars were erected on Cody Road to mark the entrance to the Mount
Vernon County Club completed in 1926. Cody Park occupied the steep, hilly area
between the country club and Lookout Mountain Road. Streets were named for local
trees and plants, such as Pine, Spruce, Conifer, Cedar, and Columbine. The plat
contained hundreds of city-sized lots, 25’ x 125’ or 50’ x 100’ parcels, but most people
bought eight to twelve lots and erected a small log cabin or a woodframe cottage covered
with wood shingles, drop siding, or board and batten. The stone fireplace and chimney
were prominent features. Most of the small cabins in Cody Park have been demolished
or have been obscured between series of additions. A few cabins are scattered on various
sites, several with no formal property address. Several also remain, recognizable as
sheds, shacks, or deteriorating ruins.
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Stone pillars mark the original entrance to
Mount Vernon Country Club near Cody Park.

“Mary’s Place” is one of the most intact
cabins remaining in Cody Park.

Rilliet Park lies west of Lookout Mountain
Road in an open mountain valley that slants
downward towards the Clear Creek watershed.
Around 1920, members of the Colorado Mountain
Club developed the park from Rilliet Ranch as a
mountain retreat and cross-country skiing site, by
pooling funds and purchasing 400 acres managed
by the Rilliet Park Association. They built cabins
Some Cody Park cabins now
on either side of the valley and maintained 200
serve as outbuildings.
acres of “common land” as permanent open space.
In summer, residents enjoyed theatrical productions
on an outdoor stage performed by the Cactus Club, a Denver group founded by John
Brisben Walker’s son, Harold, to share his interests in culture and the arts.
The outdoor stage is now gone. A few houses at Rilliet Park remain somewhat
intact, while others have been enlarged and otherwise modernized. The upper end of the
valley meadow is now occupied by a Mormon Church day camp. Pat Coleman
purchased a property at Rilliet Park in 1944. With a Ph.D. in psychology from Yale,
Coleman practiced child psychology in Denver for nearly fifty years. Instrumental in
establishing the Clear Creek Land Conservancy in 1986, Coleman donated 240 acres near
Rilliet Park with a conservation easement. She also established the Northwoods
Foundation, a land conservancy organization, in 1945.21

21

Jan Wilkins, “Carla and Pat Coleman,” City and Mountain Views, March, 1994, 10; Carole
Lomond, “Drive to preserve Lookout Mountain and Clear Creek Canyon land began in early
1900s,” City and Mountain Views, April/May 1998, 15-18.
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The Intermountain Realty Company of Denver developed the Mount Vernon
Country Club and a surrounding summer residential community, beginning in 1922. The
Rustic style, $60,000 stone clubhouse apparently designed by Floyd Redding was
completed the following year (Redding is named as the architect of a planned addition to
the clubhouse described in “The Mountain Vernon Country Club, 1923, Yesterday,
Today, Tomorrow.”) By 1926, over 60 cabins had been built. Two lots sold for as little
as $175 and cabin construction cost as little as $800. Residences consisted of modest
two- and three-room dwellings clad in clapboards, lap siding, or board and batten.
Proximity to Denver allowed families to reside here through the summer, with the head
of the family coming up from the city for the weekends.22

Historic center portion of Mount Vernon
Country Club, today.

Mount Vernon Country Club, 1923.

The 600-acre property offered tennis, nine-hole golf course, croquet, horseshoes,
and, in winter, skiing and tobogganing. The clubhouse served as a social center and
featured a restaurant that seated 200 dinner guests. In 1939, all unsold lots were
converted to a non-profit corporation that acted as a homeowners association. In the
1930s, the entrance was changed from Cody Park Road on the east to Mount Vernon
Country Club Road that approaches from the south from U.S. 40/I-70. Another entrance
was built on the east in 1940. In the early 1940s, the country club organization acquired
the Warren home site near the west to prevent encroachment from the fur farm pens near
there.
The country club subdivision remained primarily a summer community until the
mid-twentieth century. During World War II, a few were winterized as year-round
residences for workers at the Denver Ordnance Plant. During the post war boom, people
acquired, expanded, and insulated the cabins for year-round housing. In 1948, the
country club came under management of Eddie Ott, who also managed Keys on the
Green at Evergreen and the Aviation Country Club near West Colfax Avenue in
Lakewood. This growth prompted local residents to create a building moratorium in
1956, limiting the Country Club subdivision to 100 homes. All original cabins have
doubled and tripled in size, and are covered in manufactured log siding, stained lapped
wood, and other newer materials. On a few, the original cabin is visible as a historic
22

Gina Brown, “The Mt. Vernon Story or Life in Utopia,” Golden: self-published, 1966, 2.
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section; others have some of the historic materials still visible. In some cases, the most
intact historic feature is the Rustic style picnic shelter in the backyard. A few dwellings
have historic auto garages or historic sheds. There are also newer houses interspersed.
Lookout Mountain Park (1910) and Panorama Heights (1921, 1922) subdivisions
were platted by Rees C. Vidler on the eastern slope of Lookout Mountain. Historic and
contemporary dwellings are scattered along the curving gravel roads. The terrain is
forested with aspen groves and conifer forests interspersed with open meadows. Most
dwellings date from the 1940s on; those built earlier are substantially altered. Two large
Rustic style residences on large lots at 369 and 359 Parkview Avenue were built in the
1930s and warrant research to investigate historic and architectural significance.
Supposedly, the residence at 21531 Main Street served as a stagestop for the line that
ascended Lookout Mountain from Golden in the 1800s.
Several other notable Lookout Mountain properties date to the 1920s development
of the area as a summer community. Mrs. Agnes Phelan built a Rustic style stone
residence in 1922 on Colorow Road, designed by J. J. B. Benedict. The summer cottage
features arched openings, an inset porch supported by stone pillars, and rustic interior
features, perching precariously on a point overlooking Clear Creek Canyon. Further
north on Colorow Road stands a circa 1925 frame cabin, one of the few small summer
dwellings still intact today. At 22415 Sunset Road there is a large, two-story Craftsman
Bungalow building, constructed as a tourist lodging and serving as a boarding house in
the 1930s.
The few historic commercial buildings along Lookout Mountain Road have been
substantially altered. The least altered is the large building that now contains the Crystal
Rose saloon at 636 Lookout Mountain Road. The building has been expanded by several
log-sided additions and contains a row of picture windows facing the road.
Features of Lookout Mountain Road include the stone pillars that mark the
Golden entrance to the Lariat Loop Trail southwest of Golden. There also remain a few
remnants of stone guard rails and the ruins of an old spring house midway up the
mountainside.
Genesee Mountain and Lininger Mountain
Genesee and Lininger mountains experienced ranching and extensive logging
activity in the late 1800s and early 1900s.23 Sawmill Gulch, on the south slope of
Lininger Mountain at Idledale, produced a great deal of lumber, and a mill also operated
on Shingle Creek.
Ranching continued at Genesee and Lininger mountains into the mid-1900s. Two
historic properties remain from this early agricultural activity. The Thiede Ranch
(5JF995, NR) is associated with settlement and agricultural development of Mount
Vernon Canyon and is the best surviving example of an original Mount Vernon Canyon
ranch complex. The complex consists of an 1875 squared-log ranch house and several
historic, dilapidated outbuildings. A small log room was added in 1932 to house the local
schoolteacher. Electricity was added to the ranch house two years ago, but water still
23

Genesee is a translation of a Native American word meaning “Shining Mountains.”
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comes from a well. Jacob Blum and
Anna Thiede Blum purchased the
property in 1906 and it has remained in
the family since then.
Nearby, at the junction of
Grapevine and Shingle Creek roads, is
the Blum Ranch, a 200-acre property
purchased by Anna Thiede Blum and
since subdivided. The property retains
Mrs. Blum’s log cabin built in 1920 after
the frame ranch house burned down.

Anna Blum Ranch on Shingle Mill Road

Several historic homes are located on Grapevine Road, which crosses Lininger
Mountain down into Idledale. Notable of these are a large, 1922 Rustic style residence at
964 South Grapevine Road, another stone residence at 984 South Grapevine Road built in
1946, and two woodframe residences at 934 South Grapevine Road (1938) and 944 South
Grapevine Road (1942).
Automobile travel on the Lariat Trail provided easier access to this remote
location. The 800-acre Genessee Park (5JF590) opened in 1913 as the first Denver
Mountain Park system and was later expanded to a total of 2,400 acres. The City of
Denver acquired the property from a sawmill company for $3,000. The park, which was
bisected by the 1969 construction of I-70, includes various picnic areas with a large
Rustic-style stone shelter designed by Jules Jacques Benoit Benedict near the Genesee
Mountain summit.
East of the park, lies Genesee Ridge, where Mount Vernon Canyon resident
Lucian Ralston helped create a ski jump on the north slope in 1919. National Ski Jump
Champion Carl Howelson helped design the jump, used by the Rocky Mountain Ski
Club. Benedict designed Twisted Pine, a Rustic stone lodge near the top of the jump.
The ski jump ceased operation in the 1920s, but during the 1950s the University of
Denver ski team practiced there. The stone chimney from the warming house remains at
the base of the jump. The Girl Scouts acquired Twisted Pine for back taxes and use it
today on an occasional basis.
The Genesee Ridge plat contains a half dozen historic summer residences. The
properties at 24896 and 24406 Genesee Avenue are the most architecturally intact.
Rancho Tranquillo at 24889 Grandview Avenue is a large Spanish Colonial style lodge
built in 1930 and 1931 by Agnes Reid Tammen, widow of a founder of the Denver Post.
Architects Merrill and Burnham Hoyt incorporated features from Juan Y Lolita Rancho at
Santa Barbara, California in the 8,000-square-foot retreat, a stuccoed, red-tile-roofed
dwelling on a 15-acre site. After Agnes’s death in 1942, her niece Helen Crabs Rippey
ran a turkey ranch here. The property was donated to Colorado Women’s College in
1960, but, today is once again a private residence. At the entrance to Genesee Ridge
Avenue stand several structures used during the Cold War as a radar Training Annex,
operated by Lowry Air Force Base. The complex consists of a recording building,
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storage shed, concrete pad, and three 10’ x 10’ underground vaults. The military vacated
the property in 1967.24
Genesee Mountain remained
relatively undeveloped, except for a dozen
or so scattered summer homes, until
developers created Genesee Village on the
site of large fox farm; today the subdivision
has grown to several hundred homes, a
number of condominium buildings, a
commercial center, and various office
buildings. Perhaps the best known property
at Genesee is the Deaton Sculptured House
at 24501 Ski Hill Drive (5JF2576, pending
24896 Genesee Ridge Avenue
NR) designed by Charles Deaton in 1963.
The saucer-shaped dwelling was filmed in Woody Allen’s futuristic movie, “Sleeper.”
East of Genesee Mountain, Denver dentist Gilbert Lininger purchased 80 acres on the
summit of a peak, then persuaded the county to name it Lininger Mountain. He began
construction of a stone and stucco residence in 1936, moving into it year-round with his
family in the 1940s (5JF2210). He expanded the dwelling, using telephone poles for
ceiling beams, until it consisted of 21 rooms by 1985.25
West of the I-70 and Genesee exit, 500 acres of Genesee Park became a wildlife
preserve in 1914, stocked with 23 elk and seven buffalo brought from Yellowstone Park.
Descendants of these animals still roam through the preserve with an underpass beneath
I-70 allowing them to wander between the south and north sides of the preserve. The
Patrick toll house, dating to the late 1860s, remains just west of the preserve on the south
side of present-day I-70. It has become the residential quarters for the park caretaker.
At the west edge of Genesee Park is Chief Hosa Lodge (5JF590, NR), a Denver
municipal campground with a Rustic style stone lodge designed by J. J. B. Benedict.
Surrounded by several tent-cabins and dozens of tent platforms, the original facility
contained a restaurant. Later, it served as a World War I museum, gambling hall, scout
camp, and youth hostel. Today the
lodge is rented for private events and the
campground continues as a popular
lodging for summer tourists.

Cold Springs Ranch
barn, viewed from the
south. The roof with the
“CS” brand is visible
from east bound I-70.
24
25

Carole Lomond, “Genesee Ridge,” City and Mountain Views, Oct. –Nov. 1997, 14-16.
Beverly Evans “For Ten Dollars and Love and Affection: The Dr. Gilbert Lininger Story,”
Historically Jeffco, 1998, Volume 11, Issue 19, 4-15.
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Cold Springs and El Rancho Vicinity
Between Genesee Park and the Jefferson-Clear Creek county line are located a
few small summer home plats and several historic ranch properties. Just west of Genesee
Park lies the Cold Springs Ranch, owned for several generations by the Matthews family
who cultivated hay and raised cattle in the sunny, south-facing mountain meadow. While
the circa 1900 ranch house burned to the ground in 1982, the circa 1901 barn still
remains. The large red building with the “CS” brand painted on the roof is visible to the
south from east-bound I-70. The Matthews family platted several cabin lots in Upper
Cold Springs Gulch where a half-dozen summer homes were built in the 1920s. Now
occupied year-round, the most intact of these homes is at 27447 Upper Cold Springs
Gulch, a small wood-shingled dwelling. Another, larger dwelling at 1437 Cold Springs
Gulch has Craftsman details.
Due north of Chief Hosa and Cold Springs Ranch is the Moss Rock subdivision,
developed with eight tiny, two-room cabins in the 1920s. Although most serve as yearround residences, many retain their small size. The cabins have been sided with
hardboard and board and batten. Near Moss Rock Road is a circa 1925 complex of seven
stone buildings built of white and rose quartz in eastern Asian design with a large roof
containing flared eaves and timber roof supports.
To the northwest is Rainbow
Hills, today accessed by the auxiliary
road overpass from El Rancho. Along
Rainbow Hills Road are various single
dwellings constructed from the late
1940s on. At the end of the road, at
30702 Rainbow Hills Drive, sits the
Rainbow Hills lodge, a large stone,
Rustic style dwelling. The large land
parcel includes a Rustic style carriage
house with apartment above and five
summer cabins of chinked log. The
property was originally accessed from
Soda Creek Road to the north.

Rainbow Hills, main residence.

In the early 1940s, the TeePees restaurant was built near present-day El Rancho
and catered to auto tourists traveling on U. S. 40. El Rancho restaurant was built in 1948
at the junction of U.S. 40 and State Highway (SH) 74 by the Jahnke family, on the site of
the Front Range Cafe. The large, log building began as a restaurant with upstairs living
quarters for the family. In the 1950s, new owners converted the upstairs bedrooms to
motel rooms and cut picture windows into the log walls facing the Continental Divide.
The restaurant became a contract post office and for decades served as an unofficial
community center, providing free meeting space for civic organizations and for special
district board meetings. It has undergone several expansions of similar design and
exterior materials.
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Teepees restaurant and souvenir shop, now gone (left) and El Rancho (right).

A segment of U.S. 40 remains intact west of
Genesee running from Soda Creek Road west,
passing beneath I-70 and joining U.S. 6 in Clear
Creek canyon. A cluster of small houses and a
larger log dwelling are located at 30450, 30460,
30470, and 30480 U.S. 40. The larger building
appears to have served a commercial purpose, such
as a filling station, roadside store, or small rental
lodgings. At 33160 U.S. 40, a circa 1915 ranch
house remains at the Beaver Brook Ranch.
Two roads run south from historic U.S. 40,
Soda Creek Road (County Road 63) and County
Road 65. The Humphrey House (5JF184, NR),
Beaver Brook Ranch at
later called the Kinnikinnik Ranch and now
33180 U.S. 40.
operated as a museum, is located at 620 Soda Creek
Road. John J. Clark homesteaded the acreage and built the large, chinked log ranch
house in 1883. The Humphrey family acquired the ranch property in 1920. Mr.
Humphrey was one of the first commuters from the Jefferson County mountains, driving
daily down the Lariat Trail to his newspaper job in Denver. At the intersection of Soda
Creek and former U.S. 40 stands the Bergen Trading Post/Humphrey Trading Post at
1000 Soda Creek Road. The small, frame, log-slab-clad building was run by the
Humphrey family as a general store and souvenir shop, catering to tourists and travelers
on U.S. 40.
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Hazel Humphreys House and summer pavilion northwest of Bergen Park.

Ruby Ranch Road branches south off Soda Creek Road and is the location of a
cluster of three historic residences. The property was operated as the Arlington Mink
Farm in the 1930s, the entrance sign of which still remains. Avery Acres (5JF943),
southwest of El Rancho on SH 74 was originally the Irving Ritchey Fox Farm and was
one of the largest producing fur farms in the area; apparently none of the buildings
remain.

Gate and barns at Arlington Mink Ranch.
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Survey Area 5

Lower Bear Creek Corridor

Boundaries
North

North canyon ridge, Grapevine Hill at Idledale, Kerr
Gulch northwest of Kittredge

South

South ridge of Bear Creek Canyon

East

Lakewood’s western city limits

West

East Evergreen

Note: Locations of survey areas are shown on the map on page 8.

The Lower Bear Creek Corridor reconnaissance encompassed the area along Bear
Creek between Morrison and Evergreen, including Idledale, Kittredge and Kerr Gulch. It
also examined Rooney Valley and Mount Vernon Creek Gulch. Bear Creek Canyon serves
as a transportation corridor between Morrison and Evergreen. A wagon road built up the
canyon in 1872 became a toll road in the 1880s and was improved as a paved motor road in
1911. Automobile tourists ascended the canyon to visit the Denver Mountain Parks in west
Jefferson County. Many visitors bought summer cottages, and Idledale and Kittredge
flourished as summer communities in the 1910s and 1920s.

Morrison Area
Bear Creek flows east through Morrison and drains into the South Platte River about
twelve miles distant. The creek’s watershed is on the eastern flanks of Mount Evans, and is
fed by Buffalo, Cub, Little Cub, Kerr, Cold Spring, Grapevine, Mount Vernon, and lesser
creeks. Farmers and ranchers raised vegetables, grains and cattle along Bear Creek east of
Morrison, and built ditches and canals to irrigate crops. These operations were displaced
when Bear Creek was dammed in 1982. The Peterson House (5JF226) was moved from the
reservoir site to the Lakewood Heritage Center. The City of Lakewood maintains Bear Creek
Reservoir as a recreation facility and wildlife refuge.
The town of Morrison was platted by George Morrison in 1864 along Bear Creek just
west of the Dakota Hogback and Mount Glennon. It thrived as a supply town for Bear Creek
farms and ranches, a shipping point for Evergreen lumber, and a center for stone quarrying
and brick making. In the 1900s, hospitality and tourism became important industries. The
Denver South Park & Pacific (DSP&P) rail yards occupied the south side of the town’s threeblock long main street. Development of Red Rocks Park in the 1930s brought visitors to the
town as well. West Alameda Parkway was constructed over the Dakota Hogback in 1935 to
provide direct access to the park. The Morrison National Register Historic District (5JF176)
contains both commercial and residential properties. The town also is distinguished by its
magnificent natural features, such as the Red Rocks formation, Dakota Hogback, Mount
Glennon (6,473), Mount Morrison (7,881), and Mount Falcon (7,851).
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Rooney Valley
Rooney Valley lies between Green Mountain and the Dakota Hogback and slopes
downward from north to south. Mount Morrison rises beyond the valley to the west of the
Hogback. Interstate 70 (I-70) and Morrison Road border the north and south ends of the
valley. West Alameda Parkway crosses the valley and scales Dakota Ridge to access Red
Rocks Park and Morrison. Colorado 470 (C470) was built in the early 1990s on the valley
floor.
Rooney Valley sustained historic ranching, farming, coal mining, and stone
quarrying. The Rooney Ranch (5JF196, NR) lies in the center of the valley, south of
Alameda Parkway. A Centennial Farm homesteaded by Scotsman Alexander Rooney, the
ranch has been owned by four generations of the Rooney family. The property, which is
described in greater detail in the Agriculture section of the Historic Contexts Report,
produced hay, alfalfa, corn, and cattle for over a century. The property consists of an 1860 –
1865 stone farmhouse, 1890 stone barn, 1939 granary, 1940 blacksmith shop, several historic
outbuildings, and three residences built in 1946 and 1955.26 The ranch is presently
vulnerable to development pressures and a proposed C-470 exit.
Adjacent to Rooney Ranch are several sites remaining from the valley’s industrial
past. These include the North Chieftain and South Chieftain clay mines (5JF255) northeast
of the ranch, the Bluebird/Satanic coal mine north of the ranch, and a limestone quarry south
of the ranch. At the base of the hogback lie two DSP&P railroad spurs and the railroad grade
of the four-mile-long Golden City & South Platte Railroad. These served the quarry and coal
mines. A lime kiln near Morrison (5JF197) processed local limestone for industrial use.
The valley is distinguished in particular by its natural features. The Dakota Hogback
(5JF951) that forms the valley’s western edge is a National Natural Landmark, and is
preserved and interpreted by Jefferson County Open Space. Called Dinosaur Ridge, it
contains fossil remains from prehistoric creatures that thrived at the edge of the ancient
inland sea that once submerged
this area. Most of these fossils
were excavated in the late 1800s
and removed to museums in the
East. A hiking trail runs along
the ridge top, and roadway signs
explain the Paleozoic history and
fossil remains along West
Alameda Parkway. The Warren
Ranch residence and barn have
been converted to serve as the
Dinosaur Ridge Visitor Center
north of Rooney Ranch and
Alameda Parkway.
Mount Morrison rises behind Rooney Valley and
Dinosaur Ridge. The ridge contained historic stone
quarries and Paleozoic fossil beds.
26

National Register of Historic Places Registration Form – Rooney Ranch, Denver: Colorado
Historical Society, 1974.
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The Council Tree, believed to have been used for council meetings by Ute Chief
Colorow, still stands west of the Visitor Center, at the base of the hogback. Several
unobtrusive contemporary residences are located adjacent to the center. At the northeast
edge of the valley rises sprawling Green Mountain (6,855). Formerly part of the vast Hayden
Ranch, it has been acquired by the City of Lakewood as open space.

Mount Vernon Creek Gulch
Mount Vernon Creek flows east through Mount Vernon Canyon, then drains
southward into Bear Creek at Morrison. It flows toward Morrison and Bear Creek through a
gulch formed by Mount Morrison on the west and the Dakota Hogback on the east. County
Highway 93/ State Highway 26 run along the east edge of the gulch.27 Several dozen
residences lie west of the gulch, below Red Rocks Park and Mount Morrison.
A wagon road built in 1859 up Mount Vernon Canyon contributed to the settlement
of the Mount Vernon townsite at the canyon entrance. Little of this settlement remains,
except for a small fenced cemetery and the Mt. Vernon House/Robert W. Steele House
(5JF185). The upper townsite lies beneath present-day I-70; the lower portion forms
Matthews-Winters Park, a Jefferson County Open Space park. Several sites reveal historic
industrial activities in the gulch. A stone structure, apparently a historic mill foundation,
stands at the east edge of the park beside County Highway 93. Two historic mine dumps,
one with a badly deteriorated wooden tipple, remain on the Dakota Hogback east of the
Mount Vernon townsite. These properties, located in Jefferson County Open Space, are
outside the scope of the survey phase. However, they represent the historic settlement of the
gulch, and as such, should be preserved and interpreted. (Jefferson County Open Space has
conducted extensive archaeological recordation of sites within its parks.)
The dwellings scattered west of Mount Vernon Creek date from the early to late
1900s. They are low density and vernacular in design. Most are low in height and built of
earth-toned materials, such as stone, wood, and stucco. A small house of worship stands at
the north entrance to the park.
Two dwellings near the creek
above Morrison are Bungalow
style. The area is also
predominated by horse pasture.
The late 1900s threat of
residential development in this
area motivated the City of
Denver to acquire a 173-acre
parcel of undeveloped property
in the spring of 2000.

The Mount Vernon townsite occupied the upper end
of Mount Vernon Creek Gulch. Taken from west
side of Dinosaur Ridge, looking north-northwest.

27

The road is County Highway 93 below the north entrance to Red Rocks Park and State
Highway 26 above.
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Facilities within Red Rocks Park include the 1941 Red Rocks Amphitheater designed
by Burnham Hoyt and 1931 Pueblo Revival style “Indian Concession House” designed by W.
R. Rosche.28 Other park sites consist of red sandstone ticket booths, boulder-edged parking
lots, and stone-pillared, hipped-roof picnic shelters. Landscape plantings include an
evergreen grove just inside the southern entrance on County Road 93 and the grove of
Ponderosa pines planted by Girl Scouts of America near the south entrance just west of
Morrison on State Highway 74. The Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) camp (5JF442) just
south of Red Rocks Park and west of Morrison is now a Denver Mountain Park property.

Red Rocks Park and
Amphitheater lie at the
southwest end of the
gulch, viewed from west
side of Dinosaur Ridge,
looking south-southwest.

Bear Creek Canyon
The mouth of Bear Creek Canyon is flanked by Mount Morrison on the north and
Mount Falcon on the south. The road through the canyon was originally a wagon road built
by John Evans in 1872 to haul lumber from his west Jefferson County ranch to Morrison.
After a flood tore out the road’s fifty bridges in the 1880s, Evans turned the road over to
Morrison investors who rebuilt it as a toll road.29 Improvements by convict work crews in
1911 made the road accessible for automobile travel. Bear Creek Canyon became the
southern entrance to the Denver Mountain Parks later in that decade. The northern entrance
was the Lariat Loop Road that left Golden and scaled Lookout Mountain to reach Genesee
Park and other Denver Mountain Parks, and Evergreen, then descended Bear Creek Canyon
to reach Morrison.
Except for the towns of Idledale and Kittredge, the canyon remains undeveloped. The
Bear Creek Canyon Scenic Mountain Drive (State Highway 74) between Morrison and
Idledale is listed in the National Register (5JF642) under the Denver Mountain Parks
Multiple Property Submission. Public lands between Idledale and Kittredge include the
Little Park, a Denver Mountain Park at the west edge of Idledale, and the Lair O’ the Bear, a
Jefferson County Open Space Park between the two towns. Between Kittredge and Morrison
lie Corwina and Pence Parks, two Denver Mountain Park properties, and O’Fallon Park, a
Jefferson County Open Space property.
28

Thomas J. Noel and Barbara S. Norgren. Denver the City Beautiful. Denver: Historic Denver,
1987.
29
Jefferson County Place Names Database, “Bear Creek,” Golden: Jefferson County, 1999.
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Idledale, enlarged extract from 1976 USGS Map
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Idledale
Idledale, originally called Joyland or Joy Town, was homesteaded beginning in 1886.
Settlers raised hay, cattle, and potatoes, and planted an apple orchard along the creek bottom.
Visitors arrived on the four-horse stage that ascended the canyon from Morrison. John
Starbuck acquired the entire site in 1906, supposedly in an East Coast poker game. Starbuck
named the town after himself and subdivided it into 100’ X 25’ cabin lots that sold for $100.
In 1911, road improvements by a convict work crew project encouraged auto travel up Bear
Creek Canyon, and Starbuck developed a ten-acre tent park along the creek to accommodate
auto tourists. In 1916, he sold 65 acres on the north edge of the creek to the Denver Motor
Club, which built a large stone clubhouse for a cost of $65,000. The contractor and stone
mason was Thomas Eckrom, an active local builder who also constructed stone buildings at
Mother Cabrini Shrine.
During the 1920s, the town had five dance halls, a filling station, and several
restaurants. Residents built the Idledale Elementary School at 21420 State Highway 74 in
1921. It was reputedly a haven for bootleggers and speakeasies during Prohibition. After
experiencing severe floods in 1935 and 1937, Grapevine Road was built north to Mount
Vernon Canyon to provide an alternate route into and out of the town. A WPA road project
improved the Bear Creek Canyon highway. The town also suffered several fires. The Denver
Motor Club lodge burned down in 1938, but some of its stone walls remain on private
property near Bear Creek. Around this time, the town’s name was changed from Starbuck to
Idledale. During the early 1940s, the town population consisted of about 80 residents, many
of whom worked at the Denver Ordnance Plant.30
Today, Idledale is entirely residential. Dwellings date from the 1920s to the late
1900s. Historic properties line present-day State Highway 74, but many are substantially
altered, particularly on the south side of the road. On the north are several intact Rustic-style
dwellings. These are characterized by broad-front gables, triangular knee braces, exposed
rafters, front porches, window shutters, and prominent stone chimneys and foundations.
Exterior materials consist of wood clapboards, shiplap siding, wood shingles, or log facing.
Many have auto garages beneath the residential area.

Shady Lane, facing southeast
Creekside ruins of Denver Motor Club
clubhouse.
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On the south end of town, similar Rustic-style dwellings occupy elevated sites along
Shady Lane. Several have long front lots that reach to the banks of Bear Creek. Most are
somewhat altered. Of historic interest is the residence at 21524 Shady Lane, whose owner
reports that it served as a restaurant at the time that the roadway followed the creek through
town. Dozens of one- and two-room tourist cabins were built along the creek in the 1920s.
Sherman Miller built several along Miller Lane at the southwest end of town, of which many
have been destroyed by creek floods, but several survive.
The Starbuck Heights and River View additions are on the north side of the highway.
Properties are accessed by narrow, steep, curving roads. The neighborhood is predominated
by stone retaining walls that create level yards and carve roadways into the canyon’s steep
slopes. Several small gulches are filled with vegetation or contain horse corrals. Houses
consist of small Rustic-style cabins perched on elevated sites. Many have been enlarged by
additions and modern auto garages. A few remain relatively intact. The steep roads, “No
Trespassing” signs and private driveways limited the level of fieldwork investigation in this
area.
Ongoing road improvements made the town more accessible. The Saw Mill Gulch
Bridge was erected in 1935 at the east edge of town after repeated floods. It enabled
construction of the highway on higher ground on the hillside rather than along Bear Creek.
(This bridge was buried under a new structure built by the Colorado Department of
Transportation in 1999.)
By the 1940s, Idledale was no longer just a summer colony. During World War II,
several dozen summer homes were converted for year-round residence, by workers at the
Remington Arms plant at present-day West Sixth Avenue and South Kipling Street. The
Quonset huts at 2623 SE Grapevine Road and 2771 SW Grapevine Road possibly date to this
time. Post-war dwellings have mid-century features, such as concrete block foundations and
chimneys, gable ends clad in vertical, curved-end siding, and gables trimmed in scalloped
woodworking. Some 1920s and 1930s dwellings also were updated with these decorative
features. In the latter twentieth century new subdivisions have been developed on the canyon
walls northwest of the historic townsite.

The residence at 21389 West
Highway 74 is an example of the
Rustic Style in Idledale.
Note the auto garage below.

30

Carole Lomond with Carolyn Braun and Bob Smith O’Donnell, “Joytown to Starbuck to
Idledale,” Mountain Views, circa 1995.
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Left: A 1925 dwelling at 21524 Shady Lane, which possibly
served as a creekside restaurant.
Right: A 1900 one-room cottage at 22048 Miller Lane, one of the
town’s oldest buildings.

The 1935 Saw Mill Gulch Bridge
(left), potentially eligible to the State
Register, was buried under a modern
structure in 1999 (below).
Photos by Milly Roeder.
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The circa 1920 spring shelter on Shady Lane in Idledale
remains from the time when the canyon road ran along the
creek and was traveled by auto tourists visiting the Denver
Mountain Parks.

Historic garages are a character defining feature
of Idledale many are built beneath the house or
into the hillside.
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Gates Estate
The Gates family built a summer residence in 1920, on Bear Creek one mile east of
Kittredge at 25180 – 25186 State Highway 74. Designed in the Tudor Revival style, the
large stone dwelling has steep cross gables, half-timbered gable ends, and casement
windows. The property is distinguished by its landscape design by Saco Rink de Boer,
landscape architect for the City of Denver, and his business partner Walter Pesman.31 An
arched stone bridge crosses the creek, which flows around the property in a horseshoe shape.
Smaller stone dwellings were built as guest houses or as residences for the housekeeper,
servant, and gardener. The property, today over 9,000 square feet in size, has been expanded
with several compatible additions on the west end.

Gates Estate, between
Idledale and Kittredge on
Bear Creek.

31

Sternberg, 30.
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Kerr Gulch
Kerr Gulch slopes south from El Rancho to the east edge of Kittredge. Kerr Gulch
Road runs along the east side of the gulch. The area was settled by Swedish homesteaders in
the late 1800s. Swede Gulch, named for the settlers’ ethnicity, drains into Kerr Gulch. Hay
meadows and a few stock corrals lie on the west side of the gulch. Both sides of the road are
enclosed in post-and-barbed-wire fencing. Vegetation consists of Ponderosa pines scattered
in the meadows and trees, and underbrush in the gulch bottom.
Residences lie sparsely scattered along Kerr Gulch Road, and house address numbers
increase from north to south. The gulch contains the historic Rudin residence, two historic
roadside barns, and several vernacular dwellings that represent the agriculture origins of this
area. Two residences at the lower end of the gulch are examples of the mountain rustic
dwelling in the mid 1900s. Several properties, such as the Gotl Ranch, also appear to date
from the mid-1900s.

Barn at 2051 Kerr Gulch
Road (5JF974)

Historic building at
approximately 2500 Kerr Gulch
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Left: Rudin residence at 1570
- 1580 Kerr Gulch Road

Right: Vernacular dwelling at 2930
Kerr Gulch Road. Nearby dwellings at
2950 and 2960 Kerr Gulch Road are of
similar design and vintage.
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Map of Kittredge, Enlarged extract from 1976
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Kittredge
Historic Kittredge lies south of Bear Creek in a narrow valley. Bear Creek Canyon
Road, now State Highway 74, follows the creek along the north edge of the 1925 townsite,
most of which lies south of the creek. Mid- to late-1900s residential development has
occurred primarily on the ridge north of town. Myers Gulch Road branches south at the
eastern edge of town, and connects Kittredge with Myers Gulch, Indian Hills, Parmalee
Gulch, and present-day U.S. 285.
The area now occupied by the townsite of Kittredge was first homestead by John and
Amanda Myers, who sold the property in 1870 to Martin and Roxilena Luther. Luther was
apparently one of the organizers of the Bear Creek Grange. It is believed that he and his wife
lived in the house at 26690 SH 74 before moving to Evergreen in 1882.32
Kittredge was platted in 1923 by Charles M. Kittredge, a Denver investor and
developer who bought the 300-acre ranch property and organized the Kittredge Land
Company. He first contemplated calling the resort Bear Creek, but a town already existed
with this name, so he named it after himself. Kittredge had helped develop the Montclair and
Park Hill Heights neighborhoods in Denver. He also built the Kittredge Building at Sixteenth
and Glenarm in Denver.33 Envisioning the place as a trout fishing resort, Kittredge promoted
real estate sales and cottage construction, built several bridges across the creek, and
developed the water system. Kittredge occupied the Luther residence, before building his
own summer home. Construction was aided by prolific local stone mason Justus Roehling.34
Properties were marketed as “a home by a mountain stream.” Periodic summer floods
deterred development and destroyed several buildings and houses. The most devastating
floods occurred in 1896, 1936, and 1965.35
Kittredge is long and narrow and lies east-west along Bear Creek. The four-blocklong commercial district lies along both sides of State Highway 74. The residential
neighborhood south of Bear Creek is connected to the highway by three bridges. Named

Built in 1930, the Country
Road Café at 26490 Highway
74 is one of the oldest
commercial buildings in
Kittredge. Many others were
destroyed in floods.

32

Bush and Dittmer, 15 – 17.
Mary Helen Crain, “The Town of Kittredge,” Canyon Courier, May 28, circa 1975 (Vol. 5
No. 22).
34
Roehling was also the builder of the Crest House on top of Mt. Evans and Barnes Castle near
Idledale. Sandy Nelson, “Kittredge, the Heart of Bear Creek Canyon,” Historically Jeffco,
Golden: Jefferson County Historical Commission, Vol. 8, No.2, Winter, 1995, 11.
35
Mary Helen Crain, Evergreen, Colorado, Evergreen: Jefferson County Historical Society,
1986, 33, 35.
33
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streets run east to west. Some streets were named for early property owners, such as Welch,
Burnham, and Alma (Alma was Kittredge’s daughter). The shorter, alphabetic streets, “A”
through “F”, run north-south with several bridging the creek (“A” and “B” Avenues are
private driveways).

Kittredge Commercial District
The commercial district along State Highway 74 reflects a range of mid- to latetwentieth-century design influences. Most buildings are of woodframe construction and clad
in clapboards or log facing. Many have been modernized in the past few decades. Floods in
the 1930s and 1940s destroyed creek-side commercial buildings. Several historic residences
now serve commercial uses.
Two historic properties provided overnight lodging for automobile travelers. The
Questover Tourist Lodge, at 26290 State Highway 74, consisted of a six-unit, 12-room 1934
Pueblo Revival-style auto court. It offered amenities such as shuffleboard, archery and a
children’s playground to the motoring tourist.36 Across the street at 26259 - 26219 State
Highway 74, the “Log Cabins” consisted of four units, each with a small, integral auto
garage. Built in the 1940s, these featured some elements of the Rustic style: log, wood
shingle, or wood siding exterior painted dark brown, a stone chimney in the gable end, and
casement windows.

The 1938 Questover Tourist
Lodge is now the Adobe Creek
retail complex (right).

Several historic commercial buildings on
Highway 74 are front-gabled, with log
facing and a front porch (left).

36

“Questover Lodge” brochure, circa 1959.
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Kittredge Residential Neighborhoods
The historic residential neighborhood extends south from Bear Creek up the sloping
hillside to South End Road. Most historic dwellings are Rustic Style, built from the late
1920s into the early 1950s. Exteriors are predominantly wood, with materials such as
clapboards, wood shingles, log, and log facing. Stone facing has been applied to several
woodframe residences, reflecting abundant native stone and the rustic design aesthetic
popular in mountain communities. Architectural features include triangular knee braces,
prominent stone chimneys and foundations, and shutters with cut-out patterns. The gable
ends of post World War II dwellings have curved-end vertical siding and scalloped eave trim.
This 1900 house is the town’s oldest
residence. It was built by the Luthers,
who homesteaded the area in 1874. It
became the home of Charles Kittredge
in the 1920s (left).

IL-CO-MO, a summer home at 26480
Mowbray Court, combines the names of its
owners’ home states. The integral garage was
a common historic feature in both Idledale and
Kittredge (right)

The residence at 26388 South End,
built by Charles Kittredge in 1938,
features a four-car garage (left).
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The sloping site necessitated stone retaining walls to create level lots. The neighborhood also
is distinguished by low stone fence walls and stone posts. Several yards are enclosed in
wood fences. The neighborhood is shaded by tall Ponderosa pines.

Top to bottom: 1928 wood-shingled hipped box at 26427 South End;
1930 vernacular house at 3455 Burnham; 1930 stone exterior residence
at 26322 Sheldon.
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Survey Area 6

Evergreen Area

Boundaries
North

Bergen Park

South

U.S. 285/Conifer

East

Evergreen town limits, east end

West

Park County and Clear Creek county lines

Note: Locations of survey areas are shown on the map on page 8.

Evergreen (elevation 7,040) began as a settlement where the wagon road between
Bergen Park and Bradford Junction (present-day Conifer) crossed Bear Creek32 First
regarded as the southern end of Bergen Park, the community grew in 1877 with the trading
post built by Amos F. Post, whose father-in-law Thomas C. Bergen had founded Bergen
Park. Although its population barely exceeded 200, the settlement persisted as a
transportation crossroads, a hub for local logging and sawmill activity, and an agricultural
supply center.
The fertile mountain meadows and huge timber stands sustained early settlers and
homesteaders. By the late 1800s, ranches and farms dotted the mountain meadows and
spread along creek bottoms. Crops included hay, grains, and root vegetables, as well as beef
and dairy cattle. Few ranches were profitable, however, so many ranchers supplemented
income by logging and by renting cabins to summer visitors.
Logging was a prominent early
industry. Sawmills first were operated
by water wheels, then by creek water
diverted and heated to produce steam
power. The abundant coniferous forests
surrounding Evergreen produced support
timbers for the underground gold mines
in Idaho Springs, railroad ties shipped to
Morrison for the DSP&P line, and
dimensional lumber and wood shingles
for local construction of business
buildings and cabins. By 1900, the
mountains had been deforested and the
logging industry had collapsed.

Logging was an important industry in
Evergreen in the late 1800s.
Photo from Evergreen, Colorado.

In addition to agriculture and
logging, scenic beauty attracted people
to the area. By the 1880s, several wealthy Denverites had purchased summer ranches at
Evergreen. The most prominent ranch was Mary Neosha Williams’s 1,280-acre property
32

The wagon road evolved into Highway 74 from Bergen Park to Evergreen and Highway 73
from Evergreen to Conifer.
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surrounding the tiny commercial center along Bear Creek. Other summer ranches included
George Bancroft’s 2,400-acre property between Evergreen and Kittredge and John Evans’s
large ranch above Upper Bear Creek
on the Jefferson-Clear Creek county
line.
Completion of the DSP&P to
Morrison in 1873 stimulated
Evergreen tourism. Summer visitors
traveled up Bear Creek Canyon via
horse-drawn stage from Morrison for
extended stays in Evergreen’s small,
rustic hotels. By 1920, development
of the Denver Mountain Parks,
improved mountain roads, and middleclass availability encouraged
Evergreen’s development as a summer
resort. Soon, summer home
Amos Post’s Trading Post, Evergreen, from
subdivisions ringed the town’s original
Evergreen, Colorado by Mary Helen Crain.
center. Real estate investors
recognized the profit potential in selling summer cabins, and developed plats with hundreds
of 1/10-acre cabin lots. Some plats were drawn up by engineers who had never visited the
site, so that design often disregarded topography and natural features, resulting in numerous
unbuildable lots.
Each summer subdivision was shaped by its location, topography, and the building
materials at hand, as well as the investors’ intentions. The earliest developed close to
downtown Evergreen ⎯ Mary N. Williams Estate, Douglas Park, Spence Addition, Forest
Heights, Pearson Addition, Mountain Park Home, Hy-Glenn, and Wilmot Woods. Stanley
Park and Marshdale Park developed
further south and Troutdale and Wah
Keeny Park to the north. Marshdale and
Marshdale Park lie midway between
Evergreen and Conifer. Development also
followed up Cub Creek, including Spruce
Dale Park along Brook Forest Road.
Summer cabin sales continued at a slower
pace in the 1930s. During the early 1940s,
development and tourism declined
considerably in Evergreen and elsewhere
in the county as war rationing of gasoline
Summer Cabin in Stanley Park
and rubber tires discouraged auto travel.
Evergreen tourism dwindled after the war, as highway improvements gave travelers
easy access to other Colorado destinations. Instead, the collection of summer subdivisions
evolved into present-day Evergreen, emerging after World War II as a year-round bedroom
community. The 1969 construction of I-70 encouraged further development of year-round
subdivisions since mid-century. Today, greater Evergreen has a population of 37,000.
Lacking a centralized city government, the community relies upon county services together
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with special districts for fire protection, water and sewer, recreation, and other municipal
provisions.
Evergreen is centered at the
intersection of State Highways (SH) 73
and 74. The commercial district runs
along Bear Creek below the junction and
the Evergreen Lake lies above. The
topography influenced residential
development, which radiates outward
from downtown Evergreen, climbing
both sides of the canyon and extended
beyond. The surrounding mountains,
high country meadows, and narrow creek
canyons create an irregular
Highway 74 serves as Evergreen’s Main Street.
topography and varied terrain for
Evergreen’s neighborhoods. The mountains around Evergreen include Bear Mountain to the
southeast (8,629), Kinney Peak southeast (8,127), Evergreen Mountain southwest (8,536),
and Elephant Butte west (8,405). A steep ridge forms the north wall of Bear Creek Canyon
at the town center. West of the commercial center lies Evergreen Lake, created by damming
Bear Creek in 1927 to prevent creek floods and create recreational opportunities. The lake
and surrounding golf course are Denver Mountain Park properties. Further west of
Evergreen lies the rolling high country of Buffalo Park, occupied by several large ranches
and sprinkled with newer dwellings. Mount Evans rises to the west in Clear Creek County,
forming the watershed for upper Bear Creek and its tributaries and a visual backdrop of the
Evergreen area. Evergreen’s residential subdivisions also intersperse with public lands,
including Denver Mountain Parks, Jefferson County Open Space properties, and Arapaho
National Forest.
Associated with Evergreen’s historic development as a summer resort are the small
cabins built as summer homes. Although some are enlarged as year-round residences, many
tiny dwellings still convey the diminutive size and Rustic design favored by middle class
“summer people.” Less intact are the larger summer lodges built by Evergreen’s wealthier
residents. Nearly all have been enlarged, altered or demolished, although a handful remain
intact on Upper Bear Creek Road and Troutdale Scenic Road.
The reconnaissance survey examined Evergreen by geographic location: downtown
Evergreen and nearby neighborhoods; west Evergreen, including Upper Bear Creek; summer
cabin subdivisions that compose South Evergreen; subdivisions and individual properties
along Brook Forest Road and SH 73; Buffalo Park; and Bergen Park.

Downtown Evergreen, viewed from
the south, conforms to the rocky
creek canyon while dwellings perch
ridges and mountainsides.
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Downtown Evergreen
Evergreen’s historic commercial district lies along present day SH 74, occupying
Bear Creek Canyon and edged on the south by Bear Creek. Due to floods, fires, and late
twentieth century development, the district lacks historic integrity. However, the modest size
and scale of the commercial buildings evoke the image of a small-town main street, and the
range of building materials and design details reflect the evolution of popular taste since the
mid-twentieth century.
The first commercial building was Amos C. Post’s trading post and post office built
in the early 1870s. Two or three frame buildings were created as the town center, providing
goods and services to freighters, lumberjacks, mill hands, and local ranchers. By the early
1900s, a few small, rustic hotels served the growing number of tourists, summer residents,
and other visitors passing through or staying in Evergreen. In the 1920s, the opening of the
Denver Mountain Parks stimulated tourism and encouraged a summer cabin boom.
Restaurants, curio shops, and filling stations opened in front-gabled or false-fronted wooden
buildings on Evergreen’s main street to cater to summer visitors. These were structures built
of wood. The community thrived as a summer resort followed by a long, dormant winter
season. In 1926, a fire destroyed several buildings, and some were also lost to floods. The
following year, Saco R. DeBoer, landscape architect for the City of Denver, prepared a
design plan featuring chalet-like buildings set in open plazas and a landscaped square. This
designed development never took place; instead downtown Evergreen grew in a random
fashion with various vernacular buildings.
There are few unaltered historic
buildings in downtown Evergreen. Nearly
all have been enlarged or remodeled. The
two-story building at 28075 SH 74 houses
the Little Bear saloon and dance hall,
probably Evergreen’s most popularly
known landmark, however, the building
has received various exterior alterations,
including application of stucco, wood
siding, and a cornice that joins it and an
adjacent building. The Evergreen Hotel at
28035 Highway 74
28055-28065 SH 74 (5JF1050) burned in the
mid-1990s and has been reconstructed. The
most intact property is the 1945 small, stone commercial building at 28035 SH 74. On the
east edge of the town core is located the Evergreen Conference Center which grew under the
auspices of Canon Winfred Douglas as a summer facility for liturgical music. The entire
complex is a National Register District (5JF177, NR).

North of Downtown Evergreen
A large parcel of the estate of Mary N. Williams was platted as residential
neighborhoods encompassing the elevated areas north and southwest of downtown Evergreen
and above Bear Creek. John S. McBeth platted North Bear Heights in 1921 on the ridge
north of downtown Evergreen. Built close together on small, urban-sized lots, these summer
residences typically have shiplap siding and wood-shingled exteriors with stone chimneys
and foundations. The most intact are 28064 Kinnikinick Road, the Gothic Revival stone
church at 28272 Meadow Rue Road, two wood-shingled dwellings at 28300 and 28302
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Meadow Rue Road, and “Lazy Lodge” at 28402 Meadow Rue Road, a large cottage with
inset screened porch. The dwelling at 28150 Douglas Park Road is one of the largest
dwellings adjacent to downtown. Its proximity to downtown suggests significant use, either
as a commercial lodging or the residence of a local merchant. Other intact examples include
28110 Douglas Park Road and 27830 and 27850 SH 74, each on elevated sites above
downtown Evergreen.

28064 Kinnikinick Road

28402 Meadow Rue Road

28150 Douglas Park Road

28272 Meadow Rue Road
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Spence Addition, east of North Bear Heights, was platted by John “Jock” Spence in 1919 and
contains a dozen or so houses on Knowles Drive. Most historic properties have been
changed by application of lapped siding, various additions, and newer windows. The least
altered property is the tiny wood-shingled cottage at 28158 Knowles Drive, with a series of
additions and a chimney and foundation of concrete blocks.
Douglas Park subdivision was platted in 1937 by Dr. Josepha Williams Douglas
along the upper segment of Douglas Park Road. It contains cabins from the late 1930s and
ranch type houses from the 1930s through the 1950s, most featuring lapped wood siding and
stone chimneys. Most are intact, although none appear architecturally significant.
Just south of downtown Evergreen in Cub Creek Canyon/Brook Forest Road, a
gabled, woodframe church stands at
approximately 4841 SH 73. It was constructed
as a schoolhouse in the late 1870s and served
as a schoolhouse until 1923 when a new grade
school was built.33 Although no longer on its
original site, the small size and simple design
reflect the modest needs and tastes of the
community at the turn of the century. Its re-use
as a church house followed a typical pattern,
where a vernacular public building served a
series of community uses, such as a
schoolhouse, church, grange hall, and/or
Evergreen School/Baptist Church at
community center.
4841 S H 73

View west from Evergreen
Heights: Evergreen Lake and
Mount Evans.

Southwest of Downtown Evergreen
Evergreen Heights, the southwest part of the Mary N. Williams subdivision, now
called Evergreen Hill, consists of Blue Spruce Lane, Pine Road, Cedar Road, and Juniper
Road. It occupies the western slope of Evergreen Hill, extending west toward Evergreen
Lake. Many houses have been updated with manufactured log siding, lapped wood siding,
and multiple additions. However, the neighborhood possesses a rustic character with tall
Ponderosa pines and stone retaining walls along curving roads.
33

Phebe Granzella, “A Century of Jefferson County Mountain Area Schools,” self published, 45.
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Notable dwellings include the Rustic
style house at 4649 Blue Spruce Road, which
has original board and batten siding, a stone
fireplace chimney, historic garage, and stone
entrance pillars. The Rustic style dwelling at
4722 South Cedar Road has a windowed, porch
log slab trim, and stone foundation. The small,
wood-shingled cottage, perched upon boulders
at 4939 Blue Spruce Lane, is architecturally
intact, although the owners are planning a
compatible addition.

“The Boulders” at 4939 Blue Spruce Lane.
The large property at 4733 South
Cedar Road has a large, two-story, H-plan residence built in 1924 that has two projecting,
gabled sections and contains paired multi-pane windows. The porch has classical porch
columns and dentils. The house does not conform to a particular architectural style, although
its two secondary dwellings possess Craftsman features. The large acreage facing Evergreen
Lake, the two wood-shingled secondary buildings, and the two large stone gates make it the
most prominent residence in Evergreen Heights.

The property at 4733 South Cedar
Road is the most prominent in the
Evergreen Heights subdivision.
Main residence (upper left),
secondary dwelling (above), and
stone entrance gate (left).
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Wilmot Woods Addition. Early Evergreen rancher Dwight P. Wilmot platted this
subdivision in 1927 on his ranch property southwest of town. Only three dwellings were
built before the onset of the Great Depression. One of them, the residence at 29009 Marshall
Lane, is a good example of an intact summer dwelling with modest Craftsman details.
Development resumed in Wilmot Woods in the 1940s. There are several intact residences
dating from this decade, likely built as summer homes and later used as year-round
residences, such as “Wood Haven,” a ranch type home at 28296 Summit Road.
Hy-Glenn Park lies just south of Evergreen Heights, bordered on the east edge by SH
73 and Cub Creek Park. Platted by Robert G. Scott in 1920, the gently sloping area is thinly
forested with tall Ponderosas. The neighborhood is a combination of historic and post-1950
residences on large, generous lots. The most intact dwelling is 5376 South High, a dwelling
with clipped gable ends, shiplap siding, and a windowed porch. Although the residence is
altered, the property at 5170 South Olive contains an intact Rustic style gazebo.
Buffalo Park Road branches from SH 73 traveling west towards the Jefferson-Park
county line. Originally a narrow gravel road, it is now a paved thoroughfare providing access
to new subdivisions, Jefferson County Open Space parks, Evergreen High School, and
ranches at Buffalo Park. Several historic dwellings line the road near Evergreen Heights.
The Rustic style residence at 4469 Blue Spruce Lane is distinguished by chinked log and
wood shingle materials, a low stone wall, and a large lot edged by Buffalo Park Road. “Pine
Shadows” at 28898 Buffalo Park Road has shiplap siding, double-hung windows, window
shutters, and a stone picnic shelter with wood-shingled roof. It is located on a large, forested
lot beside the creek. The 1929 dwelling at approximately 28904 Buffalo Park Road, clad in
log-slab with a screened porch and multi-pane windows, has an elevated site accessed by a
stone stairway.

Picnic shelter at “Pine Shadows,” 28898 Buffalo Park Road, (left) and
Rustic style cabin at 28904 Buffalo Park Road (right)
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Also on Buffalo Park Road is the Wilmot residence, associated with early Evergreen rancher
Dwight Porter “D. P.” Wilmot. The large, gabled farmhouse at 29537 Buffalo Park Road
was built on Wilmot’s homestead. He acquired additional acreage to total around 2,000 acres
southwest of downtown Evergreen and built this residence in the mid 1880s. Wilmot was
active in local education and helped set up the school at Evergreen. The grade school built in
1962, Wilmot Elementary School, was named for him. The dwelling was divided into two
apartments in the mid 1900s, but has been restored to one residence by its present owners,
Elwood and Ruth Hardman, who acquired it in 1974 and have added the verandah and a
garage. Despite its alterations, it is one of the most intact ranch houses remaining in the
Evergreen area. The bunkhouse and milk barn are now rental dwellings.34

South of Downtown Evergreen to Little Cub Creek
Logging in the late 1800s stripped the steep slopes of Bear Mountain south of
downtown Evergreen. By the turn of the century, the mountain was bare, crossed by skid
roads used to haul lumber down to the Evergreen sawmills. When developers began
planning summer home subdivisions in the vicinity just after World War I, trees had begun
growing back. Nearly all of the
subdivision plats prohibited property
owners from removing trees larger than 3”
in diameter. Investors developed several
1920s mountain home subdivisions, platted
with hundreds of 1/10-acre lots laid out on
the steeply sloping terrain, and accessed by
narrow gravel roads named for local
vegetation and other natural features. The
earliest subdivisions included Pearson
Addition, Forest Hill, and Mountain Park
Home. Also during the twenties, Stanley
Park developed on the south slope of Bear
Wilmot Ranch house at 29537 Buffalo Park Road
Mountain, and Marshdale grew midway
between Evergreen and Conifer on SH 73.
Camel Heights and Herzman Mesa were platted in the 1940s as post World War II
subdivisions. Today, the mountainside is again thickly forested with evergreens.
The southeastern section of the Mary N. Williams Estate subdivision rises above Bear
Creek on the lower slopes of Bear Mountain. Intact properties include two 1929 cabins at
4640 Forest Hill Road and 27905 Mariposa Road, which has a wood-shingled exterior and
white quartz chimney. Four intact historic properties at 27885 Mariposa Road, 27905
Mariposa Road, 4780 King Road, and 4790 King Road (the latter two in Forest Hill
subdivision) could comprise a small historic district. The King Road properties are
distinguished by elaborate stone fences.
Pearson Addition was developed by Benjamin Pearson in 1919 on the mountainside
southwest of the commercial district, stretching south to Little Cub Creek. The subdivision is
characterized by thick vegetation and dispersed development, necessitated by the steep
terrain. Houses were built of a variety of exterior materials. The most notable properties are
the cabins at 4967 Camel Heights Road, 4998 Forest Hill Road, 4962 and 4972 Little Cub
Creek Road, and 27415 and 27525 Mountain Park Road.
34

Interview with property owner, Ruth Hardman, 11/06/01.
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Forest Hill subdivision occupies the area immediately southeast of Bear Creek,
heavily forested terrain on the north slope of Bear Mountain. It was platted in 1924 by Dr.
Josepha Williams Douglas, the daughter of Mary Neosha Williams. Most dwellings are clad
in manufactured log siding and have been expanded for year-round use by various historic
and recent additions. Curving roads follow hilly contours and ridges, and the steep terrain
creates narrow building lots perched above or below the roadway. Steep and twisting Forest
Hill Road has stone retaining walls and offers aerial views of downtown Evergreen and Bear
Heights. The neighborhood is thickly vegetated by coniferous forests and an under-story of
brush. Residences are constructed of various milled products, including shiplap, clapboard,
manufactured log, and wood shingle trim. Each cabin has a porch. Most dwellings are
somewhat altered by application of manufactured log or stained, lapped-wood siding, or by
replacement of historic windows. At the summit of Forest Hill Road is the Forest Heights
Lodge, which originated as a hunting lodge and opened as a facility for juveniles in 1954.
One of the most intact dwellings is 27738 Moffat Road, a larger frame dwelling on a
large lot at the summit of Forest Hill Road, with shiplap siding and multi-paned windows.
The dwelling at 4774 Indian Trail is clad in manufactured log and has a wrap-around shedroofed addition, a portion of which is a screened porch. The multi-paned windows are
covered in “bear bars” and flanked by incompatible shutters. Other notable properties are
4850 Forest Hill, and 4800, 4810, and 4811 Vail Place.
Another notable property is the 1932 dwelling at 4850 Forest Hill Road/27741
Moffatt Road, which reflects modern design elements, such as angled roof extension that
provides a porch overhang and façade with a wall of glass windows and a prominent stone
chimney.

4774 Indian Trail (left) and 27738
Moffat Road (above) are two of the most
intact properties in the Forest Hill
subdivision.

Mountain Park Home, with 1,250 1/10-acre lots and a hotel site, was platted in
1914 by Denver Mountain Park Home Company above the Forest Hill subdivision on the
northwest face of Bear Mountain. Curving roads cling to the steep mountain side and house
sites are narrow and elevated. A number of properties have dramatic views of Mount Evans
to the west and the Evergreen Lake and Bear Creek Canyon to the north. The earliest cabins
date to 1919. Today, the area contains numerous pre-1951 dwellings along with a moderate
number of modest, more recent mountain homes. Historic cabins are clad in milled
materials, such as shiplap siding, clapboards, and board and batten. A few are clad in log
slab or board and slab siding. A number have stone foundations of local white quartz. All
cabins have porches. A few possess outdoor features such as outbuildings, outhouses, stone
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barbecues, or auto garages. Several properties have stone retaining walls. Some cabins have
been expanded or otherwise modified, typically by application of newer board and batten or
manufactured siding.
The concentration of intact
dwellings along Wildflower Trail, White
House Trail, and “A” Road justifies further
evaluation of these neighborhoods as
potential historic districts. Each contains
intact collections of summer homes
interspersed with a few newer residences
and altered historic dwellings. Good
examples of historic cabins include 4643
South Breakaway Trail, 4741 South
Breakaway Trail, 26751 Fern Gulch Road,
4927 South Evergreen Trail, 26885
Mountain Park Road, 26975 Mountain Park
Road, 26995 Mountain Park Road, and
27001 Mountain Park Road.

Elephant Butte and Mount Evans foothills,
west from Mountain Home Park.

“A” Road and White House Trail have several tiny intact cottages with screened
porches facing west to capture Mount Evans views. Wildflower Trail has Rustic style
dwellings with a variety of exterior finishes in a forested, creek gulch.

Residences at 4643 S. Breakaway Trail (left) and 26751 Fern Gulch Road (right).

Residences at 4982 White House Trail (left) and 5082 White House Trail (right).
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The fate of the summer cabin:
three once similar cabins on
Mountain Park Road, - expanded
for year-round use (top left), still
used as a summer home (top
right), and abandoned (left).

To date, the limited supply of water has restricted infill development in Mountain Home
Park. Prior to 1972, county zoning required a minimum lot size of one acre to build, unless
the parcel has access to city sewer, city water, or both; now the minimum lot size is five
acres. Soon, the extension of water and sewer lines from central Evergreen will accelerate
development, threatening the vernacular, picturesque character of the Mountain Home Park
subdivision. Two enormous speculative homes were completed on Ferndale Gulch Road in
fall 2001, one of which reportedly sold for $750,000.
Camel Heights is one of Evergreen’s first post World War II subdivisions, platted in
October, 1946 by Raymond R. Pearson, Grace M. Pearson, Ayerile Leota Pearson, and Hugh
G. Taylor. It occupies the northern portion of a hilly area bounded by Little Cub Creek Road
on the north and SH 73 on the west and south. Developers stipulated that houses must
exceed $1,500 in value and that alcohol could not be made, sold, or given away on the
premises. A dozen or so Ranch style houses reflect mid-century design features, such as
lapped wood siding, hipped or side-gabled roofs, vertical gable-end treatments, picture
windows, door stoops rather than front porches, and modest decorative elements, such as
window shutters. Several have historic auto garages. Development proceeded uphill, with
residences from more recent decades. The dwelling at 28021 Camel Heights Road is the
most intact, an 808-square foot Ranch style house clad in manufactured log with a tiny
historic auto garage.
Cubmont Drive crosses the ridge between just north of the junction of Brook Forest
Road and SH 73 with six 1920s residences all somewhat intact. The large property at 5309
Cubmont Drive was built in several sections and is clad in log slab. A large subdivision is
planned in this vicinity, which could increase traffic and alter the rural character.
Stanley Park, platted in the 1920s by O. Stanley, is situated on the south slope of
Bear Mountain, accessed by Stanley Park Road which extends from Little Cub Creek Road.
It is bordered on the west by Bell Park, a Denver Mountain Park property, and the southern
portion extends into a forest also bordered by Bell Park. The gently inclining terrain provides
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sunny southern exposures and views of Mount Evans. Residential development is somewhat
dispersed, and the neighborhood is vegetated with grasses, Gambrel Oak, and clusters of
evergreens. Cabins are constructed of log or are wood frame with log slab or board and
batten applied to the exterior. Most are architecturally intact summer homes, although a few
have been slightly enlarged as year-round dwellings. The most intact properties include the
tiny frame cabins at 26000 and 26059 Edelweiss Circle and the small chinked log cabin at
26129 Edelweiss Circle. New construction has been minimal in Stanley Park. Because of
the intact nature of the dwellings and lack of modern in-fill, Edelweiss Circle may warrant
further investigation as a potential historic district.

Stanley Park cabins, clockwise from top right, 5425 Twin
Spruce Trail and 26000, 26059, 26129, 25889,
and 25959 Edelweiss Circle
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Two historic ranch properties remain in the vicinity of the Bear Mountain summit.
The John West and Blakeslee Residence (5JF385) is located at the end of Stanley Park Road.
Homesteaded in 1868, this property today consists of a ranch house with a pioneer log cabin
at its center and several outbuildings.
The Everhardt/Herzman Ranch (5JF183, NR) is located on a mountain meadow four
miles southeast of Evergreen at 6309 Lone Peak Drive. The ten-acre property consists of a
group of seven buildings, a 1.5-story 1880s log cabin residence, barn, bunk house, shed,
animal shelter, machinery shed, and turkey coop.35

West-Blakeslee Ranch on
Stanley Park Road

Everhardt-Herzman Ranch complex on Lone Peak Road

35

National Register Nomination Form, Everhardt-Herzman Ranch, Denver: Colorado Historical
Society, 1980.
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Little Cub Creek Canyon. Scattered along Little Cub Creek, which flows northwest
into Cub Creek are several historic dwellings, ranging from early 1900s log cabins to 1940s
frame dwellings that form the north end of the Herzman Mesa subdivision. The most notable
include a cluster of five dwellings at 4962, 4972,
4984, 4992, and 4992A Little Cub Creek Road, each
clad in a different historic material, except for 4984
Little Cub Creek Road, recently altered by siding and
an addition. Up the road are the residences of Earl
Hines and Ralph Hicks, long-time Evergreeners who
were involved in county road construction and now
operate an excavation business. At the end of Little
Cub Creek Road is the Conway Park, for which
Historic auto garage on Cub
permission is needed from the property owners to
Creek Road
evaluate the property.
Herzman Mesa was platted in 1946 by Curtis S. Wilmot, Clara W. Herzman, and Carl
Wilmot Herzman. Deed restrictions prohibited livestock, poultry, or riding stables, and
stipulated that dwellings must exceed construction cost of $1,500. The post World War II
subdivision contains various mid-century house types, in particular variations of the Ranch
type, clad in stained lapped siding, stone facing, varnished log, varnished log facing, and
board and batten. Several dwellings emulate the design of historic mountain cabins with
manufactured log or half log facing with prominent stone chimneys. Most dwellings are
intact, although some have been sided in stained lapped wood sometimes applied diagonally.
Development is low density, apparently one-acre lots, punctuated by stands of Ponderosa
pine and a few aspen clusters. The stony summit of Kinney Peak is visible from some
locations on the mesa.
The subdivision reflects the midcentury transition of mountain housing
from secondary property to year-round
dwelling. Several tiny summer cabins
remain, small frame buildings covered in
hardboard. Two still serve as individual
5608 Skyline, Herzman Mesa
residences, while others can be seen as
outbuildings associated with larger, later
homes, at 5925 Herzman Drive and 26964
Mesa Drive. Others remain as
outbuildings behind large, more recent
houses. Some residences appear to have been built in stages, necessitated by the difficulty in
financing “mountain property” until the 1970s.

Cub Creek Canyon/Brook Forest Road
Cub Creek Canyon is a curving creek canyon five miles long. The area was logged in
the late 1800s with sawmills on Cub Creek. The canyon road was first known as Cub Creek
Road then Brook Forest Road. It was improved after 1913 by homesteaders Edwin and Riggi
Welz, then widened in 1926 to haul rock from a canyon quarry into Evergreen for
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construction of the dam on Bear Creek.36 Located in the canyon are the Brook Forest Inn
with its associated guest chalets, the small Cragmont subdivision on the steep east canyon
wall, and the large Spruce Dale Park subdivision platted along the creek and up the hilly west
side of the canyon. There are also various residences built elsewhere in the canyon, several
with exquisite masonry and creekside lawns and landscaping. Manufactured log is a
predominant material, along with some wood shingle trim. Prominent design features are
stone foundations and stone fireplace chimneys. In the lower part of the Cub Creek Canyon,
property owners built several mid- and late-twentieth century rambling Ranch style houses.
Brook Forest consists of several residences clustered around the historic Brook
Forest Inn. It began as a 160-acre property homestead in 1913 by Edwin and Riggi Welz.
The Welzes blasted the road through the rocky canyon walls to the remote location. They
built Brook Forest Inn, opening it for business in 1920 and expanding it in the following
years. The Brook Forest resort eventually accommodated 100 guests, with facilities
including nine chalet-style guest cottages. The inn enjoyed a fine reputation for its
hospitality and food. Prior to homesteading, the Welzes had both worked at Denver
establishments, including the Brown Palace Hotel.37
The Brook Forest Inn’s design reflects the influence of mountain chalets in Riggi
Welzes native country, Switzerland. The building has exterior materials of white quartz and
shiplap siding, protruding wood beams, steeply pitched roof with wide overhanging eaves
and dormers, and a two-story quartz chimney. The inn remains intact, although several
historic outbuildings are in various stages of decay. In 2001, the Brook Forest Inn operated
as an overnight, computer training facility for corporate clients. Across the road, the former
guest chalets also feature white quartz; the most notable are the chalet style house at 33481
Stransky Road and two-story house at 33451 Stransky Road, although each appears
somewhat altered. Up the road, the Brook Forest Stable stands vacant.

Brook Forest Inn, main lodge.

36

Mary Helen Crain, Evergreen, Colorado, Jefferson County Historical Society, 1986 (first
edition 1969), 35.
37
Barbara and Gene Sternberg, Evergreen, Our Community, Boulder: Johnson Publishing
Company, 1993, second edition (First edition, 1987), 96-97.
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Brook Forest Stables in background (left) and “The Tower” at Brook
Forest Inn, 33451 Stransky Road (right).

Cragmont is a small subdivision of cabins developed on a steep slope above Cub
Creek and accessed by a precarious, one-lane gravel road. Materials are predominantly log
slab; most dwellings have small additions. The most architecturally intact cabin is at 6756
Brook Forest Road. Three deteriorating cabins remain on elevated sites.
Spruce Dale Park was platted by Edgar M. Cosner in 1920 along both sides of Cub
Creek canyon, with several roads winding through the west canyon wall in a slightly forested,
sloping area. The large development contained over 40 residences, nearly all summer homes.
Materials included milled products, such as shiplap siding and log slab. Some have been
expanded or altered with newer siding and windows to accommodate year-round residence.
The most notable properties include 6909 and 6938 Columbine Road and 7106, 7166, 7176,
and 7206 Brook Forest Road. Many properties between 7026 Brook Forest and 7297 Brook
Forest are intact and could be considered for their potential for forming a historic district.
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Rustic style properties on Brook
Forest Road, clockwise from top –
6826, 6896, 6909, 6997, and 8256
Brook Forest Road.
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State Highway 73 and Vicinity
Marshdale and Marshdale Park. Located midway between Evergreen and Conifer
on SH 73, Marshdale was developed in the 1920s by Dr. William C. Marsh, a Denver dentist.
Marsh and his wife, Mary, constructed two large Rustic style buildings that contained a
summer lodge and a tea room. He also built and rented summer cabins and sold cabin lots.
Guests came for extended summer visits, enjoying organized activities such as cookouts, trail
rides, fishing, and auto trips to Estes Park. David and Florentine Eads of Kansas acquired the
lodge in 1948 and operated it for two decades, hosting visitors who stayed for shorter
periods, a week or so at a time. The decline in Evergreen tourism motivated sale of the
property in 1968. The new owners, the Colorado Philharmonic Orchestra, which originated
in Estes Park as the “Blue Jeans Orchestra,” used it as a summer rehearsal facility for the next
20 years and performed concerts at the Evergreen Conference Center.38

Marshdale Lodge (left) and Marshdale Tearoom (right).

The exterior of the buildings features a distinctive board and log slab treatment, also
used on nearby cabins. The two buildings remain intact and could be considered for
nomination to the State or National Register, based upon architectural significance as an
example of the Rustic style. The Marshdale Lodge could be considered also for its historic
significance as the last commercial tourist lodge property operating in the Evergreen area.
The present owners, Chris and Darrell
Jenkins, purchased the Marshdale Lodge in
the mid 1900s and operate it as an elevenbedroom bed and breakfast. They
indicated an interest in listing the property
on the National Register. The historic
building that contained the Marshdale
Tearoom now contains a restaurant.
Dr. Marsh also developed
Marshdale Park on the low hill behind
Marshdale Lodge as three consecutive
filings in 1923, 1926, and 1940. The
27456 Spruce
moderately sloping topography provides
easily leveled building sites, marked by a few stone retaining walls, with panoramic views of
38

Crain, 42.
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Mount Evans. Development is somewhat dense. Cabins are of milled lumber products, such
as board and batten, shiplap, clapboards, or half-log applied to the woodframe building,
likely from sawmills at the Berrien Ranch or other nearby ranches. Most houses have stone
foundations. The compact nature of development has allowed little infill. Today, there is a
mixture of summer homes and year-round residences. Many cabins are intact, while others
have received minor modifications, such as application of newer wood material or window
replacements. Few have been enlarged. Outdoor features, such as outhouses, well houses,
picnic gazebos, or outdoor stone barbecues, are few.
The collection of intact cabins on Wild Rose Lane and Spruce Road deserves further
investigation for eligibility as a district. Many have Rustic style materials, such as log slab
and wood shingle, as well as intact screened porches.

Marshdale Park: 6763 Wild Rose Lane (left) and 6772 Wild Rose Lane (right).

Marshdale Park: 27876 Spruce Road (left) and 6884 Marshmerry Lane (right).
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State Highway 73. Several historic properties are located on SH 73 north of
Marshdale Lodge and Marshdale Park. At 6791 SH 73, a chinked log cabin remains from the
early 1900s. At the junction of North Turkey Creek Road and SH 73 is a strip of connected
commercial buildings of varying construction dates and design types. A stuccoed storefront
with vigas and false-front commercial portion may date from the 1940s as a roadside market
catering to motorists. At 8150 Grey Fox is a 1.5-story hipped-roof box with expansive
dormers, one of the very few examples of this house type in the Evergreen area.

Marshdale vicinity properties, clockwise from upper left: 1) Pueblo Revival style commercial
building with 2) Quilt Cabin behind it, 3) house at 8150 Grey Fox, and 4) log cabin at 6791 SH 73.

Further north on SH 73 are three ranch properties. Providence Farm, at 28886
Cragmont Road, is a large property located at the end of the road. The ranch house appears
to be circa 1930 with various additions and alterations, but has intact historic barns and
outbuildings. The "Flying J Ranch" at 9499 SH 73 is bordered on the south by Jefferson
County Open Space property. The ranch house is a 1950 residence, but the property has a
historic barn and bunkhouse cabins. The "Lazy L Ranch" at 9529 SH 73 is set far back from
the road and also bordered by Jefferson County Open Space. It has what appears to be a twostory, wood-shingled foursquare house built in 1912 and outbuildings.
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Blue Creek Valley. Blue Creek
drains from the southeast into Cub Creek.
Blue Creek Road exits from SH 73 between
Marshdale and Conifer and follows the creek
valley to terminate at Brook Forest Road. The
Blue Creek Valley is characterized by its
landscape qualities – a narrow, mountain
meadow sloping along the creek for about five
miles, edged by evergreen forest. The Blue
Creek Valley was farmed by members of the
Schneider family, who still own some
property here today.39 The area was farmed by
German immigrant John Schneider, who raised
potatoes, oats, barley, and a little wheat on a 45-acre
property. He also raised hay, had a small
blacksmith shop, and ran a sawmill on his property.
His father, Joseph Schneider, immigrated from
Germany and acquired 105 acres in Blue Creek
Valley. When Joseph died in 1890, his widow,
Margaret, married Ernst Livonius, who later
homesteaded two 80-acre parcels in the valley. At
peak agricultural production, around 200 acres were
cultivated, with a good deal of land cleared with
axe, saw, and hand-operated stump puller. The area
is now used for horse raising, and a few newer
homes have been built in the forested area above the
road.

East view of Blue Creek Valley and
west view of ranch buildings at 7530
Blue Creek.

The most significant historic properties along Blue Creek Road are associated with
ranching and the interrelated Schneider, Livonius, and Antweiler families. The 1948 Ranch
style house at 7530 Blue Creek Road replaced an earlier Schneider family ranch house,
however the historic stable and barn remain intact. Another notable property is the John
Antweiler residence, a chinked log, hipped-roof box at the head of the valley at 8390 Blue

Residence and barns at 8390 Blue Creek Road

39

Sternbergs, 78-80.
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Creek Road, which has two historic barns on the opposite side of the road. The rest of
properties along Blue Creek Road consist of a mix of summer homes and year-round
residences.

Entrance to Upper Bear Creek
Canyon

North and West Evergreen
Upper Bear Creek Canyon. The concentration of large summer homes built by
affluent Denverites and Midwesterners earned Bear Creek Canyon west of Evergreen Lake to
the Jefferson-Clear Creek border the nickname of “Cadillac Ranch.” The wide, curving
creek canyon allowed for construction of large houses on spacious lots, several with
landscapes of elaborate stone masonry and creekside lawns. A number of large residences
have been built since 1950. Prominent building materials are manufactured log, wood
shingle trim, stone foundations, and stone fireplace chimneys. Additions were often identical
in design and materials.
Midway up the canyon is the Glen Eyrie subdivision, platted in 1929 by Benjamin
Sweet. It contains various Rustic style properties, with exteriors of manufactured log with
stone features. Most appear enlarged; several have prominent decks. The most notable
properties in Bear Creek Canyon include Granite Glen at 30213 Upper Bear Creek (5JF397).
The owner, Winston Jones, recalls his parents constructing Granite Glen as the family’s
summer home in 1920. Building stone came from the 36-acre property and was used in
fireplaces, porch posts, lower walls, and foundation.
Upper Bear Creek became an enclave for affluent Denverites who favored summer
ranch property with expansive, architect-designed ranch houses. Several large, rustic stone
lodges remain intact, although located back from public view. Mayo Lodge, also called
Rosedale Castle, was designed by Denver architect Jacques J. B. Benedict for Paul and
Margery Reed Mayo. Jock Spence built the mansion in 1916 on a 1,000-acre property.40 It
has been continuously used as a private residence.

40

Crain, 41; Sternbergs, 166-168.
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“Granite Glen”/Bell Museum at 30213
Upper Bear Creek Road

Upper Bear Creek Canyon, historic well house and stone wall (left),
example of infill (right).

Greystone Lodge was built as a mountain home by Genevieve Chandler Phipps,
former wife of Colorado’s multi-millionaire Senator, Lawrence Phipps. The three-story
lodge was designed by Maurice Briscoe and built by Jock Spence with stone and timber from
the 1,000-acre property. The property is located at 222 Greystone Road on a rock cliff 200
feet above Bear Creek. The enormous mansion featured 16 stone fireplaces. After Mrs.
Phipps’s death, Peg and Elmer Wilfley purchased the property in 1939 as a family home and
as a working cattle ranch operated by
their son. In 1946, William and Hazel
Sandifer bought the 1,250-acre estate for
$100,000. The Sandifers operated it as a
guest ranch with the main lodge hosting
local weddings, chamber concerts, and
local events. They also subdivided
portions of the land into Greystone
Estates and Greystone Lazy Acres.
Today, the lodge is a private residence.41

30754 Upper Bear Creek Road
41

Sternbergs, 92-93.
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The Freddie Bellamy Lincoln property at 32854 Upper Bear Creek Road is one of the
least changed in the canyon. It consists
of two Rustic style dwellings, “Aloha
Lincoln” and “Forest Lynne.” Forest
Lynne is a Rustic style log dwelling, first
rented then purchased in 1919 by
Freddie’s grandfather as a summer home.
When Freddie married, she and her
husband, George Lincoln traveled
extensively while he was in the military,
using Forest Lynne as a summer retreat.
In 1969, the Lincolns purchased the
adjoining home, “Aloha,” which had
Aloha Lincoln
been owned by a retired military officer and
his Hawaiian wife. The Lincolns renamed it
“Aloha Lincoln.” When George Lincoln retired from the military, the couple made Aloha
Lincoln their year-round home. Freddie still lives there today, and her son, Dan, resides in
Forest Lynne. Aloha Lincoln is a 1.5-story, Rustic style log on a large, elevated parcel with
views of Mount Evans and its foothills. The exterior is of log and stone from the property,
with a full front porch across the west-facing façade. Architectural details include clipped
gables, wood-shingled gable ends, and porch stone posts. Forest Lynne is a smaller Rustic
style dwelling, also of native log and stone. The property owners have expressed an interest
in listing it in the National Register. 42
Upper Bear Creek Road continues west into Clear Creek County, and several guest
ranches past the county line are associated with Evergreen. Bendemeer was developed in the
1920s on a 2,000-acre parcel, in Upper Bear Creek Canyon just inside Clear Creek County.
Several guest cabins were built along the creek, while the main lodge accommodated up to
100 dinner guests and offered various rustic past times. Bendemeer was subdivided in 1949
and the lodge burned in 1960.43
At the terminus in Upper Bear Creek Road, straddling the Jefferson-Clear Creek
county line, lays the expansive Evans Ranch (the county line is at Witter Gulch Road). John
Evans, Colorado’s second territorial governor, developed the Evans Ranch northwest of
Evergreen beginning in the 1870s. The ranch served as the family’s summer retreat, but also
produced cattle, barley, oats, and potatoes and was logged extensively. Evans and his son-inlaw Sam Elbert developed the Evans-Elbert Ranch, 7,000 acres extending north into Gilpin
County.44 The Jefferson County School District acquired the ranch buildings after 1950 for
use as an educational facility for school children. Parcels of the ranch were gradually sold to
family members and private owners during the late 1900s. In 1998, the Colorado Open
Lands and the Mountain Area Land Trust coordinated conservation of the remaining 3,243

42

Sternbergs, 168-169; interview 11/01/01 with Freddie Lincoln.
Sternbergs, 90.
44
“The Mountain Home Colony in Picturesque Bear Creek,” Denver Municipal Facts, Denver:
City of Denver, March 1919, 6-8.
43
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acres of the historic Evans Ranch by subdividing the large holding into five large
conservation parcels, each with a forty-acre home site.45
Although west of the Jefferson-Clear Creek county line, Singin’ River Ranch was
associated with Upper Bear Creek summer lodges. It was built in 1922 by George Cranmer,
who later was the long-time manager of the Denver Parks system. After Cranmer sold the
ranch in 1943 it became a well-known restaurant, then a summer resort and dude ranch. In
the 1980s, the 250-acre facility was used as an interdenominational Christian camp and
conference center.
Troutdale subdivision lies on an elevated ridge north of Upper Bear Creek Canyon.
The Troutdale Scenic Road originally provided access to the Troutdale in the Pines resort,
but now acts as a fire access road (see Commercial Lodges and Ranches in Historic Contexts
for history of Troutdale in the Pines). The historic residences are large in size and feature
exteriors of manufactured log, wood siding, and some stone at the foundations. Most have
been enlarged or otherwise altered. The most intact are 4200 San Souci Court, “Pine Crest,”
with gables tapering to a point, a feature favored by builder/designer Justus Roehling of
Kittredge, and 30240 Troutdale, which has a Rustic stone and board treatment.

2400 San Souci, “Pinecrest” designed by Justus Roehling (left) and one of the most intact
summer homes remaining on Troutdale Scenic Drive (right).

Palo Verde was platted in 1934 by Herbert Farrall on a forested hillside further north
on SH 73. It contains primarily Ranch style houses from the 1940s. Most have lapped wood
siding, side-gabled roofs, and picture windows; some of them have been altered by synthetic
siding, replacement windows, or additions.
Wah Keeny Park, located midway between Evergreen and Bergen Park, was
developed in two separate filings by Albert H. Keeney and John H. Hager in 1922 along a
ridge that extends east from SH 73. Most construction occurred in the 1930s. The
development extends north to Wah Keeny Creek that runs along Larkspur Drive and Aspen
Lane. Prominent materials include shiplap siding and clapboard, with a cabin of log or wood
shingle. Although many historic houses remain relatively small in size, most have had
exterior materials replaced.
45

Kathlene Sutton, “Evans Ranch acquisition a matter of teamwork,” Canyon Courier, October
14, 1998, page 7B.
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Large, ridgetop property at 30232 Hilltop Drive in Wah Keeney Park,
residence (left) and auto garage/outbuilding (right).

There are several intact historic dwellings along Hilltop Drive. The most notable is
30513 Hilltop, a small, exquisitely detailed Rustic style home with features including arched
doorways, round-topped doors with wrought iron hinges, stone corner piers, and a stone
foundation and chimney with elaborate quartz detailing. The house has an auto garage of
identical design and materials.

30513 Hilltop, façade (left) and entrance detail (right). Note arched
entrance and quartz materials.

30232 Hilltop Drive is a 1940 cabin with manufactured log siding with an historic
auto garage on a large lot. 30182 Hilltop Drive has manufactured log siding and a stone
chimney; 30022 Hilltop Drive is a small 1930 dwelling clad in wood siding; and 30212
Hilltop Drive is a small dwelling clad in log slab with decorative shutters. There are few
unaltered historic properties in the rest of the subdivision. The two-room dwelling at 29751
Hilltop Drive has intact siding and porch and appears to be the most intact cabin of this small
size in Wah Keeney. It was vacant at the time of the survey.
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Bergen Park
Bergen Park, six miles north of Evergreen, predates Evergreen by about 15 years.
First named Elk Park by government scouts and surveyors, the area was ranched by Thomas
C. Bergen, who renamed it after himself.46 Located along the wagon route between Denver
and Park County, Bergen’s ranch provided overnight accommodations, meals, and fresh
livestock to travelers making their way to the mining districts. Bergen constructed a ranch
house, now gone, and in 1865 built a small residence at 1522 Bergen Parkway (5JF289),
which has been substantially altered by newer exterior materials and windows. When the
DSP&P railroad reached Fairplay and the South Park area in the late 1870s, wagon traffic
through Bergen Park dwindled considerably. It remained a tiny settlement for decades.
George, Oscar, and Ted Johnson acquired the Bergen Ranch in 1903 and hired Al Rugg to
build the octagonal log barn (5JF288) at 1532 Bergen Parkway in 1927.47 The Johnson
brother’s 4,800-square-foot building is believed to have sheltered cattle, contained a
blacksmith shop, and served as an auto garage; in the mid-1900s it contained a plumbing and
heating business.48
With development of Filius and Bergen parks as part of the Denver Mountain Park
system around 1915, a few traveler and tourist oriented businesses opened. In the 1930s,
Bergen Park’s location on the U.S. 40 route attracted motorists who pumped gas, stayed
overnight in cottages and auto courts, rode horses at the stables, and bought souvenirs at the
Trading Post on the corner of historic Bergen Parkway and Soda Creek Road.

Located on U.S. 40, Bergen Park hosted
tourists and travelers in the late 1930s and
early 1940s. Little remains from the
commercial activity advertised in the circa
1935 souvenir booklet “Our Memories of
Bergen Park.”

46
47

Sternbergs, 13.
Ranch history prepared by Jennifer Karber, Hiwan Homestead Museum, undated.
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The Teepees restaurant was built in the 1940s north of Bergen Park near present-day
El Rancho. Of these auto-tourism related businesses, the only remaining property is a row of
motel units now serving as rental housing.49

Evergreen Conference
campus viewed from
Pine Road in Bear
Heights.

East Evergreen/State Highway 74
The Evergreen Conference Center Historic District at the east edge of Evergreen is a
complex of 23 structures, 18 of which were historically associated with the summer camp.
Five are modern buildings compatible with their older counterparts. Mary Neosho Williams
nurtured the Episcopal faith in Evergreen, organizing church services in tents and donating
land and funds to construct church buildings. Her son-in-law, Canon Winfred Douglas,
became a leading authority on liturgical music, in particular the plain song mass. The
summer music camp originated in 1907 with a six-week Summer School of Liturgical Music.
As the annual gatherings grew in size and increased in regularity, permanent buildings were
built on land donated by Mrs. Williams and Josepha and Winfred Douglas. The Upper
Campus on the north side of present-day SH 74 consists of the 1920 Hart House, the 1923
Williams House dormitory, the 1924 Meeting House with seating for 400 people, the 1923
Chalmers Cottage, and several outbuildings.
Buildings beside Bear Creek include: the 1865 Stewart Hotel, which served as St.
Mark’s in the Wilderness church and Mission of the Transfiguration church; 1880s Sister’s
Cottage; 1880s San Raphael’s House built as a tavern during the sawmill era; 1892 Bancroft
house, originally part of the George Bancroft ranch, circa 1911 Rustic bell tower; 1920 stone
Evergreen Library; 1964 Church of the Transfiguration; and several other cabins, cottages
and small buildings.50

48

John Dickey, “Bergen barn to berth businesses,” Canyon Courier, October, 1999; “One of two
in America,” Evergreen Today, April 8, 1982; CHS Inventory Form, recorder, Vicki
Rottman, August 1981.
49
C. M. Hamilton, Our Memories of Bergen Park, s.p. circa 1940.
50
National Register Nomination Form, Denver Colorado Historical Society, 1979; Sternbergs,
56-59.
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The buildings are of native stone and local lumber, built by Evergreen carpenter and
stone mason Jock Spence. The Rustic style is evidenced by wood shingles, vertical logs and
log slabs, and moss rock. SH 74, widened and rerouted in the 1940s, bisects the center of the
property. Post 1950 commercial buildings on Meadow Drive also diminish the visual
integrity of the district.

Stewart Hotel/ Mission of the Transfiguration Church (left), and property on Spruce Dale, (right).
The two-mile length of SH 74 between Evergreen and Kittredge contains a number of
historic properties associated with transportation in Bear Creek Canyon, auto tourism, and
agriculture.

East edge of Evergreen, clockwise from top right,: west view of Bear Creek, “Big Bear”
historic summer home (4391 Independence), expanded Bailey Cabin at Highland Haven bed
and breakfast (4395 Independence Trail), and main lodge at Highland Haven.
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27630 State Highway 74

Residential and farm complex
at 27310 Highway 74; main
house on hill behind trees.

Cabin at 27315 Highway 74.

Stone dwelling at 27249 Highway 74.
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Buffalo Park
Elephant Park and Buffalo Park are rolling mountain meadows southwest of
Evergreen, relatively undeveloped except for residences scattered along Buffalo Park Road.
The area is edged by Elephant Butte on the north, Evergreen Mountain on the south, and
Mount Evans foothills to the west. Large parcels are still privately owned as individual
ranches or preserved as Jefferson County Open Space — the Alderfer/Three Sisters Park
occupies acreage along Buffalo Park Road.
Alderfer/Three Sisters Park occupies acreage originally homesteaded by James and
Mollie Hester in 1885. The Hester/Alderfer residence is located at 31677 Buffalo Park Road
adjacent to the park, a two-story, gabled dwelling updated with shutters and Colonial Revival
entrance treatment. This is apparently the 1894 ranch house that the Hesters built after their
original ranch house burned down.51 The Alderfers acquired the property in the 1950s; today
the residence and the large barn to the west are the property of Jefferson County Open Space.
At the west end of Buffalo Park are two notable properties. The Broce Ranch at
33317 Buffalo Park Road occupies expansive acreage from the end of Buffalo Park Road,
west into Clear Creek County. It was developed by French Canadian immigrant Antoine Roy
in 1868. The property consists of a 1920 ranch house, small frame dwelling clad in board
and battens, and a large 1895 barn that could store 225 tons of hay.52
The Wagon Wheel Ranch at 32928 Bluebell Circle was homesteaded in 1907 by
Edward Kaiser. During the 1920s and 1930s it operated as a tavern and brothel. The
Catholic Church acquired the property in 1947 and converted it into a girls’ retreat,
constructing a chapel and using it in the summer through 1975. Today, the forty-acre
property contains structures that reflect its progression of diverse uses. The large, sidegabled log ranch house has been altered slightly by additions. Behind the ranch house is a
root cellar with collapsed roof. Attached to the rear of the house is an elaborate, six-car auto
garage, likely associated with the property’s commercial use.
The garage has swing-out doors with diamond-shaped windows. A circa 1960 chapel

Antoine Roy/Broce Ranch at the end
of Buffalo Park Road.

51

“Jefferson County Ranching History,” Ranch vertical file, Hiwan Homestead Museum; Mary
Helen Crain, 10-11.
52
Jefferson County Ranching History,” Ranch vertical file, Hiwan Homestead Museum; Crain,
6-8.
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is a large A-frame design clad in stained wood siding with colored glass windows. There are
three, circa 1930 cabins clad in log slab, one of which bears the name sign “The Little
Monastery of St. Peter.” A long, clapboard-clad building apparently served as a bunkhouse
and a large stable is now clad in metal siding. The present owners open the former church
for private functions for nearby residents, such as Halloween, Christmas, and New Years
parties.53

Wagon Wheel Ranch

Le Masters Elephant Park, at the north edge of Buffalo Park and foot of Elephant
Butte, was platted in 1926 by John A. Le Master, taking its name from a nearby rock
formation. A few dwellings were built in the 1920s, including the residence at 4746 South
Le Masters Drive, a gabled dwelling with Craftsman features, various additions, and a
recently added deck. Near it are several small dwellings, perhaps rented as summer lodgings.
A one-room cabin clad in board and batten and devoid of notable design features stands at
4266 South Le Masters Drive. The rest of the residences date from the 1940s and later.

53

Interview with property owner, John Lockamy, 10/24/01.
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Survey Area 7

U.S. 285 Corridor

Boundaries
North

North Turkey Creek, Marshdale

South

Mountain ridge/South Turkey Creek

East

Entrance to Turkey Creek Canyon

West

Pine Junction/Park County Line

Note: Locations of survey areas are shown on the map on page 8.

The U.S. 285 Corridor extends 30 miles from west of Lakewood southwest to the
Jefferson-Park county line. Portions of the present highway approximately follow historic
transportation routes. In lower Turkey Creek Canyon, U.S. 285 follows along the 1866 toll
road, although elevated considerably above the original roadbed to alleviate flooding. From
Conifer southwest to the county line, U.S. 285 follows segments of the 1859 Denver and
South Park road. Conifer originated as the junction where the Turkey Creek Road from
Denver merged with the Bergen Park Road, and continued on to Fairplay and points west
(see Transportation in Historic Contexts for more detail on historic roads). Travel on the
wagon roads declined substantially after completion of the Denver South Park & Pacific
(DSP&P) railroad, but they remained alternate routes to the central Colorado mountains and
important to local transportation in and around west Jefferson County.
Improvements to the Turkey Creek Road in 1916 allowed automobile travelers to
more easily ascend the canyon. Beginning in the 1920s, people from the Denver area and the
Midwestern states began building vacation cabins in the mountains. Indian Hills was the
largest summer colony, developed along Parmalee Gulch just north of Turkey Creek.
“Summer people” built cabins along North Turkey Creek and South Turkey Creek and in
small subdivisions in the Conifer vicinity (South Turkey Creek is discussed in the Deer
Creek/South Turkey Creek section of this report). West of Conifer, two summer resorts
developed, Glenelk on Elk Creek Road and Wandcrest Park south of Pine Junction, as well
summer cabins scattered east of Pine Junction. Community development along the U.S. 285
corridor remained mainly summer residences until the 1950s.

Turkey Creek Canyon entrance to
U.S. 285. Roadbed from 1866
Turkey Creek toll road visible on
the right.
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Conifer originated as a stagestop and remained a crossroads settlement until the mid
1900s, despite summer home subdivisions platted nearby in the 1920s and 1930s. Local
commerce served ranching families, summer residents, and travelers on the road to Park
County. The main business was Field’s Trading Post, a general store and filling station
where U.S. 285 and State Highway (SH) 74 (original wagon road from Bergen Park) now
intersect.
Most early residences in the U.S. 285 Corridor originated as tourist cabins or summer
homes. Several historic farms and ranches also remain, although none are entirely intact.
Other building types that reflect the rural, isolated nature of the area include one-room
schoolhouses used also as grange halls. Buildings and structures reflecting the area’s
subsequent development with summer residences and for summer recreation include summer
camp facilities, summer camp churches, summer water systems, and volunteer fire protection
facilities.

Turkey Creek Canyon Entrance
U.S. 285 enters the foothills through a gap in the Dakota Hogback, a gap enlarged in
the 1960s to facilitate highway widening. The area at the canyon mouth remains
undeveloped except for the 1963 Pueblo Revival style Fort Restaurant, designed by architect
Bill Lumpkins of Santa Fe and built by restaurateur Sam Arnold. The large frame dwelling
immediately south of the Fort restaurant is a former ranch house moved to this site from Old
Kipling Road at Bear Creek and renovated as Willow Ridge Center for receptions and other
private functions. To the south, lies a luxury home complex surrounded by a golf course. A
gravel remnant of the Turkey Creek Road travels southeast from SH 8, passing under U.S.
285 and crossing Turkey Creek to ascend the southern ridge. It is one of the last intact
segments of the historic roadway.
The area lying north-south between Morrison and U.S. 285 is bordered by the
hogback on the east and red rock formations and lower Mount Falcon to the west. SH 8 runs
north-south with several residences beside it. Notable are: the 1930 stone residence at 17442
SH 8; a 1927 farmhouse and horse stable at 17421 SH 8; and historic ranch buildings and
newer residence on SH 8, just south of an entrance to a gravel operation. The lower foothills
contain the Morrison gravel quarry,
about one mile south of the U.S. 285/SH
8 interchange, while just south of
Morrison is a Jefferson County Open
Space park with a trail that accesses
Mount Falcon Park. Also along SH 8
are fenced horse properties with a few,
small private reservoir ponds apparently
used to irrigate grazing pastures in this
arid area.
Turkey Creek Canyon entrance
is flanked by Mount Lindo (7,814) on
View southwest from Highway 8.
the south and Mount Falcon (7,750) on
the north. On Mount Lindo lies a huge,
illuminated cross visible from west Denver and built by George Olinger, the mortuary
magnate who developed Indian Hills. Along the base of Mount Falcon, the wagon road was
built up Turkey Creek Canyon in the 1860s. The steep canyon walls are thickly timbered
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with evergreens and punctuated by granite outcroppings. Little development occurred in the
narrow canyon other than the 1920s El Comar subdivision containing three historic dwellings
and a few more recent residences on the north side of the canyon.
The Turkey Creek Road first consisted of a narrow ledge blasted from the lower
canyon wall, improved in 1916 as SH 35. In 1936, it became U.S. 285 and Works Progress
Administration (WPA) workers raised the roadbed above the creek, possibly to prevent
flooding. During the 1960s, the highway was widened to four lanes, the roadbed was raised
above the canyon floor, and the creek was rerouted in some places.

Indian Hills
By the early 1920s, road improvements gave Denverites easier access to west
Jefferson County, encouraging auto excursions to the forested foothills and providing
efficient travel for owners of summer homes. Advertised as “19.5 miles from Broadway and
Colfax,” Indian Hills was one of the largest summer colonies in the Jefferson County
mountains. The Parmalee Gulch/Indian Hills area followed a common pattern of agricultural
settlement followed by 1920s tourism and summer homes. The area was homesteaded in the
1860s, with livestock ranching, potato farming, and lumbering being the major economic
activities. Early settler John D. Parmalee built the Turkey Creek Canyon road in 1866; he
also constructed a wagon road from Parmalee Gulch up Bear Creek Canyon through
Evergreen to Bergen Park.
The first summer residence was
“Tennbrook,” built by Denver physician
Chauncey E. Tennant, Sr. who was noted
for earliest use of the X-ray machine in the
West.54 Tennant built a squared-log cabin
with dovetail joints in 1917 on five acres
at Parmalee Gulch and Giant Gulch roads,
using material from an abandoned cabin
on Mount Falcon. The Tennant family
owned the property for over 35 years and
also built several small cabins on the land.
Dr. Tennant was a founder of the
Mountain Protective Association in 1925.
The Tennant residence property is
Tennbrook
presently intact and could be considered
for designation as the first summer home in Parmalee Gulch.
The Indian Hills resort developed from south to north along Parmalee Gulch, from
the entrance off Turkey Creek Canyon to the broad meadow at the head of the gulch, three
miles south of Kittredge. It grew as five filings platted consecutively from south to north
between 1923 and 1928, by George Olinger and by C. A. and Augusta Hedberg. Cabins were
sold as summer homes for affluent Denverites. Billboards at Turkey Creek Canyon and in
Kittredge advertised land sales. At the entrance from Kittredge, Olinger also built a model

54

Helen N. Brush and Catherine P. Dittman, Indian Hills – the Place, The Times, The People,
Englewood: C & D Printing, 1976, 39.
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home that served as a real estate sales office. This property remains at 26040 SH 74, at the
junction of Myers Gulch and SH 74.
Indian Hills offered recreational
and cultural amenities, including a ninehole golf course with Rustic style
clubhouse in Eden Park (Filing Five).
Nearby, an artist’s colony, writer’s
colony, and theater and dance colony
briefly flourished. To attract visitors and
potential buyers, Olinger brought
builders from New Mexico to construct
the “authentic” NaTeSo Pueblo at Eden
Park around 1925, named for the Navajo,
Tesuque, and San Ildefonso tribes who
built it. At the NaTeSo Pueblo, Native
American craftsmen produced jewelry,
woven goods, and pottery sold to Indian
Hills visitors bused in from Denver.

NaTeSo Pueblo circa 1925

Arrowhead Park (Filing One) contains two roads that climb the forested ridges,
Seminole Road on the south and Santa Clara Road on the north. The two roads access over
sixty homes, most of them on narrow, roadside lots. Most dwellings are small Rustic style
cabins, constructed in the 1920s and 1930s, using peeled logs about one foot in diameter with
protruding chinking; the logs came from Santino Granzella’s property on South Turkey
Creek.55 All cabins have gable-end stone chimneys and stone foundations. A few dwellings
are clad in wood shingles or narrow clapboards; some have wood shingles on gable ends or
on porches. Most houses were built parallel to the narrow mountain road with the porch and
main entrance facing the road. The steep terrain limited the building size, however, a few
slightly larger summer homes were also built. Some cabin lots required extensive stone
retaining walls to create a level site. Arrowhead Park remains relatively intact — there is
little in-fill and most cabins remain unaltered. Seminole and Santa Clara roads residences
possess excellent potential as historic districts and are worthy of intensive survey.
Development of Indian Hills proceeded north with the four additional filings.
Dwellings dating from the 1920s are of
similar size and design to those in Filing
One. Construction slowed after Olinger’s
development firm went bankrupt during
the Great Depression. Cabins built in the
1930s and 1940s are clad in log slab, often
with bark remaining, and in manufactured
log siding.
20633 Seminole Road,
Indian Hills, Filing One
55

Margaret. V. Bentley, The Upper Side of the Pie Crust, An Early History of Southwestern
Jefferson County, Conifer, Pine, Buffalo Creek, Colorado, Evergreen: Jefferson County
Historical Society, 1990 (First edition, 1978, 64.
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Kittredge

N

Indian Hills, extracted from USGS Map of Jefferson County, 1976

Year-round residents slowly increased. When the one-room, 1890s chinked-log
schoolhouse on Parmalee Gulch Road burned down, it was replaced by a larger schoolhouse
at 5381 Parmalee Gulch Road.
The building was expanded to
house the Indian Hills Fire
Department in the late 1940s and
sided with manufactured log.
When a larger school was built
above Eden Park in the 1960s, this
building became the Indian Hills
Community Center (5JF1041, SR).

Indian Hills Community
Center
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Several church groups developed summer camps at Indian Hills. The first, Geneva
Glen, consisted of a lodge and dormitory built in 1922 on 100 acres donated by Olinger as a
summer camp for Sunday School Teachers. Located at the base of Santa Clara Road, today it
is composed of a circa 1925 meeting hall, the 1950s Gilmore Chapel, bunkhouses of various
construction dates and design, and a large meal and meeting facility built in the 1970s to
replace one lost to fire. Many buildings are altered, but the camp grounds, riding arena and
outdoor meeting places reflect the recreational use of mountain properties by religious
groups.

Geneva Glen: Gilmore Chapel (right) and
stable (below)

St. Anne’s in the Hills, founded circa 1924 as an Episcopalian children’s camp at
4610 Parmalee Gulch Road, consists of: a small Rustic chapel clad in log slab; a small
dwelling of similar material, now a rental residence; and a large 1950s concrete-block
complex dormitory, which replaced the sleeping lodge that burned in 1946. The dormitory
also contains a large common room that served as dining room, gymnasium, and theater. The
large grounds also contain an outdoor chapel with a large cross. The camp has not been used
in nearly a decade.

St. Anne’s of the Hills, Chapel and dwelling (left), dormitory and campfire circle (right).
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The Lutheran diocese acquired Stonecrest, a rustic stone building used by the
theatrical colony during the 1920s, renaming the facility and its surrounding acreage
“Messiah Mountain.” This building is unaltered on the south façade, although completely
modernized on the north.
A Baptist camp grew on a 163-acre parcel donated by Martin and Susan Foss, who
had purchased it in 1918 from Gilbert Couch. Mr. Foss deeded the property to the First
Baptist Church after Mrs. Foss’s death in 1938 and funded construction of a Rustic stone
chapel, built by Justus Roehling of Kittredge in 1940.56 The property contains the Foss’s
1918, Rustic style cabin at the northeastern corner of the property. In the center of the
property stand the 1935 Fulton Lodge and circa 1925 Kemper Lodge, used as dining hall,
dormitory, kitchen, and showers. The church leases the property to various religious
organizations, and Foss Chapel is frequently used for small weddings.
In addition to NaTeSo Pueblo, two other historic commercial properties remain at
Indian Hills. The HoChaNeeStea Lodge, later called Chief’s Inn and then Trading Post, was
built by local carpenter Al Rugg, Jr. in the 1920s.57 A stopping place for the tourist buses
that came from Denver, it contained a soda fountain and fine restaurant. Further up Parmalee
Gulch is the McIntosh Store, which sold food, beverages and, later, groceries. It became the
Wheel Inn Cottages and today consists of the large stuccoed building with the three cottages
leased to long-term renters. It has been somewhat altered, in particular the vigas have been
shortened and painted white. The Rustic log clubhouse built for the short-lived Indian Hills
golf course is now gone. In later years it served as the dance hall for the Wood Tick square
dance club, before being burned down by the volunteer fire department at the request of its
owner in the 1990s. During the mid-1900s, the NaTeSo Pueblo served as the studio and
salesroom for potter William Spence. It has been occupied as a residence for over a halfcentury, with portions of it restored during the past decade by its present owner.
Preservation and conservation are ongoing concerns in Indian Hills. Adjacent Denver
Mountain Parks preserve forested land to the west by creating O’Fallon Park and Pence Park.
Two small Denver Mountain Park parcels adjoin Mount Falcon Park, which is Jefferson
County Open Space. The Mountain Protective Association formed in 1925 provided fire and
police protection to residents.

Trading Post circa 1930 (left, courtesy of Indian
Hills Improvement Association) and today (above).
56
57

Indian Hills, 61; Justus Roehling, Castles in the Sky. Kittredge: Justus Roehling, 1976.
Indian Hills, 46-57.
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Findings/Recommendations, Indian Hills
Designating historic properties and districts would encourage preservation in the face
of development pressures such as proposed new developments and ongoing enlargements of
small primitive cabins as year-round residences. The cabins on Seminole and Santa Clara
roads possess excellent potential as two, separate historic districts and are worthy of intensive
survey. Other intact cabins are scattered throughout the rest of Indian Hills; some of them
perhaps eligible for individual historic designation.

Two Rustic lodges: Baltes Residence, “Log Haven,” (left) and Dolezal residence (right).

Several Indian Hills properties are strong candidates for further investigation for
listing in the National Register. Located in the Eden Park vicinity are two large residences:
the 1925 Dolezal residence at 4121 Aztec Road and the 1937 Baltes residence, “Log Haven,”
at 23301 Shoshone Road. Each large, Rustic style log lodge is architecturally intact with
stone foundations, porches, and backyard features such as outdoor fireplaces, a log and stone
picnic shelter and log and stone picnic table. The Baltes residence features more elaborate
log slab detailing, an intact interior, and stone landscaping. The 1930 Octagon House at 5449
Seminole Road is notable for its design and method of construction; its builder is believed to
have been Al Rugg, a noted Evergreen area craftsman. “Eagle’s Nest,” at the west edge of
Indian Hills at 5525 Salugi Road, is an elaborate stone dwelling built around 1930 by a
Swedish stone mason and miner.

Eagle’s Nest
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Octagon House
on Seminole
Road

The most intact agricultural property is the May Linn Horn Ranch, “Shadow Wild,”
at 4941 Parmalee Gulch Road. Mrs. Horn acquired the 160-acre acreage and circa 1880 log
ranch house in the early 1900s. She rented the ranch house to summer guests through the
1930s, moving each summer into the “Nutshell,” a two-room, circa 1920 cabin on the
property. In winter, she used the ranch house as her personal residence. During summer,
Mrs. Horn raised vegetables, cultivated an apple orchard, and raised poultry and rabbits.
Shadow Wild also includes a pre-1900 outbuilding used by Mrs. Horn for rabbits and poultry,
and, later, as a tack house by a later owner. Another small guest cabin, “Jack Straws,” was
built by her grandson Jack as an Eagle Scout project in the 1930s.

Shadow Wild at 4941 Parmalee Gulch Road
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McIntosh Trading Post (left) and one of the Wheel Inn Cottages (right).

The HoChaNeeStea Lodge and the McIntosh Trading Post/Wheel Inn Cottages, both
on Parmalee Gulch Road, are somewhat altered but historically significant as commercial
properties. The NaTeSo Pueblo at 23620 Tesuque Road suffered decades of neglect before
portions of it were restored by a private owner during the past decade. Saint Anne’s of the
Hills is a good example of a summer camp. The most intact buildings associated with the
arts colonies is the Writers’ House, although altered and now serving as the Mountain View
Bed and Breakfast. Several buildings are now used as private homes.

NaTeSo Pueblo, altered main house
(right), adobe outbuilding (lower
right), main house and adobe
outbuildings (below).
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North Turkey Creek
North Turkey Creek flows from the foot of Black Mountain northeast to near
Marshdale, then through North Turkey Creek Canyon to drain into Turkey Creek. North
Turkey Creek Road follows the narrow, curving creek canyon that widens into creek
meadows. Historic growth and development on North Turkey Creek followed the familiar
pattern of agricultural use followed by construction of summer cabins in the 1920s. There
was a fairly large group of Swedish farmers and ranchers in this area at the turn of the
century, including the August Herzman and Hilda Pearson Herzman ranch located at 21633
North Turkey Creek. August Herzman acquired the 1877 ranch house and 320 acres in 1896.
It was operated for several decades by August’s daughter, Anna Herzman Erickson.
In the lower canyon, summer homes on creek side lots are accessed by driveway
bridges, typically small, vernacular cottages or a modest version of the Rustic style. A few
remain intact, while most have been expanded and converted as year-round residences. The
best examples include 21444 North Turkey Creek Road and 21794 North Turkey Creek
Road. The small circa 1930 log dwelling at Starlight Gulch and North Turkey Creek appears
to be part of a larger ranch property, with two historic barns located on the large parcel.

Rustic style dwelling and outbuildings at 21633 North Turkey Creek
(left) and 21794 North Turkey Creek (right)

Two nonresidential properties are worth noting. The Wild Rose Grange at the
junction of North Turkey Creek and Peaceful Valley roads was originally built as a one-room
school house for ranching families. When the schoolhouse closed with the 1960s
consolidation of Jefferson County schools, the Wild Rose Grange acquired it as their grange
hall. At 22424 North Turkey Creek Road (address on property reads 22534) is a summer
camp facility no longer in use. The complex consists of two bunkhouses, a meal hall, and
counselor’s residences, accessed by a bridge across the creek.
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Hodgson School/Wild Rose Grange (left) and
unidentified camp at 22424 North Turkey
Creek Road (right), no longer in use.

Several properties are located along U.S. 285 outside the vicinity of specific
communities. Beyond the Turkey Creek exit, lies the former ranch property of Ed and Mary
Sanger. The Sangers expanded 320 acres purchased in 1906 into a 1,008-acre property,
growing potatoes and raising beef and dairy cattle. The ranch was divided in half in 1947
with construction of U.S. 285, and acreage developed as the Homestead subdivision. The
1880 ranch house at 8290 Mariposa Drive has been altered by an addition and new siding and
windows.

Pleasant Park and Oehlmann Park
The wagon road between Deer Creek and Conifer Junction scales a forested ridge and
traverses a large meadow area called Pleasant Park, originally named Hay Claim Park.
Families who homesteaded and ranched this area include Joseph and Delphine Legault,
Alphonse and Cornelia Legault, Tom and Elsie Gray, and Celestine and Dixie Vinette (Millar
and Sheila Light later purchased this property).58

Barns at the Vinette /Light Ranch between U.S. 285 and Pleasant Park.
58

Bentley, 95-100, 111-112, 122-125.
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Legault Ranch

Possibly the oldest ranch in continuous family operation in the Pleasant Park vicinity,
the Legault Ranch was established by Canadian Joseph Legault around 1875. Today, it
consists of a weathered, vernacular farmhouse surrounded by various historic outbuildings.
At the intersection of Pleasant Park and Oehlmann Park Road stands the ranch house for the
Oehlmann Ranch, now renamed the Tandem Park Ranch. A large, gabled dwelling, slightly
altered by a large, window-enclosed wrap-around porch, is one of the few ranch dwellings in
Pleasant Park.
The forested area to the south was developed by two men named Schnell and Beal as
the resort of Sylvan Park.59 It was platted around 1930 by several members of the Denver
Motor Club, who named several streets for themselves. The subdivision contains about a
dozen tiny vernacular cabins. Several appear in original condition, characterized by plain
building materials, such as rolled asphalt siding, very small size, and absence of architectural
features. The most intact are several on Webb Avenue and one on Schweigert Avenue.
Today, the surrounding area is extensively
developed with large, year-round residences.
Southeast of Pleasant Park along Pleasant
Park Road are several notable intact properties.
The Pleasant Park Grange Hall (5JF072, SR), at
22551 Pleasant Park Road, is a one-room
schoolhouse now preserved as a community
center. Built in 1894, it served as a schoolhouse
for 55 years, and since 1907 has been in
continuous use by Pleasant Park Grange #156.
The Brokaw Ranch at 21281 Pleasant Park Road
consists of two early 1900s chinked log
Cabin at 10900 Webb Avenue, Oehlmann Park
residences on either side of the road with hay
meadows beside the creek. The larger dwelling has a section with a second entrance and a
front porch. The southern dwelling is much smaller. The Westerkamp family owned the
property in the 1930s.60

59
60

Bentley, 109.
Interview with Ed Gray, 02/27/02.
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A circa 1890 residence at 20802 Pleasant Park Road is slightly altered by historic
additions and circa 1940 application of vertical log siding. However, the roadside location
and large size of the building indicate possible historic significance. Just above Critchell on
the north side of Pleasant Park Road, is the Huebner ranch house, a 1.5-story side-gabled
house with dormers. The property also contains two historic barn/garages and a two-room
log cabin where Mark Huebner, one of the Huebner sons, lived. Although somewhat altered,
the property should be further investigated for its association with an important ranching
family.

Pleasant Park Grange (former schoolhouse)
and Brokaw/Westerkamp ranch house at 21281 Pleasant Park Road

Clockwise from upper left: Midway House and barn, 9345 U.S. 285; Lubin-Blakeslee cabin,
milk house and milk barn, formerly at 9555 U.S. 285; and Gray cabin, Legault Lane in
Pleasant Park.
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Conifer and Vicinity
Conifer, elevation 8,270, originated one-half mile north of the present highway
intersection. At various times it was called Junction Ho, Henderson, Bradford Junction, and
Conifer Junction. Three wagon roads from Denver - via Bergen Park, via Deer
Creek/Pleasant Park, and via Turkey Creek - merged here to continue west to Park County.
Several stage stop hotels operated in the vicinity, including the Ohio Valley House, Junction
House, Bennett Hall, Midway House, and Clifton House. Only the latter two still remain.
The Midway House (5JF303, NR) is located at 9345 U.S. 285 on the present-day Meyer
Ranch about four miles east of Conifer. The large ranch house served as a stage stop inn first
operated by the Granzella family (the history is described further in the Mountain Ranching
of the Historic Contexts). The Midway House and its surrounding acreage were acquired by
the Norm Meyer family in 1950. The land around the house is now preserved by a
conservation easement. The acreage south of U.S. 285 is now Jefferson County Open Space.
To the west of the Meyer Ranch is the circa 1870 Lubin Cabin property (5JF304), which
Meyer bought from the Blakeslees in 1959. The axe-hewn, squared-log cabin was the home
of French homesteader Lubin and his family in the late 1800s. Because of its age, log
construction, intact condition, and association with early settlement in the area, the property
deserves further investigation as a potential landmark.
The Clifton House remains in intact but deteriorating condition between Shaffer’s
Crossing and Conifer, across from King’s Valley subdivision. The old stage inn, together
with a large, pre-1900 barn, a circa 1920 dairy barn, an intact segment of the DenverLeadville Stagecoach road, hay meadows and the historic reservoir used for irrigation and ice
harvesting form a cultural landscape that
conveys the unsettled nature of early
Jefferson County.
Clifton House in 1900 (right);
Clifton House with barns in
August 2001 (lower right)
Located on east side of U.S. 285
across from Kings Valley
Subdivision.
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The property was homesteaded by Rudolph Poltz, whose step-son, Charles Long, and
his sons owned it for over a half century.61 Poltz came from Germany and supposedly
modeled the property after his family estate there. He raised potatoes, lettuce, and Swiss
dairy cows, periodically taking wagon loads of wood to market to pay for farm supplies. The
original homestead cabin became the back portion of the two-story, woodframe building built
around 1870 to provide lodging for overnight guests. From 1888 to 1921 the telephone
exchange was located here. Charles’s sons, Rudy and Harlan, built the Long Brothers’
Garage beside the stagecoach road in 1916; the building was demolished when U.S. 285 was
widened in the mid 1900s. The Elk Creek Grange hall located on the property is also gone.
The Longs were active in the mountain community. Charlie Long helped build the
Urmston School at nearby Shaffer’s Crossing and his daughters taught there. Harlan and
Rudy donated land and helped build the Elk Creek Fire Station in 1948. Rudy and his wife,
May, maintained and staffed a volunteer ambulance, responding to an average of 175 calls a
year. The property is being restored by its new owner, who has removed dozens of junked
cars from the Long Brother’s Garage and performed extensive repair and restoration work to
the barn. He is restoring the Clifton House and is tentatively interested in listing the property
in the State or National Register.
Conifer grew from a crossroads
settlement at the intersection of SH 73
and Barkley Road. The surrounding area
was gradually settled by farmers and
ranchers, raising livestock, hay, potatoes,
and lettuce. Ranching families built the
small schoolhouse at 27051 Barkley
Road (5JF308) in 1910, which also
served as a public library. Until this
time, ranchers’ children attended classes
in the Mormon Church building that
James Kemp had constructed at the presentday intersection.62

School on 26951 Barkley Road

The oldest structure at Bradford Junction today is the well, which dates to the Civil
War period. The Junction House built here in 1860 burned down in 1878. It had been a
convenient stopping place for travelers enroute to Park County, as well as a popular
“watering place” for tourists. It was replaced by another inn, the Junction Hotel, which
burned down in winter 1914. There were also a few small stores at the junction. John J.
Mullen purchased the Junction Ranch property in 1917 from Frederick Buechner. The only
intact structure dating from the early crossroads origins is the 1914 Bradford Ranch barn,
called the “Yellow Barn” (5JF307)63 at 27051 Barkley Road.
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Bentley, 174 - 181.
Bentley, 104.
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“Colonel McNasser’s Place at Bradford Junction Destroyed by Fire,” Denver Daily Times,
Sept. 27, 1878; Bentley, 231.
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Yellow Barn at Conifer Junction with
Civil War period well in foreground

During the 1920s, the prosperous economy, personal ownership of automobiles, and
development of the Denver Mountain Park system encouraged construction of summer
cabins in the Conifer environs. The Red Wing Park, subdivided on the former Kemp Ranch
just west of present-day Conifer, contains ten or so one- and two-room, chinked log cabins,
some with intricate pole and twig porch trim and several with primitive auto garages. Most
are now vacant, apparently never updated with indoor plumbing.

Cabins at Red Wing Park

The Shadow Mountain subdivision, platted in 1924 by Jeanette Mullen, follows
Shadow Mountain Road and North Turkey Creek northwest along a route that was originally
planned as the road up Mountain Evans.64 Many small cabins lie along the creek, most
accessed by bridges; others are built on hillside sites and accessed by roads on the north side
64

Bentley, 24-25.
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of Shadow Mountain Road. Several of these are intact and the area may warrant
investigation as a potential historic district. A half-dozen cabins are located in Apache
Springs subdivision platted in 1926 by E. S. Auman on the west, uphill side of Shadow
Mountain Drive. The most intact of these is located at 27852 Shadow Mountain Drive,
28262 Shadow Mountain Drive, 28269 Shadow Mountain Drive, 28522 Shadow Mountain
Drive, 29611 Shadow Mountain Drive and, 28422 Evergreen Drive.

Shadow Mountain Subdivision: 28408 Evergreen Road and 28522 Shadow Mountain Road.

This log cabin at 29611 Shadow
Mountain Road is one of the few
buildings from the settlement
period of the Conifer vicinity.

Off Shadow Mountain Road, Charles Welch developed Welch’s Town Resort in the
1920s with 14 small cabins and a combination grocery store and dance hall, on property
homesteaded by his mother Julia Hampton Welch. Today, little remains of the resort; the
cabins have been demolished and the dance hall burned down. Welch was also known as
“Charcoal Charlie” for the kilns on his property where he produced charcoal by burning
native timber. Nearby is the Spicer homestead cabin, on ranching property owned by the
Julia Wood family.
After the road from Turkey Creek Canyon was improved for auto travel, the
commercial center shifted away from Bradford/Conifer Junction towards U.S. 285. From the
1920s through 1960, a stone filling station and small grocery store called Field’s Store or
Field’s Trading Post provided for the commercial needs of local residents and travelers on
U.S. 285. Scattered about the perimeter of Conifer are a few early 1940s cabins clad in log
slab with bark remaining and now occupied as year-round residences, some perhaps built by
Lowell Nelson, a local contractor. Several are located high above U.S. 285 east of Conifer;
others north of Conifer off SH 74. The most intact of these are 10660, 10674, and 10676
U.S. 285.
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East of Conifer, the village of
Aspen Park developed in the 1950s as
a year-round community. The Coney
Island restaurant is a potential visual
landmark. It was built in 1966 at
4190 West Colfax Avenue. Beverly
and Jan Slager acquired the diner for
$7,000 in 1970 and moved it to
25877 Conifer Road. By 2007 the
Coney Island Diner was moved to
Bailey, Colorado in Park County.
Just west of Conifer, Foxton Road
Coney Island Diner, formally in Aspen Park.
travels seven miles southeast to the road
along the North Fork of the South Platte River. The historic Beaver Ranch, southeast of the
U.S. 285 and Foxton Road intersection, was operated by George Kennedy and Willie and
Laura Bennett. This important settlement still contains a few historic buildings, including
two residences, a barn, and a large stucco building. To the west, stands Immel Memorial
Chapel at 11344 U.S. 285, a small frame building with stone trim and Gothic Revival
windows built as a small church and now occupied as a residence. The widening of U.S. 285
could impact these buildings. Bucking bronco contests held on the Fourth of July in the early
1900s attracted crowds from the area. James Newton, the father of 1930s Denver mayor
Quigg Newton, acquired the property as a summer ranch. In 1938, Newton gave 583 acres to
the Grace Methodist Church, which operated the Camp Newton summer camp for boys in the
1950s and 1960s; it is now a Jefferson County Open Space property. 65 To the west is the
Beaver Ranch Cemetery, on a bluff above U.S. 285. Northwest of Kennedy Gulch Road,
11173 South Barney Gulch Road, is an intact 1919 log cabin.

Immel Memorial Chapel on U. S.
285 west of Conifer, now a private
residence.

Shaffer’s Crossing and Pine Junction Vicinity
Shaffer’s Crossing and Pine Junction were important transportation crossroads
linking present-day U.S. 285 to the North Fork of the South Platte River. At Shaffer’s
Crossing, Elk Creek Road crossed U.S. 285, traveling southeast to Sphinx Park and Pine and
northwest to Elk Creek Falls and a ranch. This was the main wagon and automobile road to
65

Bentley, 27.
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these communities, until County Road (CR) 126 was built in the 1920s. Only a few historic
buildings remain from the ranch and settlement once located here. Samuel Shaffer and his
four sons raised cattle and horses, and also operated a sawmill on their property, producing
railroad ties and hauling them to Pine. The barn is the only original building. Supposedly,
Shaffer wished to start a town and gave a free lot to anyone who would build. By 1900, the
crossroads community contained a small grocery store, inn, stable, Methodist Episcopal
Church, blacksmith shop, and the octagonal log building that housed the Urmston School
and, later, the Urmston Grange formed in 1917. 66 Several historic buildings were removed
when U.S. 285 was widened in 1948.
Four miles below Shaffer’s Crossing on Elk Creek Road is Glen Elk. Many guests
arrived at the 1920s summer enclave by traveling aboard the DSP&P then via the Elk Creek
wagon road from Pine through Sphinx Park. Glen Elk also was accessed by automobiles via
present-day U.S. 285. Consisting of nearly 20 Rustic style summer cabins, it represents an
unaltered summer colony still used for seasonal residence. To the west are two large
buildings, including the communal dining hall built by Harlan Long in the 1920s ⎯ the Glen
Elk association stipulated that there would be no cooking in the cabins ⎯ and a small fishing
pond.67 Most dwellings are chinked log; two have clapboard siding; one is clad in wood
shingles. All have exterior stone
chimneys and stone foundations; several
have porches featuring intricate pole and
twig trim. Glen Elk should be further
investigated as a potential historic district.

Properties at Glen Elk

66
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On upper Elk Creek Road, two miles north of Shaffer’s Crossing, is the Elk Falls
Ranch, which originated as a 320-acre ranch homesteaded by the Brown family. The ranch
was purchased by John C. Jensen, who operated the McCoy & Jensen nursery on Old Kipling
Road and Morrison Road. Expanded into a 2200-acre property, it later became a dude ranch,
recreation area for large groups, and a boys and girls camp for the Denver Athletic Club. The
large lodge burned down in 1956, and the ranch has been developed as a luxury home
subdivision. 68 The most intact buildings include a ranch house and barn at 12133 Elk Creek
Road.
West of Shaffer’s Crossing on Calfee
Gulch Road is Cloverdale Heights, platted by
Harry and Frances Kelley in 1934. It
contains a handful of historic cabins, most
now changed. The most intact are the tworoom cabins clad in log slab at 12340, 12357,
and 12346 Calfee Gulch Road. According to
local resident Lucille Tanner, during the late
1920s, the area was a nudist colony, the
predecessor of Mountair, visited by Douglas
Fairbanks and Mary Pickford.69
Cabin at 12357 Calfee Gulch Road
Pine Junction contains no intact,
historic buildings. However, a few cabins
are scattered in somewhat remote locations. There are also a few pre-1950 subdivisions east
of Pine Junction, such as Richmond Hill (former Richmond Ranch), Wamblee Valley, and
King’s Valley.

Wandcrest Park
South of Pine Junction is the summer colony of Wandcrest composed of 50 to 60
cabins, many of which still serve as summer homes. It is accessed on Wandcrest Road,
which enters Park County west of Silver Springs subdivision and continues through Park
County for several miles before returning to Jefferson County. Carl Smith developed
Wandcrest in three plats in the 1920s.
The earliest dwellings are Rustic style with chinked log walls, exterior stone fireplace
chimneys, small porches, and stone foundations. Those constructed in the 1930s are typically
68
69

Mary Helen Crane, “Elk Falls Ranch,” Canyon Courier, July 8, 1971, 19.
Interview with Lucille Tanner, 11/20/01.
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clad in log slab or manufactured log products. Outdoor features include well houses,
underground food coolers, backyard privies, and stone barbeque pits. Stone retaining walls
are prominent for hillside sites. Historic auto garages are a prominent feature. Remnants of
the summer water system also remain – in the form of metal water piping lying above the
ground and small stucco waterworks sheds. Wandcrest Park has no commercial or
community buildings today, although an area on a 1922 plat is marked for Mercantile Tracts
and Stores.

Cabins on Mineral Lane and Wandcrest Lane
Wandcrest retains a large stock of unaltered buildings and would benefit from
intensive survey to consider designation as a historic district. Some property owners have
converted houses for year-round use by enclosing porches and making additions, but most
dwellings remain small and intact. Some of the most notable properties are 34228, 34247,
34317, 34338, and 34388 Mineral Lane; 14303, 15294, 15383 and 15504 Wandcrest Lane;
34134 and 34304 Garfield Lane; 34291 Kiowa Lane; 34105 La Plata; 33671 Lake Lane;
34522 Whispering Pine Trail; and 15256 Huerfano Lane.

Due to its distance from Denver, year-round residents were few until recent decades.
Today, highway improvements and the RTD park-n-Ride facility at Pine Junction encourage
Wandcrest Park’s growth as a bedroom community. As yet, little new infill construction has
occurred, with the exception of a dozen homes on the west, across the Park-Jefferson county
line, and a half-dozen where Toboggan Road and Wandcrest Road converge. Four or five
cabins along the southwest edge of Wandcrest Park were burned in the High Meadow fire in
summer 2000. Jefferson County recently approved development plans for a 500-home
subdivision, east of Wandcrest, and residents are voicing concerns over the impact on their
rural, rustic community.
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Clockwise from top left: 15256 Huerfano Lane,
Mum’s Place at 34304 Garfield Lane, pump house
from summer water system, and site of cabin
burned in 2000 Hi Meadow forest fire.

Mum’s Place at 34304 Garfield Lane

15256 Huerfano Lane

Site of cabin burned in 2000 Hi Meadow
forest fire.
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Survey Area 8

South Turkey Creek and Deer Creek

Boundaries
North

North side of South Turkey Creek Canyon, Pleasant
Park

South

Green Ridge/Kuehster Road

East

Deer Creek entrance

West

U.S. Highway 285 between Indian Hills exit and South
Turkey Creek exit

Note: Locations of survey areas are shown on the map on page 8.

The survey area encompasses South Turkey Creek and Deer Creek canyons, known
since the early 1900s as the Inter-Canyon area. Beginning in 1859, South Turkey Creek
Canyon provided transportation access for wheeled vehicles traveling to the mining regions
in the state’s central mountains. The Denver, Bradford & Blue River Road Company built a
road that ran from Denver to the vicinity of present-day Ken Caryl Ranch. The road scaled
Bradford Hill, noted for its punishing steepness, and dropped into Turkey Creek Canyon near
Twin Forks, then continued west into Park County.
The Denver, Turkey Creek & South Park company opened a competing road in 1867,
ascending through lower Turkey Creek Canyon, and putting the Bradford Hill road out of
business. Travel along South Turkey Creek declined in the 1870s, because the Denver, South
Park and Pacific (DSP&P) railroad, built along the North Fork, provided more efficient
transportation. After that, the road was used by logging firms and by local farmers and
ranchers.
To the south, a road was built up Deer Creek Canyon in the 1860s connecting
homesteaders and settlers to city markets in Littleton and Denver. This road continued west
from Deermont along South Deer Creek to Pleasant Park and Conifer Junction. Called the
Fall Road, its steep, treacherous nature discouraged travel. The Fall Road was replaced in
1920 by the High Grade Road that climbs the steep southern slope of Sampson Mountain.
Local residents built the lower half of the High Grade Road with hand tools, and the county
agreed to construct the upper portion. The Deer Creek Canyon Road was improved in 1924
and the High Grade portion widened from one lane to two. The High Grade Road was paved
as a WPA project in the 1930s.70
The Inter-Canyon area experienced sporadic growth. During the late 1800s, a few
roadside settlements sprang up along South Turkey Creek and Deer Creek, but none
prospered. These included: Herndon, Brownville, Medlen, and Fenders on South Turkey
Creek; Phillipsburg and Deermont on Deer Creek; and Critchell where High Grade Road
becomes Pleasant Park Road. Occasionally, mineral strikes generated some mining activity,
but none proved of substantial size. Logging occurred up and down the creek into the 1900s.
70
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Medlen Town. – A History of the Inter-Canyon area of southwest Jefferson County, Lakewood,
Colorado: Limited Publications, 1981, 106, 118.
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Sawmills were located on nearly every tributary, in gulches, on ranch properties, and in
scattered timber camps.
Only the opportunity to acquire land at a minimal cost induced homesteaders to farm
and ranch the steep, rocky land. Several homesteaders came from Sweden, Norway, or the
rural mountainous areas in the eastern U.S. Homesteading continued into the 1920s and, in
some cases, the re-homesteading of earlier failed claims. Agricultural production resembled
that elsewhere in mountainous West Jefferson County — beef and dairy cattle, root
vegetables, and extensive logging and lumber milling. Ranchers sold their goods to
customers in Evergreen or Morrison or at markets in Littleton or Denver. Many ranchers
supplemented their income by working outside the ranch, such as on the county road crew,
for the Denver Mountain Parks (DMP), or in the Pike National Forest. Others strung wire for
the Intermountain Rural Electrification Association (IREA) or drove to jobs in Littleton or
Denver. A few operated moonshine stills during Prohibition. Physical remnants of
agriculture include ranch houses, most now altered to meet families’ evolving needs; a few
intact barns, stables, and corrals; and the landscape features, such as fencing, once-forested
gulches cleared as hay meadows, and small creek reservoirs built to water livestock.
The Inter-Canyon area experienced modest growth in the twentieth century as people
built summer homes. After World War I, the rise in automobile ownership allowed
individuals to travel more easily into the mountains. George Turner’s miniature village,
“Tiny Town,” (5JF.379) opened in 1921 below the convergence of North Turkey Creek and
South Turkey Creek, attracting visitors and generating interest in summer homes. The
canyon road was improved as U.S. 285 in the 1920s, which further encouraged construction
of summer residences. Most, if not all, construction used local timber, with native stone also
a prominent material.
Auto tourists visited two Denver Mountain Parks in the Inter-Canyon area: Twin
Forks Park above Tiny Town and Deer Creek Mesa Park below the entrance to Deer Creek
Canyon. The DMP system also acquired acreage to protect viewsheds or mountain summits,
such as a parcel on Yegge Peak and several small parcels on the east and southeast slopes of
Legault Mountain. Little resort development took place, however. The Tiny Town,
Mountain Home Association, and Homewood Park subdivisions contained the only
concentrations of summer homes in the area. Instead, individuals built summer cottages in
scattered locations in the creek canyons or in the gulches that branched off them. Some log
ranch houses were put into use as summer dwellings.
After World War II, transportation and economic factors influenced the Inter-Canyon
area. From 1944 to 1949, U.S. 285 was rerouted one mile north of South Turkey Creek to the
lower slopes of Lone Peak and Doublehead Mountain. This bypass reduced access to South
Turkey Creek Canyon and discouraged postwar growth in the canyon. U.S. 285 was widened
to four lanes in the 1990s, creating an enormous road cut above Tiny Town that severed
North Turkey Creek from South Turkey Creek. (Although traditionally regarded as part of
the Inter-Canyon area, North Turkey Creek has been included in the U.S. 285 Corridor
survey area because of its proximity to U.S. 285). Meanwhile, the 1950s opening of the
Glenn L. Martin aerospace plant at Waterton Canyon impacted Deer Creek Canyon by
creating a demand for housing that motivated construction of single family dwellings and
conversion of a few summer homes to year-round residences.
Several significant properties in the Inter-Canyon area are gone. Most buildings
associated with horse-drawn transportation on the South Turkey Creek and Deer Creek roads
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have been lost to flooding, deterioration, or demolition. The Spruce Lodge, built in 1902
Agnes and A. W. Ralph as a private home, operated as an inn on the south side of the road
below Tiny Town. Spruce Lodge served as a community gathering place and was the
location for the first organizational meetings of the Wild Rose Grange. The lodge building
stood empty for several years, then was dismantled to be re-erected in Littleton by a private
individual, but the re-erection has yet to occur. The City of Lakewood Historical Society
contemplated reconstructing the building at its Heritage Museum at 797 South Wadsworth
Blvd. As late as 1981, the logs were being stored by the Lakewood Park Department at their
Hoyt Street storage facility. Only the tall spruce trees mark this site.71 Another stage inn was
removed long ago, the Ohio Valley House that operated as a stage inn at the junction of the
former Bradford Hill Road and South Turkey Creek.

South Turkey Creek Canyon
South Turkey Creek originates near present-day Aspen Park, flowing southeast then
northeast through a canyon formed by Lone Peak (8,290) and Doublehead Mountain (8,938)
on the north, and by Legault Mountain (9,074), Yegge Peak, Bald Mountain (7,741), and
Mount Lindo (7,184) on the south. It joins North Turkey Creek at Twin Forks and flows
about ten miles further to spill into Bear Creek southeast of Morrison. South Turkey Creek
Canyon Road (State Highway 122) follows the canyon and creek.
The canyon road provided access for prospectors and settlers on their way to the
mining regions in central Colorado. A segment of the Denver to Leadville wagon road
followed South Turkey Creek from the early 1860s into the early 1900s. A broad hay
meadow in the lower canyon, two inns, several stables, and a few short-lived settlements
served the wagons and stagecoaches traveling up the canyon. In the 1920s, the canyon road
became a paved highway, and people
started building summer cottages along
the creek and roadside. Tiny Town
attracted tourists in the 1920s as did the
Denver Mountain Park at Twin Forks,
however the canyon never experienced
the proliferation of summer
subdivisions as did Lookout Mountain,
Indian Hills and Evergreen.
Meanwhile, farming and ranching
continued into the mid-twentieth
century along creek gulches, on
mountain slopes, and atop mountain
summits.
Stone gate beside South Turkey Creek Road,
below Tiny Town

71
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South Turkey Creek Canyon, extract from USGS Map of Jefferson County, 1976.
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Lower South Turkey Creek Canyon
Lower South Turkey Creek Canyon is flanked by Mt. Lindo on the south and
Doublehead Mountain on the north. The wide, lower canyon has a gentle incline and is
vegetated with deciduous trees, bushes and underbrush, especially along the creek. The road
ascending Mount Lindo contains a small DMP parcel and several newer residences. Below
Tiny Town, the broad level area contained hay meadows cultivated as part of the Bowman
Ranch. The Bowman property consisted of a log farmhouse and two large barns, none
extant. Spruce Lodge was also located in this vicinity.

Tiny Town reflects Colorado’s growing popularity as a visitor destination in the
1920s. It was built by Denver businessman George E. Turner as a tourist attraction. The
miniature village contains more than 120 buildings of 1/6th actual scale set amongst
landscaped grounds. Several floods, a 1935 fire, and a series of ownership changes seriously
diminished the integrity of the tiny structures and the support facilities that once included a
Pueblo Revival style gift shop, general store, dance hall, soda fountain, tavern, and riding
stable. Tiny Town closed in the early
1940s.
In 1988, Tiny Town was reopened
and rejuvenated as a non-profit
organization. About 40 original buildings
were restored, including the Tiny Town
Schoolhouse, Tiny Town Clubhouse,
Turner’s Tiny Grocery Store, Teapot
Dome Gas Station, Town Tribune
newspaper, Majestic Theater, rooming
house, farmhouse, barn, Idaho Springs’
Stanley Mine and Mill and Argo Mill, three
Tiny Town bungalows built in the 1920s
miner’s cabins, the twin-spired Tiny Town
possess Craftsman features seen on houses
Church believed to be modeled after
from that period.
Denver’s Basilica of the Immaculate
Conception, and several Craftsman-detailed
bungalows: the Pink House, Rust Trim House, Blue Trim House, and Orange Trim House.
Some original buildings lost to fire, flood, or deterioration were also replicated, and dozens
of new buildings were added. Work has been accomplished mainly by volunteers and
financial donations. A miniature rail line circles through the complex.72
Tiny Town Subdivision occupies a steep, south-facing hillside above the miniature
village. Arthur D. Quaintance and Mary Ross Quaintance, Golden residents and developers
of the Castle Rock Scenic Railway, acquired the tourist attraction from George Turner in
1927 and platted their Tiny Town subdivision that same year. The neighborhood is accessed
by narrow, curving one-lane gravel roads with steep edges. Composed of Ross, Lindbergh,
and Chamberlain roads and Coli Lane, the neighborhood is forested with scattered coniferous
trees and offers southern views of Mount Lindo and South Turkey Creek Canyon. Masonry
retaining walls create level home sites. A few summer homes were also built on Summer
Road, just west of the Tiny Town subdivision. The oldest property is a hipped-roof box of
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“World Famous Tiny Town and Railway Pictorial Book,” Morrison: Tiny Town Foundation,
1994.
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chinked log at the northwest corner of Ross and Summer roads; it appears little used or
vacant.
Nearly all of the small summer cottages are now year-round residences, most
enlarged or otherwise altered. The tiny, stuccoed house with clipped gables at 19899
Lindbergh reflects the small size of original dwellings. The neighborhood contains three
dwellings of largish round log, crossed at the ends with prominent chinking. Of these, 19927
Chamberlain Road and 6404 Ross Road are the most intact examples. The log dwellings at
6461 and 6501 South Summer Road are also good examples of intact summer cabins. Other
exterior materials include board and batten, stucco, and synthetic siding. A few outbuildings
remain, typically outhouses and garages. The neighborhood has experienced some in-fill,
although the broad open area at the base of Ross and Lindberg roads remains vulnerable to
development.

Dwellings in the Tiny Town subdivision: log dwelling (left) and one of the most intact
summer homes at 19227 Chamberlain Road (right).

West of Tiny Town are several summer residences on the south side of South Turkey
Creek Road, located above the roadway and landscaped with stone retaining walls and stone
posts edging each property. The stone cottage at 6378 South Turkey Creek Road has a stonepillared porch, although it is altered by enclosure with hardboard and windows. “Chalet
Marie” at 6398 South Turkey Creek Road is a large Rustic style lodge of white quartz, built
in the 1930s by Andreas and Leif Eriksen of Homewood Park. It was built upon the
foundation of an earlier residence that burned down when the carbide lighting system
exploded. The original house was owned by Dr. Ralph and Ethel Hudtson, while the Weirs
were subsequent owners of “Chalet Marie.” The property had passed into the hands of the
Sisters of Loretto by 1973.73
Further west, the former Burkhardt summer residence is another large, Rustic style
stone lodge on what is now Stone Gate Road, which ascends the northwest flank of Mount
Lindo and contains several post-1951 residences. The property originated as the 360-acre
Bowman Ranch, a hay ranch in the early 1900s. William Burkhardt purchased 300 acres
73
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from the Bowman Ranch and in 1927 began construction of a large, summer house of white
quartz. Stone came from a quarry on Big Chief Mountain northeast of the house, as well as
from the grounds. The five-bedroom house is surrounded by stone retaining walls,
walkways, and bridges, with a stone guest house behind it. Builders were stone mason Bill
Bowman, his brother, Lib Bowman, and nephew, Bill Bacon.74

Former Burkhardt Residence photo
from Mountain Memories.

“Chalet Marie” viewed from roadside.

In 1916, Bill and Anna Bowman
built “Columbine,” uphill from the
Burkhardt residence. The Rustic style cabin
of dark-varnished, chinked logs has a
prominent stone chimney and stone pillared
porch. A large, compatible newer addition
on the rear detracts little from the integrity
of the façade and original building. A newer
double-car garage also shares the property.
Both properties should be considered for
potential landmark designation.75
“Columbine”
Twin Forks. In the late 1800s, the
Ohio Valley House, no longer extant, stood in the Twin Forks vicinity at the junction of the
Bradford Hill road. Twin Forks sustained recreational uses, including a Denver Mountain
Park. The park likely contained picnic shelters or other structures destroyed by the flooding
that plagued the canyon. In 1938, Ray and Lena Goddard opened a horseback riding stable at
Twin Forks near their ranch. The Goddards also developed a ski slope and toboggan run on
the hillside removed by the 1990s widening of U.S. 285.76 Today, the West Ranch Center, a
newer, two-story commercial complex, stands on North Turkey Creek Road north of Twin
Forks Park. Behind it looms the U.S. 285 overpass, beneath which the North Turkey Creek
Road follows that creek fork north.

74
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Middle South Turkey Creek Canyon
Medlen¸ located above Twin
Forks, flourished but briefly. The only
remaining building is the Medlen
School (5JF956, SR) at 8569 South
Turkey Creek Road, a one-room
school house built of log and covered
in shiplap siding with a small
teacherage and two outhouses. In the
1940s, the school closed and
schoolchildren were bused to the West
Jefferson school at Conifer. The
teacherage became a coal shed, then a
Medlen schoolhouse, teacherage/coal house, and
library, while the schoolhouse served
boys and girls’ outhouses.
as a community hall. It also housed
services as the Mountain High Chapel,
until a new church building was constructed to the north on U.S. 285 in the 1950s. Just
beyond Medlen, the vast Homestead Subdivision created from the 1,000-acre Sanger Ranch
extends from South Turkey Creek Road north to U.S. 285. This late-1900s subdivision
contains numerous larger, year-round dwellings on one-acre lots.

At 7239 South Turkey Creek Road stands a dwelling of squared, chinked logs with an
upper half-story with a shingled gable end. Set upon a raised foundation, it appears this is
either an old ranch structure or was moved to this site. On the opposite side of the road are
the ruins of a log barn or stable.
The building at 9189 South Turkey Creek Road has housed Lost and Found, Inc., a
facility for juvenile youths since 1979. It may have originally been the stage stop, referred to
by historian Bentley as part of the Simons residence, and, later, a neighborhood dance hall. It
has been substantially altered by additions and application of siding.

Rustic Style dwellings at 7799 and 7869 South Turkey Creek Road,
white quartz (left) and shiplap siding (right).
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Fenders Junction - log dwelling and barn ruins at 7239 South Turkey Creek Road

Fenders Junction originated when Loren Fenders built a commercial garage in the
1930s at the junction of Deer Creek and South Turkey Creek roads. Loren operated Fender’s
Garage for 14 years and resided nearby in Murphy Gulch. He was instrumental in organizing
the Inter-Canyon Fire Department in the early 1950s. Until 1954, fire fighters from Morrison
and Denver joined local volunteers to fight wildfires in the Inter-Canyon area. After a
devastating wild fire on Sampson Mountain, the Inter-Canyon Fire and Rescue building was
constructed at 7939 South Turkey Creek Road to better serve the area. The present firehouse
replaced the earlier building. North of Fenders rises steep Firehouse Hill Road, which
contains assorted summer cottages, most now used as year-round dwellings. The most intact
is at 7824 Firehouse Hill Road, a 400-square-foot cabin built in 1945; the others have been
altered by application of siding, additions, and window replacements.
Twenty or so pre-1950 residences are scattered along the roadside in the middle
canyon, a few with Rustic design elements. The most intact include the dwellings at 7799
and 7869 South Turkey Creek Road, with exteriors of, respectively, white stone and wood
shiplap siding. 7869 has an historic roadside garage. A house of similar style, wood
materials, and design is located at 10119 South Turkey Creek Road. The property at 7798
South Turkey Creek Road is a vernacular, front-gabled house.

7798 South Turkey Creek Road
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Upper South Turkey Creek Canyon
Jennings Road branches south and follows the narrow, gently sloping meadow up the
lower flank of Yegge Peak. In this vicinity was located Reed’s Mills, in 1874 a sawmill
camp of about 100 people, a post office, and general store. Reed’s Mills may have been the
first commercial sawmill in South Turkey Creek Canyon. It also served as a stop on the
Spotswood-McClellan stage route between Denver and Leadville. No visible trace of the
sawmill activity remains. The summer dwelling, “Monrepos” at Jennings Road and S.
Turkey Creek Road, was possibly Reed School, a log cabin schoolhouse, now covered in
wood shingles and expanded with
a windowed porch. The property
also has a dugout and small log
outbuilding. In 1926, Ben and
Susan Braconier bought the cabin
as a summer home and named it
Monrepos. The small cottage is
notable for its intact condition.77
The family still flies the “good old
American flag” as requested by
Monrepos
Ben Braconier before he died.

Jennings Road drops down toward the bottom of the gulch, with several recent
houses built along it. At the bottom stands what is possibly the William Jennings Ranch
House with horse corrals and several outbuildings. Yegge Road branches north from
Jennings Road at the saddle and climbs Yegge Peak.
Mountain Home Association subdivision was platted by Fritz A. Nagle in 1930 at
9509 - 9579 South Turkey Creek Road.78 It occupies an elevated, inclining site above the
road and contains nine two- and three-room cabins, clad in narrow lap siding with multi-pane
windows and small porches. Other than Tiny Town, it is the only other summer subdivision
in the canyon. Six of the cabins possess sufficient integrity to comprise a small district or
serve as individual, excellent examples of vernacular cabin design. To the south, at 8839 and
8879 South Turkey Creek Road, are two more cabins of similar construction date, size,
dimensions, and materials. On the opposite side of the road, West Ranch subdivision is an
example of the gated residential complexes being developed in the Inter-Canyon area.
Residences are not visible from the roadside; the bank of mailboxes at the gate is the main
evidence of the late 1900s subdivision.
There are few intact properties associated with the late 1800s and early 1900s period
of homesteading and stage and wagon transportation. A large, circa 1900 chinked-log cabin
is visible from the road on the gated property just above 8879 South Turkey Creek Road.
A few properties resulted from the modest growth after World War II. The best
examples are two, circa 1955 duplexes at 10049 and 10069 South Turkey Creek Road built of
concrete block with pointed rafter ends and gabled stoop covers.

77
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Moynihan and Waters, , 123 – 125; 124 – 126.
This 1930 plat date does not correspond with the cabins’ 1925 assessor’s construction dates.
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Granzella Ranch occupies the canyon head. Located at 10298 South Turkey Creek
Road, Santino Granzella and Rosa Ramboz Granzella received the ranch property from
Rosa’s father, Louis Ramboz, as a wedding present. Granzella, a skilled stone mason who
had immigrated from Italy, built the stone ranch house in 1898. The dwelling is situated
above the creek and is surrounded by the creek meadow that runs along the base of Legault
Mountain. The Granzellas cleared the creek meadow in the 1920s and sold the logs to George
Olinger for construction of cabins at Indian Hills. The Granzella Ranch, if ever available,
should be considered for acquisition and preservation by the Jefferson County Open Space
department, offering an important opportunity to preserve and interpret one of Jefferson
County’s few remaining ranch properties.

West of Granzella Ranch lies a broad meadow traversed by U.S. 285, with Aspen
Park and Conifer beyond. On the north side of U.S. 285, Louis Ramboz acquired the
McIntyre Ranch, where he built what became the Midway House. Today the property is
the Norman F. Meyer Ranch and the Midway House the Meyer residence. On the south
side of U.S. 285 is the Meyer Ranch Park. Once part of the Norman F. Meyer Ranch,
since the mid 1980s it has been a Jefferson County Open Space property.79

Granzella Ranch at 10298 South Turkey Creek Road

Northeast of Granzella Ranch, Granzella Road, branching off South Turkey Creek
Road, contains several pre-1951 houses of log or with board and batten exterior. Also,
scattered through the canyon are perhaps a half dozen vacant cabins or outbuildings, visible
from the road but lacking assessor’s property records.

79

Bentley, 63-64.
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Deer Creek and Deer Creek Canyon, extract from USGS Map of Jefferson County, 1976.
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Deer Creek Canyon
Deer Creek Canyon lies approximately east-west at the base of Deer Mountain to the
north and Fourth of July Mountain (7,287 feet), Wilds Peak (7,496 feet), and Plymouth
Mountain (7,295 feet) to the south. South Turkey Creek Canyon and Deer Creek Canyon are
connected by the road through Switzer Gulch that scales the northeastern flank of Bald
Mountain (7,741 feet) and drops into Deer Creek Canyon. The Deer Creek Canyon Road
curves around the base of Deer Mountain then runs east towards the Chatfield Basin to
connect with South Platte Canyon Road. At Phillipsburg, the South Deer Creek Road travels
due south two miles to Deermont, where it forks. The east fork is Maxwell Hill Road. The
west fork is the High Grade Road that ascends Sampson Mountain to join Pleasant Park Road
at Critchell and continue through Pleasant Park to Conifer. At Critchell, Kuehster Road
branches south, ascending to run along Green Ridge terminating at the Kuehster Ranch.
Switzer Gulch and Deer Creek Canyon roads are favored routes for bicyclists.

Switzer Gulch – 8547 South Deer
Creek Road, residence with
several outbuildings (left), and
two-room summer cabin at 8507
South Deer Creek Road (below).

Upper Deer Creek Canyon
Upper Deer Creek Canyon was settled by homesteading, with a few summer cottages
built along the creek and in gulches.

Murphy Gulch Road, branches north to climb the north side of Deer Creek Canyon.
The lower gulch is vegetated with pine, while the upper gulch is vegetated with aspen groves
and scrub oak. The summit, now vegetated by grasses and scrub oak, was victim to the 1978
wild fire that burned 3,000 acres from Murphy Gulch to Ken Caryl Ranch. Eugene Van
Murphy homesteaded at the top of Murphy Gulch, receiving the deed in 1915. The
homestead consisted of three buildings — the 1909 main house, a 1929 barn, and a garage
with living quarters above, called Murphy’s Roost, which burned down in the 1978 fire.
Murphy also operated a saw mill in the lower gulch. The homestead cabin remains intact at
8728 Murphy Gulch Road, a small, chinked log dwelling that is a strong candidate for
intensive survey and landmark designation. Murphy later built six log houses on his 160-acre
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property.80 Two are still recognizable
at 8758 and 8769 Murphy Gulch Road,
although the first has been updated
with manufactured log siding, while
the latter has varnished horizontal log
siding.
Mica Gulch branches north in
lower Murphy Gulch. Along the road
are several pre-1951 properties, all
either deteriorated or altered. Some
are surrounded by an accumulation of
Murphy homestead cabin
trash and junk. At the end of the road
is Mount Air, a nudist camp located here since the 1930s. The historic lodge building now
serves as the gatehouse and has been altered by stained wood siding. Mica Gulch was the
site of several mica and feldspar mines from the early to mid-1900s.
Watson Gulch Road branches
south from Murphy Gulch Road to ascend
the ridge, and drops into Watson Gulch.
The gulch and road are named for Horace
Watson, one of the few permanent
residents of the Murphy Gulch vicinity.
Horace Watson and Loren Fenders built a
toboggan course on the south slope of the
gulch. They added a T-bar ski lift and
operated it as Fun Valley in the mid
1900s. A log warming house later
became a dance hall.81

Former Fun Valley at Watson Gulch

McKinney Road branches south off Deer Creek Canyon Road. It is named for
Lester K. “Mac” McKinney who purchased the Shield M. Ranch in Deer Creek Canyon in
the 1940s and ran it as a “Christmas tree ranch” for several decades.82 Today, the ranch
house at 10237 McKinney Road is somewhat altered. Also on McKinney Road are a few
small, pre-1951 dwellings, also altered.
Deermont was platted as the town of Deerfield in 1896 by C. G. Pitschke, president
of Colfax Mining, Milling and Improvement Co. The town failed to develop into a viable
settlement and only one lot was ever developed. According to Rebecca Watt in Mountain
Memories, Ben Stapleton had a summer cabin at Deermont up the road to Critchell while he
served as mayor of Denver.
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Moynihan and Waters, 50 – 52.
Moynihan and Waters, 51.
82
Moynihan and Waters, 69-70.
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Maxwell Hill Road ascends the lower, northeast slope of Warren Peak. A few pre1951 houses are scattered along the road. The property at 12213 Maxwell Hill Road is a
1930s working ranch with stable and bunkhouse, one of the most intact in the Inter-Canyon
area. The dwelling at 11672 Maxwell Hill Road is notable for its log and stone construction.

12213 Maxwell Hill Road (left) and 11672 Maxwell Hill Road (right)

Sampson Mountain was the site of mining activity, including gold, silver, copper,
bismuth, and tin, although none in profitable quantities.83 The mountain was named for a
“Negro minister” named Sampson, who discovered a small gold mine in 1874.84 A sawmill
also operated in the gulch. Sampson School, located at 16150 Sampson Road off South Deer
Creek Canyon Road, was built in 1925 by Andreas Eriksen, Fred Clark, and other local
residents.85 During the 1930s, it housed Progressive Works Association (PWA) programs
that featured traveling teachers who taught local farmwives art, quilting, and other skills.
During the 1954 wild fire on Sampson Mountain, it served as a field kitchen for preparing
meals for the fire fighters recruited from the Inter-Canyon area and Denver. After the
consolidation of the county schools, children were bused to West Jefferson Elementary which
opened near Aspen Park. Sampson School closed in 1964 and was acquired by the Sampson
Community Club. The building remains intact, although in need of preservation work. The
Community Club would like to seek a grant for an architectural assessment and pursue
designation of the property to the National or State Register. Beyond Sampson School is a
gated community at the northern base of Sampson Mountain.
Kuehster Road, also known as Ridge Road, branches south from South Deer Creek
Road at Critchell to ascend the southwestern slope of Sampson Mountain and continue
southeast along Green Ridge. At the base of the road is the Double Crosson Ranch,
consisting of a 1.5-story log ranch house, several log and frame outbuildings, and corrals.
The ranch extends up the gulch, with two or three small reservoirs for watering livestock.
Kuehster Road passes through the Chaparral Ranch, originally the Patterson
homestead with a circa 1914 two-story log ranch house.86 This property is gated, and cannot
be accessed without the owner’s permission. Beside the road, the property consists of horse
pasture with several outbuildings and stick-built snow fences. A portion of the Chaparral
83
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Ranch has been developed as the Chaparral Ranch subdivision, a gated community consisting
of 35-acre properties. Also on the property is a large radio tower near Rock Top Trail.

Double Crosson Ranch at
12334 Kuehster Road
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View south from Green Ridge (left), Lamb School (right).

Green Ridge consists of rolling mountain meadows homesteaded by several families.
The remote location and winter snows made this an isolated area. Residents of Green Ridge
attended social functions at the Pleasant Park Grange, and cattle ranchers herded livestock
down to the Buffalo railhead on the North Fork for shipment to city markets. The former
Lamb Ranch is located at 13792 Kuehster Road. Originally homesteaded by the Lamb
family, the ranch now consists of two circa-1920, one-story dwellings of chinked log — one
with a shed-roofed addition — and a hillside log barn on an elevated stone foundation. The
original homestead cabin no longer exists. Harold and Mary Johnson acquired the 450-acre
Lamb Ranch property in 1946. The Lamb family was instrumental in construction of the
Lamb schoolhouse, first a log cabin in 1886 followed by the one-room frame schoolhouse in
1922. Lamb School is now owned and maintained by the Sampson Community Club.87
At the end of the road is the Kuehster Ranch homesteaded by the Kuehster family in
the 1880s. The property is gated and the owner’s permission is needed to visit the property.
The Turkshead Ski Club was located on Turkshead Peak on the Kuehster Ranch property in
the 1940s. Once located on Kuehster Road was the Isaac Green/Carl Kuehster Ranch at
12649 Kuehster Road with an 1877 cabin and barns, described in 1978 in Upper Side of the
Pie Crust, but lacking tax assessor’s
record.

Former Lamb ranch property at
13792 Kuehster Road.

87

Bentley, 149.
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Lower Deer Creek Canyon
Homewood Park was
established by Norwegian immigrants
Andreas and Larsina “Sina” Eriksen.
They acquired the property in 1918,
living in a tent, then in a squatters cabin,
until building a proper home. Larsina,
who had been a champion skier in her
homeland, came to Colorado because of
poor health. The Eriksens opened
Homewood Park offering winter sports
Stone quartz entrance gate to Homewood
popular in Norway. They also developed
Park circa 1925. From Mountain Memories.
the Homewood Park Subdivision platted
by Andreas Eriksen in 1924. A skilled stone mason, Eriksen erected an entrance gate of
white quartz.88 The Eriksens dammed the north fork of Deer Creek to create a fishing pond,
and developed an ice skating pond with a warming house. They added ski jumps and a
toboggan run to attract people from Denver to “Little Norway.” During its 1950s heyday,
Homewood Park attracted over 500 people on weekends. A threatened lawsuit and decline in
snowfall closed the recreational facility. The subdivision consists of ten or so dwellings, both
historic and post 1950, along Homewood Park Road and South Deer Creek Road.

Homewood pillars
today

Auto garage built into canyon wall

88

Residence at 17427 Homewood Park Road.

Moynihan and Waters, 55.
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Homewood Park has changed considerably with construction of a few post-1950
houses and substantial alteration of pre-1951 dwellings. The Homewood Park Lodge, built
of log in the 1940s, has been considerably expanded and altered. The most intact properties
include the Rustic style stone house at 17427 Homewood Park Road and Rustic style
dwellings at 9787, 9907, and 9917 South Deer Creek Canyon Road. Andreas and his son
Leif Eriksen built a number of local buildings, including Sampson School, Chalet Marie, and
the Burkhardt residence. Most likely they were also builders of several Deer Creek Canyon
houses built on raised stone foundations with stone piers at the corners and stone porch
supports.

Lodge residence at 9787 South Deer Creek Canyon Road (left) and 1945 log
cabin at 1755 North Canyon Road (right).

Two private properties remain in Deer Creek Canyon below Homewood Park. At
9907 South Deer Creek Canyon Road, a small, stuccoed cottage with windowed porch stands
beside the road with an even smaller secondary dwelling and garage. One-quarter mile
further, a larger Queen Anne style dwelling at 9917 South Deer Creek Canyon Road occupies
an elevated site above the creek with an elevated foundation of stone, cross gables, gable-end
shingling, and a porch with turned posts
and carved banister. The property has
extensive stone masonry to create a
driveway up to the house, and also a
small, log guest cabin at the rear. A
number of dwellings in lower Deer Creek
Canyon have been lost to fire and
vandalism.89

9917 South Deer Creek Canyon Road

89

Moynihan and Waters, 63.
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Phillipsburg began as the Wiley Phillips homestead in 1888. In 1896, Phillips
platted a townsite at the base of Deer Creek Canyon with three streets and several dozen
small house lots. The canyon experienced a good deal of prospecting, although mining
operations remained small and marginally profitable, with many operated by men from
Littleton. Phillipsburg consisted of a log cabin that contained a post office, a two-story log
building with a food store below and living quarters above, and the barn that remains today.
There were a half dozen or so log dwellings, one of which was the residence of notorious
Alferd [sic] Packer, after he was released from the State Prison following his sentence for
cannibalism in the San Juan Mountain mining region. Frederick and Maude Clark
homesteaded in 1924 below Phillipsburg. In 1935, Clark opened a general store at
Phillipsburg and, in the 1940s, built the
Lone Pine Dance Hall. The dance hall
became a social gathering place and a
forum for community meetings such as
discussions about the proposed
development of the Glenn L. Martin
facility at Waterton Canyon in the mid1950s. From the 1950s until his death
in 1974, Ben Cook owned and operated
the small country store. The dance hall
still remains somewhat intact while the
general store is greatly deteriorated.
Lone Pine Dance Hall and general store at
Phillipsburg.
The south side of the canyon from Phillipsburg to Deer Creek Mesa is now the Deer
Creek Canyon JCOS park.

Deer Creek Mesa,
view west.

Deer Creek Mesa lies downhill from the canyon mouth on the south side of Deer
Creek Mesa Road, characterized by magnificent red rock formations. Today, the area is a
Denver Mountain Park, but it began as Glen Plym Ranch, developed by British immigrant
John Williamson, who named the place and the mountain to the west for his home in
Plymouth, England. In the 1880s, Williamson enlarged the house as an inn for tuberculosis
invalids and allowed guests to camp in tents on the property. Visitors also came for the day,
arriving by stagecoach or bicycle or riding the train to the Chatfield Ranch and hiking five
miles from there. For a brief time, Alferd Packer, Colorado’s legendary cannibal lived at
Glen Plym in a dugout. In 1919, the Williamsons sold 27.5 acres at Glen Plym to the Denver
Mountain Parks department, which acquired 27.5 acres from the Ken Caryl Ranch to form
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the Deer Creek Park. The Williamsons also leased land to Clyde Heald, who built a store and
dance hall and operated a taxi service bringing people out from Littleton for dances. The
dance hall was later moved to the top of Biggar Hill. Deer Creek Mesa has been developed
with a variety of mid to late 1900s residences, however what appears to be the Glen Plym
ranch house still remains intact at 12393 Buckhorn Road90

Glen Plym in 1890 (left), possibly Glen Plym today at 12393 Buckhorn (right).

North of Deer Creek Mesa lies Ken Caryl Ranch (discussed in the Southern Plains
section of this report). Jefferson County Open Space recently opened the South Valley Park
at Deer Creek Mesa. To the east of Deer Creek Mesa beside Deer Creek is the Hildebrand
Ranch, now operated as the Chatfield Nature Preserve (also discussed in Southern Plains).
The early 1900s Deer Creek schoolhouse was moved to the Arboretum site in the 1990s.

90

Moynihan and Waters, 76-81.
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Survey Area 9

Southern Plains

Boundaries
North

City of Lakewood
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East

South Platte River, Douglas County Line, Waterton
Canyon
City of Lakewood, Denver County Line, City of
Littleton, Arapahoe County Line, Chatfield
Reservoir/Douglas County Line

West

Foothills

Note: Locations of survey areas are shown on the map on page 8.

The southeastern part of Jefferson County extends from the incorporated city limits of
Littleton and Lakewood west to the foothills. Distinguishing natural features include the South
Platte River on the eastern edge and the Dakota Hogback and the chain of foothills on the west.
The area remained agricultural until the mid-twentieth century, consisting primarily of the
extensive Ken Caryl (also Ken-Caryl) Ranch that stretched from the western foothills to east of
the Dakota Hogback, several farms along the fertile South Platte River Valley and on Deer
Creek, and a few scattered cattle ranches and horse stables.
Development of residential subdivisions began in the 1950s. It was accelerated by the
1950s opening of the Glenn L. Martin defense plant (today Lockheed Martin) just north of
Waterton Canyon and the 1970s construction of the Johns Manville World Headquarters north
of Deer Creek Road and at the south edge of Ken Caryl Valley. South of present-day C-470,
the Chatfield basin between the South Platte River and Dakota Hogback remained relatively
undeveloped until the 1990s. Today, little remains of the area’s agricultural origins.
Undeveloped acreage and farm structures are rapidly disappearing with intense development of
residential subdivisions, townhouses, apartment complexes, and commercial centers.
Commercial development, all of it post-1950, is located primarily along Wadsworth and
Kipling and on Ken Caryl Avenue east of Highway C-470.

Douglas
County

Agricultural properties are rapidly disappearing from
the Southern Plains. The farmhouse at former
Dickerson Farm southeast of Kipling and Quincy was
demolished in December 2001.
Photo by Milly Roeder
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Map of unincorporated Littleton and Denver, reduced
extract of USGS Map of Jefferson County, 1976.
C-470 added.
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West Littleton Vicinity
The City of Littleton was platted in 1861 east of the South Platte River in Arapahoe
County. It flourished as a milling center and supply town for surrounding farms and ranches.
Construction of the Santa Fe, Denver & Rio Grande, and Denver, South Park & Pacific
railroads, as well as development of streetcar transportation into Denver, encouraged Littleton’s
residential growth and commercial development. Meanwhile, the area west of Littleton
remained sparsely settled and primarily agricultural until after World War II, when residential
subdivisions began developing.
Columbine vicinity. Two large subdivisions occupy the area between Wadsworth
Boulevard and the Jefferson-Arapahoe county line: Columbine Hills lies between Ken Caryl
Avenue and Chatfield Avenue; and Columbine Knolls lies between Ken Caryl Avenue to Coal
Mine Avenue. These and successive subdivisions have increased the population substantially
since 1950 and stimulated commercial development along South Wadsworth Boulevard, as
well as construction of various schools and churches. Columbine Hills was one of the first
postwar subdivisions in the survey area. The first dwelling in Columbine Hills was an
expansive, 1950 beige-brick Ranch-style dwelling trimmed in red stone. Located at 5600 West
Ken Caryl Avenue, it now houses a commercial day care center. Subdivision development also
occurred west of Wadsworth, stimulated by the opening of the Glenn L Martin aerospace
manufacturing complex at Waterton Canyon. Most of these subdivisions appear to date from
the 1970s on.

First Ranch-style dwelling in Columbine Hills at
5600 West Ken Caryl Avenue.
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A few agricultural properties remain between 5200 and 6000 West Coal Mine Avenue.
The Brennan Farm at 5151 West Coal Mine Avenue and Normandy Stables at 5200 Coal Mine
Avenue are the most intact examples of agricultural activity. The 90-acre Brennan Farm
property consists of a 1910 Craftsman Style dwelling with a historic garage and outbuildings at
5151 West Coal Mine Avenue, and a small, 1919, Craftsman influenced dwelling at 5299 West
Coal Mine Avenue, all of which are architecturally intact. The property also includes the
altered 1945 residence at 5757 West Coal Mine Avenue. Normandy Stables retains less
integrity, consisting of a dwelling that is stuccoed and with newer windows, an intact barn, and
a large, new metal building that serves as an events center. A few other pre-1951 dwellings are
on the south side of the 5300 and 6000 blocks of West Coal Mine Avenue. These are altered,
and one now serves as an office for a tree nursery.

Brennan Farm property: farmhouse at
5151 West Coal Mine (left) and
outbuildings (below).
Outbuilding photographs by Milly Roeder.

Brennan Farm property:
Craftsman influenced
dwelling at 5299 West Coal
Mine Avenu1 (right).
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South view of Ken
Caryl Valley from
the north, hogback
on the east/left.

Ken Caryl Valley, once part of an enormous cattle ranching operation, has been
developed with larger, upper-income dwellings. The long, narrow valley lies between the
Dakota Hogback and the foothills, sloping gently from Willow Springs on the north to Deer
Creek Road on the south. Early pioneers reported encounters with the Native Americans who
camped in the sheltered area, and archeological excavations at the Lamb Springs site have
produced artifacts. Major Robert J. Bradford established a ranch, built a wagon road, and
entertained visions of developing a townsite at the upper end of what is now called Ken Caryl
Valley. Bradford, a partner of the well-known freighting firm of Russell, Majors and Waddell,
developed the Denver, Bradford & Blue River Toll Road in 1859. This road ran southwest
from Denver to the north end of Ken Caryl Valley, then scaled steep “Terrible” Bradford Hill
and dropped down into South Turkey Creek Canyon. It joined the road from Mount Vernon at
present-day Conifer and continued on through South Park.
The Major Bradford townsite failed to thrive because the Bradford Hill Road closed in
1867, when a competing toll road opened lower Turkey Creek Canyon. Instead, Bradford
continued his ranching efforts and expanded his residence into a large, two-story, stone
building completed in 1872 (5JF997, SR). Although rumored to have served as an inn, it
apparently was only a private residence, although Bradford’s wife, Fanny Miller Bradford, sold
cake and pie to travelers. The Bradfords raised cattle and cultivated turnips and potatoes.
The walls of Major Bradford’s
large stone house remain at the end of
North Ranch Road in the Ken Caryl Ranch
North residential development. After
Bradford died in 1876, the property
changed hands several times before James
Adams Perley acquired it in 1895. A fire
in 1967 destroyed the interior. Only the
stone walls remain today. The BradfordPerley House was named to the 2002
Endangered List by Colorado
Preservation, Inc. for its extreme
deterioration91

Bradford-Perley House Ruin

91

Donald and Dolores Ebner, “The Bradford Years in Denver, 1859 – 1876” The Denver
Westerners Roundup magazine, Denver: Denver Posse of Westerners, Jan. – Feb. 2000.
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The north portion of Ken Caryl Ranch, now the North Ranch subdivision, originated as
the Bradford Ranch. Later, it became part of the 230,000-acre Hartsel Ranch Company that
originated in Park County.92 John C. Shaffer, owner of the Rocky Mountain News, acquired
the portion along the hogback and foothills in 1914 and expanded it into a 10,000-acre ranch
named after his two sons, Kent and Carrol. Shaffer built the Manor House (5JF380) in 1914
for a cost of $100,000, an 8,000-square-foot Colonial Revival style dwelling.93 The Manor
House now serves as a restaurant and event center.94 From the 1930s through the 1960s, the
ranch passed through a series of owners. It was one of the county’s largest ranching operations,
when it was acquired by Johns Manville around 1970. The firm built its world headquarters at
the base of the valley and developed the Ken Caryl residential subdivision.95
Historic properties in the Ken Caryl Valley include: the previously mentioned Bradford
House and Manor House; and the Ken Caryl Equestrian Center at 14412 Ken Caryl Avenue.
This collection of buildings is
associated with ranching activity and
consists of: two very large gambrelroofed barns, one woodframe and the
other with stone walls; one large
gabled, woodframe stable; the
“Dakota Lodge” outbuilding, and a
Bungalow Craftsman dwelling, likely
a caretaker’s house. The Manor
House and Ken Caryl Equestrian
Center deserve additional
investigation as to their potential for
designation as historic properties.
Ken Caryl Manor House

Ken Caryl Equestrian Center
92

Moynihan and Waters, 90-92.
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At the base of Ken Caryl Valley at 12275 South State Highway 121 is located the Johns
Manville World Headquarters constructed in 1976. It now contains offices for Lockheed
Martin. It was designed by The
Architects Collaborative (TAC), a
nationally known studio consisting of
Harry Weese, T. C. Enradi, Robert
Geddes, William Le Messurier, and
the firm of Sheeleh and Gebharts.
Landscape architect Hubertus J.
Mittman designed the grounds.
Described as “a skyscraper lying on its
side,” the building is an example of
innovative design and possesses a
dramatic relationship with the natural
Johns Manville Headquarters – Lockheed
setting. The property merits
Martin facility
investigation as a potential modern
landmark.96
Two agricultural properties are located on the east edge of Ken Caryl Valley on West
Belleview Avenue. The Al Sebold residence consists of the large, 1904 residence and historic
barn located at 14130 West Belleview. The L. D. Bax Ranch at 15000 West Belleview Avenue
consists of a 1900 farmhouse, a secondary dwelling, several large barns, and outbuildings. It is
part of a large cattle operation that encompassed most of Willow Springs.

Al Sebold residence, 14130 West Belleview Avenue

96

Thomas J. Noel, editor, Society of Architectural Historians Building of the United States,
Buildings of Colorado, New York, Oxford University Press, 1997, 160.
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Bax Ranch
15000 West Belleview Avenue

Ken Caryl Ranch extended east of the hogback where it contained a large turkey farm.
This acreage has experienced recent extensive development as the Ken Caryl Ranch Center
with commercial centers, multiple residential complexes, and a few business office buildings.
Denver and Littleton borders. A strip of unincorporated land remains on either side
of Hampden Avenue/U.S. 285 from Sheridan Boulevard to Kipling Street. Most properties
consist of mid to late 1900s Ranch-style dwellings. The 1908, cross-gabled farmhouse at 8600
Hampden Avenue is one of the few remaining agricultural properties in southern Jefferson
County. It has wood-shingled gable ends and metal siding in a stone-block pattern; it is slightly
altered by a small picture window. Today, it is surrounded by a tree nursery.
Several pre-1951 properties remain along West Quincy Avenue east of Kipling Street.
One of the last remaining intact properties, Dickerson Farm, was removed in 2001 from its
location northeast of Kipling and Quincy. Another farmhouse at 8950 West Quincy Avenue
remains, although altered by a large addition and asbestos shingles. On the north side of
Quincy Avenue is the Federal Prison at 9595 West Quincy Avenue, which occupies expansive
grounds along the east side of Kipling Road. The first building was constructed circa 1940,
and the facility expanded through successive years.
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Farmhouse at 8600 West Hampden Avenue, front (left) and west side (right).

Federal Prison complex
northeast of Quincy and
Kipling.

The acreage surrounding Green Gables Country Club also remains unincorporated.
Once the large acreage of the Verner and Marjory Reed estate, the northwestern portion was
developed as the Green Gables country club and golf course. The enormous Reed residence
remains, a 1935, 13,000-square-foot Tudor Revival dwelling at 6900 Lakeridge Road (5JF469).
The north and west portion of the large property are now with the Green Gables golf course.
Because of its deep setback and private driveway, it was not possible to view this property
adequately enough to evaluate its integrity.
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Chatfield Basin
Chatfield Reservoir, created in 1977 by the dam on the South Platte River, lies along
the Jefferson-Douglas county line. To the west rises a chain of foothills, including Plymouth
Mountain (7,295) and Warren Peak (8,001). The South Platte River flows northeast from
Waterton Canyon. The Chatfield Basin was originally homesteaded by farmers and ranchers
who cultivated the fertile land along the South Platte River Valley and Deer Creek. Early
farmer and rancher Isaac W. Chatfield raised cattle and cultivated crops along the South Platte;
this property was inundated by the reservoir. The Chatfield Basin once sustained a few other
agricultural enterprises, among them Riverside Acres, the Chatfield Turkey Farm, the Great
Western Sugar Company Farms sugar beet fields cultivated in the 1920s, and the Hildebrand
Farm.

Chatfield Basin viewed from east in Douglas County: foreground is in
Douglas County, behind hogback and chain of foothills.

Waterton Canyon viewed from east in Douglas County.
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The Hildebrand Farm (5JF188, NR) at 8500 Deer Creek Canyon Road is the most intact
remaining agricultural property. After homesteading in the 1860s, the Hildebrands expanded
their property to over 2,800 acres by 1943, raising Hereford cattle and growing hay and various
grains. Today, the farm consists of 12 buildings dating from 1860 to 1920, including a
farmhouse, summer kitchen, privy, wood shed, bunkhouse, icehouse, garage, chicken house,
blacksmith shop, granary, carriage barn, milking barn, and stable. Leased by Denver Botanic
Gardens from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the property is preserved as an outdoor
museum and part of the Chatfield Nature Preserve. The Deer Creek School building has been
moved to the property. Another farm complex lies to the west at 10890 Deer Creek Road.

Hildebrand residence at
9880 Deer Creek Canyon
Road.

Hildebrand Farm at 8500 Deer
Creek Canyon Road (right,
below).
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The South Platte River was dammed in 1977 by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to
decrease river flooding and create recreational opportunities. The Chatfield Recreation Area
consists of the reservoir and its surrounding area, used for picnicking, hiking, and horseback
riding, and a campground on the east side. A segment of the DSP&P railbed is now submerged
by the reservoir. To the west, the hogback is scattered with clay pits and gravel quarries.
Several properties are
located near the mouth of Waterton
Canyon. A site west of the hogback
at Waterton was selected in 1955 as
the site for a defense manufacturing
facility to build Titan
Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles;
the plant later produced various
rockets and space exploration
devices.97 The Glenn L. Martin
plant expanded as a complex of
several dozen 1960s – 1990s
buildings now operated by
Lockheed Martin.

Aerospace plant north of Waterton Canyon entrance.

The Kassler Water
Treatment Plant at the entrance to Waterton Canyon consists of a complex of early to mid
1900s buildings owned by the Denver Water Board. Two 1940s stone farm buildings have
been acquired by the Audubon Society for development as an interpretative center.
The Chatfield Basin Conservation Network, composed of entities located in the basin,
was organized around 1990 to coordinate area conservation efforts. Several new subdivisions
have been platted west of SH 121 both north and south of the Hildebrand Farm.

South Platte River below Waterton Canyon (left), Kassler complex (right).

97

Jefferson County Place Names Directory, Martin Marietta Aerospace.
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Survey Area 10

North Fork Area

Boundaries
North

Glen Elk, Green Ridge (Kuehster Ridge)

South

Pike National Forest

East

South Fork of the South Platte River (Douglas County Line)

West

Park County Line

Note: Locations of survey areas are shown on the map on page 8.

The survey area lies between the upper U.S. 285 corridor and Pike National Forest,
focusing on the canyon and upper valley of the North Fork of the South Platte River and the
North Fork’s tributaries. The southern boundary of the survey area is Pike National Forest,
which occupies the southern end of Jefferson County and extends into Teller, Douglas, and
Park counties.
The South Fork and the North Fork, primary tributaries of the South Platte River,
flow through southern Jefferson County. The North Fork of the South Platte River and its
headwaters originate in the Continental Divide from where it flows east through the canyon
along which U.S. 285 was constructed. East of Bailey the river leaves the road and, near
Estabrook, flows through a deep canyon to emerge west of Pine Grove. It then continues
eastwards to its confluence with the South Fork, or main stem, of the South Platte River.
The Middle Fork of the South Platte River is a tributary to the South Fork and
originates near Hoosier Pass at the Park-Summit county line. Flowing southeast through
Fairplay, the Middle Fork runs parallel to U.S. 285 and flows into the South Fork just east of
Hartsel.
The South Fork of the South Platte River springs from the Mosquito Range near
Weston Pass at the Park-Lake county line. It is dammed in Park County in Antero, Spinney,
and Eleven Mile reservoirs, and dammed again in Jefferson County at Cheeseman Lake.
Below this reservoir, the South Fork flows northeast past Deckers, joining the North Fork at
the former resort community of South
Platte. This winding segment of the South
Fork forms the Douglas-Jefferson county
line. The South Platte River then flows
northeast across Colorado to Nebraska,
where it joins the North Platte River to
form the Platte River, which drains into
the Missouri River at the Nebraska-Iowa
state line.
The North Fork survey area
encompasses the North Fork segment
flowing through Jefferson County and
extending from the Park-Jefferson to the

Dome Rock on the North Fork, photographed by
William Henry Jackson around 1890, was a scenic
destination for DSP&P excursions from Denver.
Photo courtesy DPL – WHC.
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Douglas-Jefferson county line. The Denver, South Park and Pacific (DSP&P) Railroad
(5JF363, Field Eligible) was built from Denver south, along the South Platte River and up
Waterton Canyon in the 1870s. It then followed the North Fork into Park County, scaled
Wilkerson Pass, and crossed South Park to reach the silver mining districts at Fairplay and
Leadville.
The railroad builders selected the Waterton Canyon and North Fork route because the
canyons were wider and the grade gentler than Bear Creek Canyon and Turkey Creek
Canyon considered as potential routes for the DSP&P line (the history of the railroad is
further described in the Historic Contexts Report). The towns of Pine and Buffalo Creek
developed in the North Fork river valley, where the relatively level terrain encouraged
growth of these two railroad stops as summer resorts (Pine and Buffalo Creek have replaced
the original town names of Pine Grove and Buffalo). The survey area also includes the North
Fork tributaries of Resort Creek and lower Elk Creek. Elk Creek was developed with
scattered summer cabins and the Sphinx Park summer resort in the 1920s.
Railroad access accelerated the extraction of natural resources and created
commercial potential for its scenic resources. Great timber stands sustained the logging
industry during the 1880s and 1890s. Over a dozen local sawmills produced railroad ties for
DSP&P construction and dimensional lumber, wood shingles, shiplap siding, and clapboard
shipped to Denver markets and used in local commercial buildings and residential dwellings.
Granite quarries yielded stone freighted to Denver for commercial buildings and private
residences. In winter, ice was harvested from Crystal Lake, Pine Lake, and ponds beside the
North Fork at River View. In summer, the natural beauty and native trout attracted tourists
and seasonal residents.
When the DSP&P reached Buffalo Creek on June 17, 1878, its impact was
immediate.98 Railroad transportation
boosted the logging industry and
launched the stone quarrying industry.
The railroad nourished summer
tourism from the 1880s until World
War I. Between South Platte and
Buffalo Creek, several small resorts
flourished alongside the river thanks
to accessibility of passenger travel and
rail transport. A half-dozen inns
accommodated overnight guests in the
Pine and Buffalo Creek vicinity, and
several summer subdivisions were
Passengers departing Pine Depot circa 1920.
platted and built up with cabins and
Photo from Upper Side of the Pie Crust.
cottages. To increase passenger travel,
the railroad marketed summer excursions from Denver to various scenic stops on the North
Fork that offered picnicking, sightseeing, and fishing. The DSP&P Railroad stocked trout in
the North Fork to attract passengers on the “Fish Trains” that ran up the canyon. Visitors
arriving at Pine enjoyed touring on horse back or in horse-drawn wagons, fishing, and
boating on Crystal Lake or on a small man-made lake on Elk Creek just east of Pine.
98

Chappell, Gordon et. al. The South Park Line: A Concise History, Colorado Rail Annual No.
12, Golden: Colorado Railroad Museum, 1974, 7.
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The logging industry came to a close in the early 1900s after all harvestable timber
had been removed from private lands. Meanwhile, the federal government established timber
reserves to protect the watershed, and allow re-forestation. In 1892, the Pikes Peak, Plum
Creek, and South Platte Timber reserves became part of the Pike National Forest. Today, the
Pike National Forest includes Pikes Peak, Rampart Range, and the South Platte River
watershed extending to the west Park County line.
The DSP&P accelerated resource extraction. Construction of the railroad created a
demand for railroad ties and fueled the lumber industry by transporting wood products to city
markets. Winter “ice trains” shipped frozen river water to Denver to refrigerate food items in
grocery stores, restaurants and private homes. The rail line also hauled stone obtained from
the other quarries on Raleigh Peak.
Construction of Cheeseman Dam on the South Fork about twelve miles southeast of
Buffalo Creek took place between 1900 and 1905. It was built by the Denver Union Water
Company, founded by Walter Cheeseman and David Moffatt, to supply water to the City of
Denver. Construction of the dam influenced the Buffalo Creek economy. Local residents
worked at the dam site or cut stone at the Gittis and Seerie quarry four miles below Buffalo
Creek. It also boosted rail freight for the DSP&P, which brought cement, supplies, and
materials from Denver, hauled to the dam site in four-horse wagons from Buffalo Station.
Tourism along the North Fork continued into the mid 1900s. During the 1920s, autoaccessible summer resorts developed elsewhere in west Jefferson County, and summer
people began arriving at North Fork resorts in their own automobiles. The DSP&P ceased
operation in 1937, severing an alternate transportation mode between the North Fork and
Denver, and also removing a source of local employment. Little growth has occurred along
the North Fork since then. Forty or so miles distant from the Denver metropolitan complex,
this area has not become a bedroom
community like many in west Jefferson
County. Many residences are still
summer houses, often owned for
several generations by the same family.
Of the 327 properties in the survey
area, only 88 property owners receive
mail delivered to the Buffalo Creek
and Pine post offices, suggesting that
over two-thirds have primary
residences elsewhere.
The survey area contains the
North Fork Historic District (NFHD)
“Owl’s Nest at Ferndale beside the North Fork,
that follows the DSP&P route up the
circa 1895. Photo courtesy DPL – WHC.
North Fork. The 15-mile-long, linear
district extends from just east of South Platte at the former railroad bridge west to terminate
past the west edge of Pine. It includes: the South Platte Hotel; the former resorts of
Longview, Dome Rock, Ferndale, and River View; and the platted townsites of Buffalo
Creek and Pine. Prepared in 1974, the National Register (NR) district nomination contains a
summary of historic information, brief descriptions of property types, and a few survey
forms. It lacks a map of property locations and a list of contributing properties that have
been recommended by the National Register coordinator at the Colorado Historical Society.
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Three places within the survey area also warrant investigation for historic
significance and potential for formal designation as historic sites or districts: the 1920s
mining and summer colony of Sphinx Park; the former fishing camp of Crossons on the
North Fork three miles west of Pine; and the 1880s mining and milling site of Saxonia.
The cultural resources within the survey area face numerous threats. The North Fork
Historic District would have been inundated below Ferndale by construction of the Two
Forks Dam proposed by the Denver Water Board. In the early 1900s, the City of Denver
targeted the North Fork for damming to increase the city’s water supply. This reclamation
project has been cancelled by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), but Denver
Water retains ownership of land and properties at Foxton, Dome Rock, Longview, and South
Platte. The log-cabin post office at Foxton was named to the 2002 Endangered Places List by
Colorado Preservation, Inc. for its extreme deterioration, brought on by maintenance
neglected by its owner, the Denver Water Board.
Wild fires continually threaten the log cabins and wood-frame cottages and the
surrounding heavily forested area. In 1996, a forest fire destroyed 12,000 acres and several
private residences in the Pike National Forest in the Buffalo Creek vicinity. The Hi Meadow
forest fire of June 2000 burned 53 houses and five structures, including several historic
properties in Crossons and the west edge of Sphinx Park. The Hi Meadow fire threatened the
communities of Pine, Sphinx Park, and Wandcrest Park until it was brought under control.
The fires also removed underbrush and ground cover, so that erosion and flooding continue
to threaten historic properties. Extensive sandbagging diverted the torrential flow down Sand
Draw, but still several properties were damaged by flood waters. The ever-present risks of
fire and flooding create a compelling need to survey and document these fragile resources.
Finally, vandalism and over-use are two additional risks. Vandalism has taken its toll
on properties and archaeological features at the remote sites of Crossons and Saxonia. At
Sphinx Park, the popular Bucksnort Saloon and mountain biking trails bring an influx of
people into the area, especially in summer months. The volume of traffic and visitors could
eventually impact the narrow one-lane gravel road and the fragile, 75-year-old Rustic style
cabins.

Aftermath of wildfires: 1996 fire at Buffalo Creek (left) viewed from southeast with
snowy Mount Evans behind and 2000 Hi Meadow fire (right) above Pine Gulch
viewed from the north.
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North Fork below Buffalo Creek
The DSP&P line followed the North Fork up the
canyon from the confluence of the two forks. The 10-milelong route from the confluence to Buffalo Creek bounds the
Pike National Forest. There are 30 or so properties
remaining from the small summer resorts that sprang up in
the late 1800s and early 1900s at various railroad stops.
Today, County Road 96 runs along the rail bed between
Buffalo Creek, Foxton, and South Platte.
Strontia Springs, on the South Platte at the
Jefferson-Douglas county line below the confluence, is now
inundated.
Cathedral Spires was a scenic
South Platte, on the Jefferson-Douglas county
attraction along the DSP&P line
line, once contained several buildings from the late
1800s and early 1900s. Only one property has
withstood flooding, fire, or deterioration and demolition — the South Platte Hotel. The twostory frame building clad in clapboards, is the only remaining structure associated with the
railroad line. Now owned by Denver Water, it has been vacant for several decades and is
presently boarded up. In the 1930s, the railroad hauled feldspar from mines in the confluence
vicinity down Waterton Canyon. A schoolhouse was planned near the base of Foxton Road,
but dwindling population derailed the project and only the foundation was completed.
Meanwhile, several children attended classes in a boxcar converted to a two-room school
house in 1941 at South Platte. The school is no longer extant.99

South Platte Hotel façade (above) and
rear viewed from northeast (right).

99

Moynihan and Waters, 153.
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Longview located between mile markers 11 and 12, nestles in an open valley and contains 10
to 12 dwellings. The properties have exterior materials of both milled wood products and log
slab; most have porches. On the northeast side, they are set far back from the road.

Cabins at Longview; namesake view, from CR 96 facing
northwest, at upper left.
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Dome Rock, between mile markers 7 and 8 has five or six cabins. Most are deteriorated or
altered. The most intact cabin is located near the river with log slab siding and wood
shingled gable ends. There are two nearby red-granite quarries located on the south side of
the river.
The pink granite Westall Monument (5JF382) is located west of Dome Rock in the
North Fork river plain. It was erected in 1899 near the site of the train wreck of August 28,
1898 in which engineer Billy Westall was killed. Westall managed to stop the train when a
rock slide blocked the train track. The passengers and crew members were saved but Westall
perished.

Dome Rock formation (left); the least
altered property at Dome Rock (below);
red granite quarry near Dome Rock
(bottom left).
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Foxton, between mile markers 9 and 10, lies in an another open valley and consists of the log
Foxton post office and about ten summer cabins, most clad in log slab with windowed and
screened porches. In the 1930s, it had a one-room schoolhouse, called the Park Siding
School, which has since been incorporated into one of the residences. One-half-mile west
another cabin perches on a boulder above the road.

Foxton: 1920s view showing Foxton
post office (left) courtesy of DPL –
WHC. Below: dwellings at Foxton.

Foxton Post Office.
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Ferndale, at mile marker 6, has six cabins with elaborate stick detailing on elevated sites
above the river. It was platted in 1899 by Mary D. Van Law with ten 132’ x 510’ lots that
spread down the mountainside to the river banks. Early cabin owners included W. F. and
Mary Byers Robinson and the Vickerses.

Ferndale circa 1900: cabin porch
(above); Mrs. and Mrs. Robinson with
their cabin (upper right); Ferndale
station (right, no longer extant); photos
courtesy DPL - WHC.

Ferndale cabin today (left).
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Argyle, near mile marker 4, is near the Geddes and Seerie quarry. Located here was an early
1900s quarry facility (on the south side of the river and accessed by a bridge).

Argyle: rock formation (above), multiple
lodging (upper right), and single
residence (right).
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River View, near mile marker 2,
consists of a ranch house and several
frame buildings, high above the
road, used as cabins and dormitories
for the River View camp (5JF189.7),
begun as a summer resort and later
owned by the Hendrie and Bonhoff
company, a manufacturer of mining
equipment. The property is accessed
by a private road and was not
evaluated; from a distance buildings
appear to be altered by application
of synthetic siding.

Property at River View

Other properties include a few houses beside the river of various construction dates
and design. There are also numerous quarries in the Buffalo Creek vicinity and on Raleigh
Peak. Several of these yielded a lightpink, coarse-grained granite used in
the several Denver buildings,
including the U.S. Mint, Denver’s
Carnegie Library, Brown Palace
Hotel, the Kittredge Building, and
Equitable Building.100 North Fork
quarries also apparently were the
source of the red granite used for
fireplace chimneys, foundations,
entrance pillars, and retaining walls in
properties at Buffalo Creek and Pine.
Rustic style dwelling of stone and log, on the
south side of the river. Note stone wellhouse.

Resort Creek Road
Last Resort Creek flows down the slopes of Riley Peak into the North Fork slightly
west of the junction of Foxton Road and CR 96. Resort Creek Road travels over the lower
slope on the south side of Riley Peak, continuing as a private road into Elk Creek Canyon
near Indian Springs. The area is dominated by huge granite boulders and boulder
outcroppings that extend from the North Fork west to Sphinx Park. The Butterfield Ranch is
located northwest of the confluence of Last Resort and West Resort creeks. The ranch began
as the homestead of Harvey L. Corbin, who built a ranch house in 1910, now gone, and
expanded the ranch by acquiring several adjacent homesteads. The present ranch house was
made from a log schoolhouse and another cabin; a second schoolhouse possibly remains on
the property. The Butterfields purchased the ranch around the 1940s and raised trout in the
ponds above Indian Springs resort from 1947 to 1953; this hatchery operation was moved to
100

Jack A. Murphy, Geology Tour of Denver’s Buildings and Monuments, Denver: Historic
Denver, 1995.
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Elk Creek when a water shortage developed. In 1962, the Camp Fire Girls purchased 320
acres from the Butterfields, at 22511 Resort Creek Road, east of the ranch, using it as “Camp
Kotami.”101 Now privately owned and renamed Resort Creek Ranch, the property appears to
have no historic buildings.
Lower Foxton Road
Foxton Road follows Kennedy Gulch from the North Fork, connecting CR 96 and
U.S. 285. The ten-mile-long road is steep and curving at the base. Reynolds Ranch is
located five miles above the North Fork on Foxton Road. John Reynolds homesteaded 640
acres in 1919 and expanded it with further acquisitions. From 1913 – 1942, the ranch
operated as the Idyll-ease Dude Ranch, consisting of the main ranch house and 14 cabins,
four of which Reynolds built and the others remaining from an early Mormon settlement
located on the property.102 The ranch has been operated as Jefferson County Open Space for
nearly two decades. The property includes the late 1800s ranch house, expanded with several
additions and now sided in manufactured log. Two side-gabled cabins remain from the dude
ranch.
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Map of Buffalo Creek, extracted and enlarged from
USGS Map of Jefferson County, 1976
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“Resort Creek Area,” Bentley, 155 – 161.
Bentley, 151 - 152. The dates of dude ranch operation precedes the homesteading dates given
by Bentley and should be researched to confirm and clarify.
102
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Buffalo Creek
A North Fork tributary, Buffalo Creek was supposedly named in 1844 by the John C.
Fremont expedition party because of the buffalo herds they saw grazing in this highcountry.103 The community of Buffalo (elevation 6,634) began in the 1870s as a lumber
camp and grew as a railroad stop west of where Buffalo Creek flows into the North Fork.
The Buffalo townsite was platted at the head of the North Fork river canyon in 1881 by John
W. Smith of the South Park Construction Company. By 1882, Buffalo consisted of saloons,
the Buffalo House hotel, a boarding house, blacksmith shop, the Morrison lumber yard, and a
few houses. By 1878, the DSP&P had reached Buffalo, which became a train stop and
watering point. Railroad transportation accelerated the local logging industry. A dozen or so
sawmills operated in the Buffalo and Pine vicinity. During the heyday of the logging
industry, Buffalo Creek had over 1,000 residents. In later years, the combined areas of
Buffalo, Buffalo Creek Park, and Christmas Hill have come to be known as Buffalo Creek.
Around 1900, the post office name was changed from “Buffalo” to “Buffalo Creek” to avoid
confusion with two other Colorado towns named Buffalo.
The DSP&P began selling land surrounding the Buffalo station for development as a
summer resort. John A.
Jamieson platted the four
subdivisions that compose
Buffalo Creek Park in 1888,
1889, and 1892. John J.
Jerome bought the Buffalo
Creek Park Company in 1902,
and the following year he
joined with F. C. Vickers and
Robert F. Cassell to plat the
Christmas Hill summer
subdivision on the hill located
above the confluence of
Buffalo Creek commercial district prior to 1898 fire
Buffalo Creek and the North
that destroyed all buildings.
Fork.
Buffalo Creek Park grew as a summer resort with scenic vistas, cool temperatures,
and abundant trout fishing that lured visitors arriving on the DSP&P. Summer folks enjoyed
dancing in the pavilion atop Christmas Hill, moonlight climbs to Cathedral Spires, trout
fishing, hiking, and horseback riding. The Blue Jay Inn at 18051 CR 126 was built in 1886,
supposedly joining together two lumber camp boarding houses and adding a wood-shingled,
wrap-around porch. In 1907, it was sold to the Girl’s Friendly Society sponsored by the
Episcopal Church and renamed the Blue Jay Inn (5JF391, NR). It operated as a summer
retreat for students, business girls, and church workers for 40 years. In 1947, it reverted to
private owners, Mrs. Dan Davis and Mrs. Charles Davis, who operated it as a summer inn.104
Today, the rambling lodge is a summer home. The building is in need of exterior paint and a
new roof.
103

Edna Sirois Ryan, Narrative History of Buffalo Creek and Buffalo Park, Denver, Clairidge
Printing, 1960.
104
Narrative History of Buffalo Creek and Buffalo Park, 30. The assessor’s construction date for
this building is 1875.
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Blue Jay Inn at 18051 CR 126, from front and rear.

A second hotel was built by John Hudson around 1900 at 18060 Grove Street, with a
grocery store and soda fountain on the ground floor. For awhile known as the Buffalo Park
Hotel, the lodging fell into disuse by the early 1930s and became housing for the Civilian
Conservation Corps (CCC) workers who labored in the Pike National Forest. Operated by
Mr. and Mrs. Allison Rae in the 1950s and 1960s, it hosted the Arapahoe Rangers riding
group. In the 1970s it became the Teen Challenge Center. Stone facing has been applied to
the original structure, but it retains the multi-pane windows and log slab exterior reflecting its
original Rustic style.

Former hotel at Buffalo Creek Park with
cottage and picnic shelter now used as a
woodshed.
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The logging industry dwindled during the late 1890s, and in 1897 a fire consumed business
buildings in the two-block commercial district. In 1898, the Green family rebuilt their Green
Mercantile Store (NR, 5JF192) from stone block quarried nearby, but the commercial district
never reached its earlier size. Local ranchers persuaded the railroad to install a cattle loading
chute on the west side of Green Mercantile in 1911. Green Mercantile and the Granite
Saloon were the only buildings that lasted past the 1920s. The Granite Saloon was torn down
and replaced by a shrine at the corner of the St. Elizabeth Church property.
As Buffalo Creek grew, residents organized to construct a church and schoolhouse to
meet the community’s religious and educational needs. The Chapel in the Pines was founded
by the Episcopalian minister Frederick
Oakes, who bought a small cottage in 1895
on Christmas Hill. Reverend Oakes
conducted services at the hilltop dance
pavilion until funds were raised to
construct the “Little Chapel in the Hills,”
which was dedicated in 1900. Local
landholder John L. Jerome donated the land
with the stipulation that it be
nondenominational. Local carpenter John
Quincy Adams Farthing constructed the
church with the help of volunteer labor.105
The chapel still holds Sunday services.

Little Chapel in the Hills on Hilltop Drive;
Buffalo Creek cemetery in foreground

The first Buffalo Creek
schoolhouse was a log cabin, later
replaced by a frame schoolhouse. When
the school burned down in 1913, it was
rebuilt as a hipped-roof schoolhouse of
red brick south of Buffalo Creek
townsite. It now serves as a summer
home. St. Elizabeth’s Church was
erected in 1952 on vacant land at the
townsite in the “Y” between present-day
CR 126 and CR 96. The church is a
large, front-gabled building clad in
manufactured log, with a stone shrine at
Buffalo Creek 1907 schoolhouse.
the southwest corner of the property. The
dark-brown house beside CR 126
southeast of the church served as the rectory for St. Elizabeth’s Catholic Church.

105

Bentley, 253.
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Today, the only pre-1951 properties remaining at the Buffalo Creek townsite are the
Green Mercantile with its adjacent stone storage sheds, and two Green family residences on
the northeast side of the North Fork. One is a two-story cross-gabled frame house clad in
clapboards; the other is a one-story front-gabled house with the same exterior materials.

North Fork of the South Platte River
(above); Green Mercantile (upper
right); and Green residence today
(right)
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Southeast approach to
Buffalo Creek Park on CR
126 along Sand Draw, Mount
Evans to the northwest.

Buffalo Creek Park
Buffalo Creek Park was platted in 1888 by James A. Jamieson on a northwest-facing
hillside east of the Buffalo Creek and North Fork confluence. The roads were named for
Civil War era generals and politicians: Grant, Sherman, Lincoln and Logan. East-west roads
were Teller (now CR 126), Grove, and Harrison. In 1889, James A. Jamieson, Will G.
Jamieson, and Catherine Main expanded Buffalo Creek Park with two more subdivisions.
The Evergreen Addition lies on the east end and contains Pine Top Road, while the Canfields
Addition lies on the west and reaches down to the banks of Buffalo Creek. These summer
subdivisions contained long, narrow blocks, one lot wide, so that houses faced one street with
back yards towards another. In 1892, the Buffalo Creek Park and Land Improvement Co.
platted the Third Subdivision on the south side of CR 126, a portion of which was later replatted in 1903 by John L. Jerome as Christmas Hill.

Buffalo Creek Park contains around sixty pre-1951 properties, most of which are
intact. Most dwellings are finished in milled materials, such as clapboards, lapped siding,
and board and batten with gabled ends finished with wood shingles. Some buildings are
covered in log slab. Foundations are skirted in planking or log slabs and several dwellings
have red stone fireplace chimneys. Landscape features include scattered Ponderosa pines.
Several lots are fenced in wire fencing or barbed fence, often strung on tree posts. A few
properties have paired entry posts of red stone. There are two Rustic picnic shelters on
Lincoln Street, and a few cabins have outdoor barbecues.
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18218 CR 126 (left) and Hilltop and CR 126 (right).

The “Brown Wren” at 23801 Pine Top Avenue (left) and 23781 Pine Top Avenue (right)

23651 Pine Top Avenue

Stone entrance pillars at 24173 Lincoln Avenue
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18087 Grove Street Dorothy Lombard residence (left) and 18083 CR 126 (right)

18081 CR 126 (left) and Alex Sirois Residence at 24152 Grant Avenue (right)

24113 Lincoln Avenue (right);
23920 Logan Avenue (below); and
23916 Logan Avenue (below right)
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Buffalo Creek Park is actually within the
Pike National Forest and contains a USFS
maintenance facility. During the 1930s,
the Buffalo Creek property on CR 126 at
the edge of the Pike National Forest
became a CCC camp for Depression
workers who worked on improvements in
the Pike Forest, building roads and hiking
trails and outfitting campgrounds with
outhouses and fire pits. The road built
along Buffalo Creek southeast to Wellington
Buffalo Creek Community Center at
Lake and along CR 126 to Deckers were
18050 Buffalo Creek Road.
washed out in 1996 flooding. The Buffalo
Creek Community Center was erected in 1933 at 18050 Buffalo Creek Road, a hipped-roof
building clad in shiplap siding with a broad porch. It was the site of square dances, suppers,
teen gatherings, and many other community functions. The facility is still maintained by the
Buffalo Creek Improvement Association.
Note: A number of properties in Buffalo Creek and along CR 96 lack posted address
numbers. Address numbers are not necessary for mail delivery because residents
receive mail at the Buffalo Creek Post Office or at a primary residence. In Christmas
Hill, street names were not well posted.
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Christmas Hill
Christmas Hill rises above the confluence of the North Fork and Buffalo Creek,
between the Buffalo Creek townsite and Buffalo Creek Park. A road cut was made between
Christmas Hill and the adjacent hills to the southwest when the South Deckers Road was
improved as County Road 126. On the northeast side of the cut stand two circa 1900 gabled
houses; on the southwest stands a Rustic-style circa 1930 dwelling. In 1901, John Jerome
bought 480 acres north of Buffalo.106 The Christmas Hill subdivision was platted in 1903 by
the Buffalo Park Association, whose executives were F. C. Vickers, John L. Jerome, and
Robert F. Cassell. Streets were given fanciful names like “Meander,” “The Scramble,” and
“Chipmunk Climb.” It contains three large summer lodges, including the John L. Jerome
Summer Estate — La Hacienda (5JF190, NR), designed by notable Colorado architect
Frederick J. Sterner and built on Hilltop Road around 1903. It is possible that Sterner
designed the other two lodges.

18082 CR 126 in Christmas Hill viewed from southeast (left);
residence on Hilltop Road with guest cottage (right)

La Hacienda on Hilltop Road

106

Dorothy Lombard, editor, Buffalo Beginnings and through the Year, Book 2, self published,
1995, 5.
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Christmas Hill contains a collection of frame dwellings and three large Rustic style
lodges and variously sized Rustic-style cabins, all built around 1905. On the lodges,
architectural features include half-log treatment placed horizontally and vertically, gabled
end roof brackets, dormers, inset porches, and balconies. The subdivision also contains a few
other summer homes, most clad in log slab. The hilly site is accessed by circuitous, one-lane
gravel roads. The houses on the northeast side of the hill have views of the North Fork
canyon and Buffalo Creek townsite. Landscape features are minimal, consisting of scattered
pines and stone gate entrance posts at the driveways of the large lodges.

Other private summer lodges at 23555 Hilltop Road (left) and
179755 Hilltop Road (right).

Other summer homes on Christmas Hill:
17072 Hilltop Road (above left) and
17672 Hilltop Road (above); water tower
at the summit of Christmas Hill (left)
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Map of Pine Grove extracted and enlarged
from USGS Map of Jefferson County, 1976
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Pine Grove
Pine Grove was platted by Charles Dake in 1886 as a summer resort. Located in the
North Fork River valley at 6,738 feet elevation, Pine Grove grew with a few year-round
residences and businesses and several dozen summer cottages. The DSP&P Railroad was the
major factor in Pine Grove’s development, with logging activity, railroad freight and summer
tourism sustaining the town during its first decades. The community expanded north in 1889 with
the Park Addition, platted at the northern edge by Timothy S. Schlessinger.

By 1889, Pine Grove peaked with around 300 residents and 30 businesses, many of
them sawmills or wood shippers. Other businesses included Charles Dake’s Cottage Hotel,
Pine Grove House hotel and saloon, White Pine Hotel, a blacksmith and wagon maker, two
grocery stores, a meat market, a hardware store, a drugstore, a shoemaker, a music teacher,
and a barber.107 Residents also worked at local sawmills or labored for the railroad loading
coal and repairing tracks. By the 1890s, timber was depleted, and the lumber and sawmill
industry diminished.
Railroad tourism continued into the early twentieth century with visitors and summer
dwellers traveling the two-and-one-half-hour train ride from the Denver station. The influx
of summer visitors and residents helped sustain the hotels, Pine Mercantile and other local
businesses. By 1920, a few visitors also began arriving by automobile, driving up U.S. 285
then down Elk Creek Road to Pine. The development of Sphinx Park in the 1920s attracted
people to Elk Creek. Pine enjoyed a continued, modest popularity as a fishing resort.
Several cabins were built during the 1930s and 1940s. Today, Pine Grove has a population
of 90 to 100 year-round residents, with more people in the summer. Over half the dwellings
are still occupied only in summer. According to assessor’s records, there are 72 buildings in
Pine Grove constructed prior to 1951. Of these, 55 appeared to possess sufficient
architectural integrity to contribute to the North Fork Historic District.

View of Pine Grove
from the west, circa
1900. Beside the river
is the White Pines
Hotel, no longer extant.
Photo by L. C.
McClure, courtesy
DPL – WHC.

107

Colorado Business Directory, as cited by Bentley, 311.
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Pine Grove in 1929,
looking southwest. This
photo shows the rail
yards in the background,
with commercial
buildings to the right.
The IOOF Lodge is in
lower left center.
Photo courtesy of DPL –
WHC.

Pine Grove is laid out on a rectilinear plat with an approximate north-south-east-west
orientation. It lies upon the hillside north of the North Fork valley and slopes from north to
south. The eastern portion of town, platted as 1st and 2nd streets, occupies a hilly knoll that
contains the Pine Cemetery (4JF189.2). South Elk Creek Road was once 3rd Street. The
southern end of town levels off at CR 126, extending towards the North Fork river banks.
From south to north, the east-west streets are named Jefferson, CR 126, Grove, Cedar,
Morrison, and Park. North-south streets are 7th through 4th. Above CR 126, most houses
occupy sloping sites. The Park Addition contains Park Avenue at the crest of the hill
featuring a park-like setting that is somewhat more level and open. Between Grove Street
and Park Avenue the hillside is vegetated with clusters of second-growth Ponderosa Pine,
while thick conifer forests border the north edge beyond Park Avenue.
The sloping, hillside townsite offers scenic views of the North Fork and the lower
flanks of Redskin Mountain behind. Although platted with small urban lots, the density is
low, because the original plats were not developed to maximum potential and because a few
houses have been lost to fire.

South view from 6th and Cedar streets
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The north side of the 400 block of CR 126 contained the early business district.
Today, Pine’s block-long commercial district contains two false-fronted buildings from its
more robust commercial period. The Pine Mercantile opened by Charles Dake was operated
by his son Albert Dake from 1917 until 1939. The building still stands at 16714 CR 126,
now containing the Pine Emporium, a seasonal business selling gifts and art items. Behind it,
another false-front building faces 4th Street and now serves as a private residence. One block
north, at 4th and Grove, stands the Prosser House (5JF189.1), a two-story foursquare clad in
clapboards with a two-story, wrap-around porch. Prosser House served as an inn and is now
a private residence.
While the residential neighborhoods are nearly intact, remnants of the town’s late
1800s and early 1900s commercial activity are fragmented. The two extant commercial
buildings have been altered by application of siding. The former Independent Order of Odd
Fellows (IOOF) Lodge stands at 16730 CR 126. According to the present property owner, it
was built around 1908 and used by the IOOF until around 1930.108 The building later was
use as a post office, an antique store, and then a feed store. The assessor’s construction date
of 1932 perhaps reflects the date that the building was renovated, as the facade appears to
have been slightly altered. Pre-1951 buildings east of 4th Street on CR 126 are also altered
considerably, and a post-1950 concrete block building dominates the roadside.

Clock wise from top left: Pine Mercantile at 16714 CR 126 (1898), Prosser House at 28267 Grove
Street (1875), commercial building on 4th Street (circa 1900), and former IOOF Lodge on CR 126
(1908).

108

Interview with property owner, Cindy Green, 01/10/02.
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In the residential neighborhood north of CR 126, the predominance of milled
products — clapboards, shiplap siding, board and batten, and gable-end shingles — reflects
the numerous local sawmills that operated until the early 1900s. Most houses are on raised
foundations to accommodate inclining sites and are skirted in log slab, beadboard, or vertical
planking. Most houses have porches, many of which are screened. Porches in Park Addition
have beadboard on the bottom with the top open or enclosed in screen or windows. Some
houses have red stone fireplace chimneys from the red granite quarries on the North Fork
(this stone is also seen in residences at Buffalo Creek). The residence of town founder,
Charles Dake, remains intact at 16855 South Elk Creek Road.

Porches are a standard feature: open and enclosed in screen or windows.
Clockwise from top right: 28377 Dake Street (1898), 28497 Park Avenue (1912), 28517
Park Ave (1927), 28427 Park Avenue, “Yankee Lodge” (1900).
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A few dwellings built in the 1930s and 1940s are scattered through the townsite and
concentrated along Cedar Road. Mr. Williams built ten or so cabins on Cedar, nicknamed
“Williams Alley,” and rented them to fishermen. These are clad in log slab with tiny southfacing porches. Several of these remain intact.

Rustic cabins at 28717 Park Avenue
(1920, above left), 28368 Cedar (1940,
above), 16765 4th (1930, left).

The neighborhood retains a number of outbuildings, most sided in weathered wood
planks or in log slab. Many of these are outhouses, some are clad in clapboards and painted
to match the primary dwelling. There are a few two-door, “two-holer” outhouses, some at
the edge of the property line and apparently shared by two households. (Today, residents are
still reliant on wells and septic tanks.) A few
dwellings have attached woodsheds.

“Two holer”
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The DSP&P Railroad, absorbed into the Colorado & Southern (C&S) line by 1900, occupied
the flat area south of CR 126. The flats contained the Pine passenger depot, throughway
tracks, tracks for switching railcars, coal storage bins, and a few rail workers’ cabins. The
Pine Depot, that stood beside present-day CR 126, became an antique store after the line
closed in 1937. It burned down in the 1950s, and the 1997 Pine-Elk Creek Fire Station was
built on its site. The few remaining railroad workers’ cabins burned in the 1960s. The flats
now contain several large, new year-round residences interspersed with small, somewhatdeteriorated older dwellings along Jefferson Street. Today, the railbed along the North Fork
is the only remaining structure in the Pine vicinity associated with the DSP&P.

Pine around 1928 (above) and Pine Depot
(right), now gone, photo courtesy DPL.

The former White Pines
resort southwest of Pine on
the North Fork attracted
guests who arrived on the
DSP&P. Today it retains
several small cabins.
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Circa 1885 Pine Grove log school (left), no longer extant, photo courtesy DPL – WHC.
Circa 1900 school (right), now a private residence.

Two historic community buildings remain on the west side of town. The circa 1900
Pine Grove schoolhouse (5JF189.3) on 16874 7th Street is a private residence, but still retains
the playground equipment and a play house on the former school grounds. The Methodist
Church at 16624 Pine Valley Road or CR 126,
now serves as a community hall for Pine - Elk
Creek Improvement Association (PECIA).
PECIA intends to apply for a SHF grant to
conduct an architectural assessment of the
building and then seek a State Historical Fund
(SHF) grant to fund preservation work. The
organization hosts the annual Rhubarb Festival
each summer to raise funds for various
community projects. Local volunteer efforts are
also channeled into serving on the volunteer fire
department and raising funds for fire fighting.
The east edge of Pine contains remnants
Methodist Church, now
from the town’s fishing resort days. East of the
community center.
Pine townsite, Elk Creek was dammed at the
turn of the century creating a lake that provided water to Pine and fishing for visitors at the
Bryn Mawr resort. Bryn Mawr consisted of some 20 cabins scattered on Bryn Mawr and
Courtright roads. Bryn Mawr declined after the dam on Elk Creek was flooded out. Most
Bryn Mawr buildings are gone. They were moved or torn down to reduce fire danger. A few
are enlarged as residences, but two or three remain in intact but deteriorating condition: tiny
one-room cabins on stilt like foundations.

Decaying cabin at the
former Bryn Mawr
resort
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Today, the east entrance to Pine is marked by newer structures: the 1997 Elk Creek Station
restaurant and liquor store with stained wood exterior and a broad roof and details reflecting
a railroad depot design tradition; the circa 1950 large, cross-gabled Pine Community Church
clad in manufactured log; and a trailer park with mobile homes of various manufacture dates
and sizes.

Circa 1950 Pine Community Church on
the east edge of town.

East view from east edge of Pine: west end of
Swann Hereford Ranch in foreground, Long
Scraggy Peak in background.
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Sphinx Park
Sphinx Park grew as four subdivisions platted by Fred Heisel: Sphinx Lodge in 1921,
Sphinx Lodge First addition in 1925, and Sphinx Park Second Addition and Sphinx Park
Third Addition in 1928. The resort was developed one mile north of Pine beside the lumber
road along Elk Creek that had accessed the sawmill run by Johnny Morris in the 1880s. The
resort took its name from the rock formation at the entrance to Elk Creek canyon, which
looked like a huge, mysterious statue from ancient Egypt (this name perhaps reflects the
1920s fascination with archaeological excavation in Egypt). The Sphinx Park Lodge served
as a general store and dancehall. Summer cabins were built along Elk Creek Road, up
Schuyler Gulch and Old Stagecoach roads. Nearly all are clad in log slab. Some houses
have functional shutters. Nearly all have stone fireplace chimneys. Decorative
ornamentation is limited to
window frames painted red or
green and small, gabled stoop
covers. Many dwellings cling to
precarious, hillside sites, some
even perched atop boulders.
Although some houses are now
used year-round, very few cabins
have been altered, so that Sphinx
Park appears to be an excellent
candidate for nomination as a
National Register Historic
District. It is also critical that
the area be photo documented,
such as by intensive survey,
Sphinx rock formation viewed from South Elk
because it is extremely
Creek Road south of Sphinx Park
vulnerable to destruction by
forest fire.

South view South Elk Creek
Road below Sphinx
Lodge/Bucksnort Saloon. The
boulder formations add to the
character of the resort.
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Sphinx Park below Sphinx Lodge: view of
road and rock formation (left); and three
cabins and small fire structure on South
Elk Creek Road (below).
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Typical cabins on Old Stagecoach Road (above) and South Elk Creek Road (below)

Cabin ruins on South Elk Creek Road (below)
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South Elk Creek Road. On South Elk Creek Road above Sphinx Park are several log cabins
scattered along the roadside. Elk Creek is dammed near where Resort Creek flows into it
from the northeast. This may have been done in the 1940s to create a trout hatchery. Just
below the dam, boulder formations begin along Elk Creek. In this vicinity are two pre-1951
summer home communities. There are also a few more recent subdivisions.

Log structure beside dam on Elk Creek near Kincaid Springs (left). Example of log
cabin at 14272 South Elk Creek Road (right).

Indian Springs Village. About three miles north of Sphinx Park lies Indian Springs Village
(unplatted) on a steep, north-facing, forested mountain slope along Amerind Road. The
oldest properties are five summer cabins, each consisting of cabooses converted as summer
cabins during the 1930s, some with additions of various sizes and construction dates. Of
these, 15371 Amerind Trail is the most intact. One caboose is now an appendage to a
cottage/house. Most other houses are post 1951. At the entrance to Indian Springs Village is
a larger dwelling of unknown construction date.

“Suits Us,” caboose cabin at 15371 Amerind Trail in the Indian Springs
Village, side and front.
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Kincaid Springs Subdivision. Just beyond the dam on the north side of the road lies
Kincaid Springs, platted in 1945 by Elmer M. Kincaid and Martin N. Dobro. The hilly,
south-facing site is vegetated with a few Ponderosa pines and underbrush. The subdivision
contains a combination of properties that show the range of design for postwar summer
homes. The older cabins, built in the 1940s, concentrated on Elk Creek Acres Road and
lower Kincaid Springs, have log slab exteriors. Later houses were built on upper Kincaid
Springs Road. They are circa 1950 dwellings with varnished, manufactured logs and late
1900s houses with stained, lapped wood siding. A few residences are now year-round.

Kincaid Springs Subdivision: 15214
Elk Acres Road (above left), 28771
Kincaid Springs Rd (above right),
and springhouse (left).
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North Fork West of Pine
Pine Valley extends west of
Pine along the North Fork. Two inns
operated in this vicinity. At the west
edge of Pine, the White Pines Hotel
burned down, but several one-room
cabins remain, now rented as tourist
lodgings. The Crystal Lake Lodge,
two miles west of Pine at 29200
Crystal Lake Road, is substantially
remodeled. Four miles west of Pine
on the North Fork is Baehr Pine
Valley Lodge (5JF383, SR), a Rustic-style summer lodge designed by J. J. B. Benedict. It is
part of the Pine Valley Jefferson County Open Space property.
Crossons. About six miles west of Pine, the former mining and fishing camp of Crossons
remains beside the North Fork. It originated with the opening of the Saxonia Milling,
Smelting, and Refining works in 1880 that served a brief flurry of iron, copper, and lead
mining. The mill site consisted of a crusher, stamp mills, roasting furnace and blast furnace
according to a map drawn in 1960 by present property owner Eleanor Colwell. Adjacent to
Saxonia, Crossons consists of a main dwelling that served as the residence for the manager of
the Saxonia operation and several one-room cabins. After the brief spurt of mining and
processing activity ended, the buildings served as a fishing camp for sportsmen arriving on
the DSP&P. These buildings have been vacant for decades but remain relatively intact.
Today, Crossons is privately owned and surrounded by Pike National Forest.

Crossons, main dwelling, façade (left) and log slab treatment (right).
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Three cabins at Crossons

Saxonia. Just west of Crossons is the mining and milling area of Saxonia, within the Pike
National Forest. In the late 1880s, an ore milling operation was located here. There are no
visible remains of this activity, other than building depressions and remnants of foundations.
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